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INK
First Things First Curtis Franklin, Jr

F irst things first: The cover is different. Part of
the reason is aesthetic-after a couple of years of look-
ing at the same logo we felt that it was time for a fresh
look for the cover. More than the matter of looks,
however, was trying to let folks know exactly what
CIRCUIT CELLAR INK is all about. We wanted to make it
plain to even the most casual observer that this is The
Computer Applications Journal. I think the new logo
goes a long way toward making that clear.

Now, I want to make something clear: we haven’t
changed the parts of the magazine that make it uniquely
CIRCUIT CELLAR INK. You’ll still find projects, tutorials,
technology, and techniques in our pages. We still stress
practical, hands-on experience. We are still making this
magazine for you, our readers, and for no one else. (OK,
maybe for us, too, but we read the thing as well as write
it.1

IT’S BEEN ONE OF THOSE YEARS...

In the first issue of C IRCUIT CELLAR INK there was a
project on building a home satellite weather center. It
continued through our first seven issues, and was sup-
posed to go for several more. As with many projects in
this world, “circumstances beyond our control” in-
truded. We finally decided that there would be a single
wrap-up article in this issue. More circumstances, and
even that didn’t work out. I regret to say that there will
not be a concluding article. The author, Mark Voorhees,
would like to continue supporting those readers who
are now caught in the middle of this project. If you need
more information write to him directly at:

Mark Voorhees
P.O. Box 27476

Phoenix, AZ 85061-7476

ence  all of our classic art forms (graphic arts, music,
theater, and dance). I’ve been watching the confluence
of computer and art for a number of years, and I’m ever
more impressed at the results from both the artistic and
computer sides of the issue.

On the artistic side, a welcome maturity is develop-
ing in the way many artists deal with the computer. Re-
member the early days of microcomputers? You would
get the computer kit, build the machine, and bore your
family and friends by making them watch the front-
panel LEDs blink as the computer added a series of num-
bers. Eventually, the computer had to do more than
simply be a computer: it had to do something useful to
earn its keep. A similar change in attitudes is moving
computer art. Attitudes about computers have pro-
gressed to the the point where computers are more
important as tools than as symbols.

The developments on the computer side are, if any-
thing, more impressive. Where “computer art” was
once accorded all the serious respect owed a dot-matrix
rendition of Snoopy, the techniquesexplored by graphic
artists are now used by imaging experts in many scien-
tific and technical fields. Computer music which once
resembled nothing so much as spinning a radio tuning
dial has now broadened to include support for more
traditional forms of expression (as well as experimental
pieces). Through it all, art has become just another field
in which computers are used, and the new uses of
computers explored.

Curtis Franklin, Jr.

ON WITH THE ART

It’s hard to get any two artists to agree on anything.
That said, I choose to believe that many artists would
agree that computers have the potential to greatly influ-
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Image Synthesis: A Tutorial
Tools for Drawing a New Universe
by Chris Ciarcia

The day has long since
passed when “computer
art’ meant outlining a fa-
mous beagle on a dot-
matrix printer. Today’s
computer artists can ac-
curately render a stan-
dard living room, or an
unseen world. This high-
level tutorial introduces
ray-tracing, shadowing,
textures, and reflections,
as well as other concepts
important for creating im-
ages from digital data.
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A Low-Cost MIDI Sequencer
Build an 803 7-Based  Stand-Alone
M/D/  Sequencer
by Winefred  Washington

MIDI opened up a new world of electronic
music. Sequencers open up new vistas of
control within that world. This project from
the Circuit Cellar INK Design Contest lets you
build a simple, functional sequencerfor less
than $75!

INKnet
Part %-Writing Network Applications
The Subtle Art of Programming for /NKnet

by Ed Nisley

A computer network is of little use if there’s no application
software to take advantage of the links. Writing software for
INKnet is one way to learn the ins and outs of programming for
distributed control.
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letters to the Editor
READER’S

INK

A BEllER WAY TO BOOT

Recently I received CIRCUU CELLAR INK’s First Year interrupt routine, they have a direct jump to the boot
Reprint. It contains many invaluable ideas which inspire routine which bypasses the POST. A reset routine which
me in my own designs. Your publication is almost error begins at FFFF:OOOO simply overwrites the contents of the
free but I found something that-in my opinion-should 0040:0072 address, so for these computers, WARMBOOT
be corrected. need only contain one instruction:

In CIRCUIT CELLAR INK #6, in Visible  INK,  you described
the program WARMBOOT.COM. I have four comments
concerning this program:

jmp ffff:OOOO

or a jump to a specific BIOS location. In other words, for an
ill-behaved BIOS, use an ill-behaved WARMBOOT.1) I cannot understand why you use the ES seg-

ment register to modify BIOS variables-I think
using DS is more straightforward.

2) You don’t have to end the program with RET-
it will never be executed.

3) You don’t have to write 112h bytes to disk-12h
is enough.

4)Whenyouenterthe”u  100  llZ<enter>“com-
mand, you can also see an instruction which
begins at xxxx:O112 (in this case, its content is
undetermined).

Here is my version of WARMBOOT.COM. It is
designed to be entered using DEBUG.

C>debug warxnboot.com
File not found
-alOO
XXXX:OlOO  mov ax,40
XXXX:O103  mov ds,ax
XXXX:O105 mov word ptr [72],1234
XXXX:OlOB jmp ffff:OOOO
XxXx  : 0 110 <enter>
- r c x
cx 0000
:lO
--w

Writing 0010 bytes

Isn’t it better?
Some PC/XT-compatible computers ignore the con-

tents of the 0040:0072  BIOS variable. In the keyboard

Krzysztof Wysocki
Warsaw, Poland

Thanks forsendingus yoursolution to theproblem of warm
boots under MS-DOS. One of the best parts of putting together
a magazine like CIRCUIT CELLAR INK is the chance to learn from
your readers. Editor

WIRE-WRAP, CONTINUED

In CIRCUIT CELLAR INK #9,there  was a group of mes-
sagesconcemingwire-wrapconstructionin ConnecTime.  I
have an additional suggestion for building projects using
wire-wrap.

Use a board that provides Vcc and GND foil buses on
0.3” centers between IC socket pin rows. This allows Vcc
and GND wires to be wrapped to pins and lap-soldered to
the buses, minimizing the ground jump typical of high-
performance CMOS chips.

The dead-bug method is not dead. In my technique,
the circuit is built on a copper-clad sheet. Chips are super-
glued, pins up, to the main foil (GND).  Vcc islands are cut
in the foil to match up with the Vcc pins. Vcc and GND pins
are bent over to match up with the foil and islands, and
soldered into place. Bypass capacitors are installed as
required. The simplest $2.95 wire-wrap tool is used to
interconnect IC pins with #30 wire-wrap wire. I find that
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only two or three wraps are necessary. Two-level wraps
are easy, and connections may be soldered for permanence
or ruggedness. Of course, the board produced won’t fit
into a single card-cage or backplane slot, but I have found
the results to be durable. The method is especially good for
small one-time projects, or for early prototyping.

Charles Shaw
Ft. Walton Beach, FL

COMPUTERS ARE ENOUGH

CIRCUS  CELLAR INK has improved as a magazine over
the last year. The technical quality of the articles is proba-
bly better also-but I don’t read most of them. I am
interested in computers as computers, not as a fancy way
to turn on my house lights or close a window. I realize that
a lot of people are interested in interfacing computers to
the real world, but I’m not one of them. To me, a computer
is something to help me think, not to think for me. Actu-
ally, I’m not much interested in even that: Once a computer
is designed and built and an operating system of sorts is in
place, I leave the rest to the software folks. It’s the machine

itself that interests me, not the uses and abuses to which
others will put it. To me, thechallenge is in cutting cost and
complexity-the black box itself-not what is tied to it.

I continue my subscription to CIRCUIT CELLAR INK, not
because I like it, but because it’s the only magazine that
even comes close to what I am looking for in a computer
magazine.

Al Seaweard
Baton Rouge, LA

Thank you foy taking the time to wyite  in with your com-
ments on CIRCUIT CELLAR INK: Thank you even more  foy the
subscriprion  renewal which accompanied your letter!

As you know, thefull  titleofouymagazineisC~~currC~~L.A~
INK:TheComvuteyAvvlications  Tournal.  Remainingfaithful to
the latter half of the title requires that we place real emphasis on
computer applications. In spite of this, I belieoe  fhat those who
wanf fo see computers will be happy with us in the coming
months.  In addition to the HI6 and 80386SXcomputers  which
began in CIRCUIT CELLAR INK #I 1, we aye planning pyojects
based on the 68000,8096,  and 68HCll  processors  and control-
lers in the next few months.

We r y never  to forget that computers aye prerequisites for
applications. We hope that, in covering both ends of the process,
we can please most of OUT readers most  of the time. Editor

$249,TERMINAL

Featuring l Standard RS-232 Senal  Asynchronous ASCII Communications
l 48 Character LCD Display (2 Lines of 24 each)
l 24 Key Membrane Keyboard with embossed graphics.
l Ten key numeric array plus 8 programmable function keys.
l Four-wire multidrop protocol mode.
l Keyboard selectable SET-UP features-baud rates, parity, etc.
l Size (5.625” W x 6.9” D x 1.75” H),  Weight 1.25 Ibs.
l 5 x 7 Dot Matrix font with underline cursor
l Displays 96 Character ASCII Set (upper and lower case)
Options-backlighting for oisplay,  W-422 110,  20 Ma current loop l/O,

302 N. Winchester 9 Olathe, KS 66062 l 913-829-0600 l 800-255-3739
I
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PC BIOS Development - Industrial Control -
Embedded Systems - ROM Development

ROM
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SRAM
P*AM ,%P Dnnn

The Kolod Research R30M Card
SUPPORTS MOST 28.PIN JEDEC MEMORY DEVICES. YOU CAN USE STATIC

RAMS AS ROMS TO DYNAMICALLY DEVELOP AND TEST PC ROM BASED CODE
W/THOUTBURNlNG  IN ROMS AND FULLY DEBUG THE ROMS YOU DO BURN

The R30M card provrdes  all the facilities you need to develop and deliver PC based
BIOS, embedded systems. industrial control software, and ROM based appltcatlons

The R30M card features mclude:

* 4 Independent 28 pin JEDEC defined
sockets: each socket’s address IS

use slower memores ,n  high-speed
systems

switch-selectable to anywhere wlthin  * software or hardware controlled wr,te
the 0 to IMbyte  address range

* abilrtv  to address and conftaure
protect for each socket (for SRAMs
and EEROMsl

sock&s independently or -
consecutively for a total of upto 126K

l unique s&v&? driven  3 channel

SRAM, 256K ROM, or any
DMA fly-by test clrwtry

combination  o f  R O M ,  E E R O M  o r
l flwble  port I/O addressrng

S R A M  i n  b e t w e e n
l  complete technical  documentation

* “se only the sockets and memory
rncludlng programmrng  and hardware

you need
specifications  with examples (source

* jumper select battery backup for any
c o d e  i n c l u d e d .  o f  c o u r s e )

o r  a l l  o f  t h e  s o c k e t s
* full support for PC/XT/AT/366

machrnes
l  variable wait-state generation for

each of the sockets means you c a n
l htgh  quality multi-layer construction

( 3 1 2 )  291-1566  for other options.  sales 8 technical  mformatlon
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Turbo XT on a 4” by 5” Board
The 8810 board from Tempustech is the equivalent of an IBM-

compatible Turbo XT motherboard on a 4.2” by 5.4” board. The board,
which fits an industry-standard &bit PC bus passive backplane, offers
the capability of an embedded computer in a space as small as 180
cubic inches (5”~  6”~ 6”), about 1 /lOth  the size of an IBM PC/XT.

Applications for the U.S.-designed and manufactured board
include a diskless workstation, an embedded controller for industrial
applications, as well as the CPU board in a PC. The Clayer  board uses
surface mount technology, features dual-speed (10 MHz and 4.77
MHz) operation, up to 2 megabytes of SIMM DRAM, NEC V20-10
processor, optional 8087 coprocessor, and an auto-configuration BIOS
with no switches to set. The board is compatible with MSDOS 2.0 to
3.x, thousands of industry-standard PC bus accessories, and indudes
an Expanded Memory Manager (LIM  V4.0).

A plug-in CPU offers advantages in serviceability and upgrade
capability. A defective unit can be repaired in minutes by replacing
only one plug-in board. The passive backplane eliminates the need
for a motherboard and provides an upgrade path.

The size of the 8810 gives the designer a great deal of flexibility.
Since most 8-bit accessory functions are available on half-size boards,
a complete XT clone with 2 megabytes of DRAM, a 3.5-inch floppy
disk, a 3cmegabyte hard drive, a video card, an I/O card, and a
power supply could be assembled in a case about 5”~7”x9”.

The 8810 board costs $160 (quantity 10) without memory.
Tempustech also offers g-bit  and l&bit  passive backplanes. IBM PC/
AT and “386 board” equivalents are also available.

Tempustech, Inc.
295 Airport Road
Naples, FL 33942
(8 13) 643-2424

C Users’ Group Library Directory

Volume II of the C Users’Group  Directory of User-Supported
C Source Code has been released by R&D Publications Inc. The
Directory contains fileby-file descriptions of the code in the C Users’
Group Library, the world’s largest repository of public domain and
user-supported C source code. Volume II of the directory describes
Library disk volumes 200-249,  and includes a comprehensive index
plus detailed articles describing some of the most significant volumes
in the library. The 208-page paperback was edited by Robert Ward
and Kenji Hino.

a CIRCUIT CELLAR INK

Some of the programs cataloged in Volume II of the Directory
include a 68000 C compiler, an inference engine and rule-based
compiler, portable utilities, MS-DOS implementations of some popu-
lar UNIX utilities, Small C utilities, and several graphics packages.

The C Users’ Group is a service of R&D Publications Inc., and
facilitates the exchange of code and information among C program-
mers. Unlike machine-centered users groups, the Group focuses on
source code useful to experienced programmers rather than tested,
end-user applications. Among other services, the Group maintains a
library of over 180 volumes of public domain C source code.

Volume I of the Directory, a separate publication, contains file-
by-file descriptions and an index covering disk volumes 100-199, the
first 99 Library volumes. Both Volumes I and II are available from The
C Users’ Group for $10 each.

The C Users’ Group
2120 W. 25th St., Ste. B
Lawrence, KS 66047
(913) 841-1631

Servo System for
PC Control of
Machinery

Owners of hand-
operated machinery can
now adapt their tools to a
computer-based automa-
tion system with Retro-Fit-
Kit from Computer Contin-
uum. A two-axis kit
consists of a dual controller, dual
power amplifier, two DC servo
motors with incremental
encoders (2ooO  counts/rev), an
interface card for the IBM PC,
CNC/teaching software, and all
cables. One cable is specially
shielded for use in electrically
noisy industrial environments.
The controller and amplifier
modules are contained in
stackable plastic boxes and
interface to the PC through a
ribbon cable bus called LAB 40
(Local Applications Bus). Up to
eight analog, I/O, and relay
modules may interface to this
bus with up to 40 feet of ribbon
cable.

Each power amplifier
delivers continuous currents of
10 amps at up to 90 volts, with
peak currents of 50 amps for fast
motor stops.

Protection is provided for
over-current, over-voltage,
under-voltage, short circuit, and
over-temperature. Optional heat
sinks, fans, and power upgrades,
using larger or parallel
MOSFETs are available. Signals
between the controller and

power amplifier are optically
isolated.

MotionSoft, the included
automation software, supports
up to four axes of synchronized
motion with linear and circular
interpolation on either pair of
axes. Parameter set-up and
motor-testing menus allow
adjustment for a wide variety of
motor/encoder/gearboxes for
each axis. After limit switch ini-
tialization, CNC files may be
used from a standard CAD
system. Motor positions can be
taught with PC cursor keys as
jog keys or by turning the motor
shaft and recording the positions
from its attached encoder.

Velocities between each
point are settable, and the
motion playback can be either
continuous or trapezoidal
profile. Trajectories and
automation steps are stored in
CNC code format. The package
includes routines in C and
QuickBASIC for custom
development.

A two-axis Retro-Fit-Kit
starts at $2000 each. System re-
quirements include an IBM-
compatible PC, XT, or AT with
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64OK  of RAM and either
Hercules or CGA graphics. An
80x87 math coprocessor chip is
required.

Computer Continuun
75 Southgate Avenue
Daly City, CA 940 15
(415) 755-1978

Computer-Based
HDTV Framestore

Real-time storage, retrieval,
and manipulation of high-
definition images for the
Macintosh II computer is
possible with Restore, a com-
puter-based high definition dual-
frame store from Rebo Research
(a subsidiary of Rebo High-
Definition Studio Inc.). Using the
Mac II as its host/controller, the
Restore chassis plugs into the
Mac’s NuBus slot and allows
access to all Macintosh mass
storage devices and third-party
software. Captured images can
be viewed on a high-definition
monitor or displayed on the Mac
color screen.

Restore stores images in
one of two buffers. The two
frames can be captured live from
the camera source or from high-
definition videodisc or tape.
Either the live video or the
buffer’s contents can be viewed.
Restore can reposition the image
from buffer A or B on the screen.
A live image may be reposi-
tioned and stored in its altered
form. The product features also
include 1920x1035 pixels, 24bit
color, and color correction.

Images generated entirely
within the computer can be
displayed or recorded in the
high-definition format and
processed through Restore. Any
form of communication
supported by the Mac may be
utilized, including serial,
parallel,  or medium exchange
(optical disc and tape). Image
translation software is available
through Rebo Research.

Rebo Research, Inc.
530 West 25th Street
New York, NY 10001
(212) 627-9083
(415) 755-1978

PC-Compatible STD Bus Module

The CPU-XT module from Computer Dynamics is the first STD
Bus module to offer 100% PC/XT compatibility.  It incorporates an
8088 or NEC V20  microprocessor, memory, and speaker and
keyboard interfaces. In addition, the CPU-XT includes: interfaces to
floppy and hard disk drives; monochrome/CGA/LCD display adapt-
ers; a watchdog timer; battery-backed clock/calendar; 128K of
EPROM; up to 640K of RAM; two serial ports; and a printer port. The
unit is an STD Bus module, measuring 6.5” x 4.5” x 1’: and features
low power consumption so it can easily be placed into embedded sys-
tems. It is also keyboard switchable to operate at a 9.54MHz clock
speed.

The on-board IDE hard disk controller accommodates up to two
Winchester drives and makes possible an XT-compatible hard disk
interface. The CPU-XT can be used in disk- or ROM-based environ-
ments, and its bidirectional printer port makes the module compat-
ible with security keys. It directly addresses all STD Bus I/O and up
to 64K of memory on the STD Bus.

The CPU-XT is $995 in single quantities.

Computer Dynamics
107 S. Main Street
Greer, SC 29650
(803) 877-8700

Transceiver Links
Portable Systems to
PCS

Linking hand-held
equipment to personal comput-
ers without consuming battery
energy is possible with the
Dallas Semiconductor DS1275
Line-Powered Transceiver. The
DS1275, a low-power CMOS
device, has a unique circuit that
steals current from the host com-
puter’s RS232  signal when that
signal is in a negative state. Since
most serial communication ports
remain in a negative state stati-
cally, battery current is reduced
by an order of magnitude.

During an actual communi-
cations session, the DS1275’s
transmitter will use system
power (5-12 volts) for positive
transitions while still employing
the receive signal for negative
transitions. When the system is
in the static state, with no data
being passed, the DS1275 draws
no battery current at all. This
permits the portable device to go
into a power sleep mode until
activity on the RS232  port is
sensed by the transceiver.

The B-pin DIP or surface-
mount package is compatible
with RS232 signals and operates
over a simple 3-wire  cable.
Applications include remote
sensors, portable instruments,
hand-held bar code readers, or
any portable device that needs to
send information to a PC.

The DS1275 costs $1.73 in
5000-piece  quantities.

Dallas Semiconductor
4350 Beltwoad  Parkway
Dallas, TX 75244
(214) 450-0400
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Multiline Voice
Communications
Board

Integration of a PC/XT/
AT/386 computer with Central
Office, Centrex, and/or PBX
lines is achieved with the
Powerline II board from Talking
Technology Inc. Applications
include voice messaging, call
processing, audiotex, telemarket-
ing, order processing, call
distribution, PBX integration,
auto dialing. and alarm systems.

Powerline II supports high-
fidelity digital recording and
playback with or without
compression. Five software-
controlled compression rates
ranging from 14 to 56 kbik/
second give flexible control over
sound quality and data storage
rates.

Two on-board microproces
sors control the functions of
Powerline II. An Intel 8098
handles data compression and
decompression, and an Intel 8032
communicates directly with the
8098  and handles housekeeping
functions. The 8098 has a built-in
l&bit  A/D converter, sample
and hold, and multiplexer.
During voice recording, the 8098
samples the filtered audio input,
compresses the data through the
use of a proprietary algorithm,
and sends it to the 8032.  During
playback, the 8098 accepts
encoded data from the 8(132  and
decodes it, making it available
for playback into the telephone
line, local telephone, and/or an
external speaker.

The Powerline II hardware
interfaces with the host com-
puter through dual-ported static
RAM, and all communications is
channeled through this memory.
A variety of jacks on the board
provides interface to telephone
lines, PBX systems, audio input
and output, and digital external
devices. Powerline II is priced at
$599.

The Commando Develop-
ers’ Package provides all of the
tools necessary to custom tailor
inbound and outbound voice
applications supporting as many
as 16 lines (eight Powerline II
cards). Commando includes a
function library which supports
concurrent voice messaging and
call processing applications. The
Commando kit includes a soft-
ware applications interface for
the MS-DOS environment, a
graphics-based installation
program for Powerline II cards, a
microphone for high-quality
recording, and a speaker.
Commando is priced at a one-
time fee of $139.

Talking Technology, Inc.
4383 Piedmont Avenue
Oakland, CA 94611
(415)  652-9600

ROMable Disk
Operating System

A new ROM-resident or
disk-based operating system for
embedded systems using the
Intel 80x86 family and the NEC
V20 through V50  series has been
announced by Datalight. ROM-
DOS is fully compatible with
MSDOS 2.x and will boot on a
standard PC, operate from
within ROM, and run MSDOS
executable programs such as
Lotus 123, Turbo-C, and
Microsoft Word.

The ROM-DOS operating
system enables a diskless
embedded system to run an MS
DOS application upon power-
up. Any MS-DOS service can be
accessed, provided the necessary
hardware is available. ROM-
DOS supports memory manage-
ment, a standard file system,
time functions, and DOS charac-
ter and block device drivers. A
device driver may be installed at
link time or load time (using
CONFIG.SYS). A device driver
installed at link time becomes
part of the operating system
kernel and is burned into ROM
with ROM-DOS.

A standard setup places the
code for ROM-DOS and Mini-
BIOS in the top 32K of ROM, and
the user application (EXE file)
and associated files in ROM on a
ROM-disk. The ROM-disk files
can be placed anywhere above
system RAM, and by designating
the ROM-disk as the “A” drive,
ROM-DOS will search it for the
initializing program upon boot-
ing.

The booting process starts
when power is applied to the
system. The BIOS initializes the
hardware and transfers control
to ROM-DOS which, after its
own initialization, loads and
runs the user application. This
application remains operational
until power down.

The ROM-DOS kernel uses
29K bytes and resides in and
executes out of ROM. The Mlni-
BIOS uses less than 3K bytes, so
it will easily fit into a 32K ROM
package. A minimum RAM
space of 5K bytes is needed, but
a command processor
(COMMAND.COM) is not
required.

A Developer’s Kit provides
the tools, modules, source code,
and instructions to port ROM-
DOS to a new environment. The
Mini-BIOS in assembly source
form contains all of the hardware
dependent code and provides
the minimum hardware support
required by ROM-DOS.

The ROM-DOS Developer’s
Kit is available for $495 and
comes with 20 duplication
licenses. The license cost is the
royalty paid to Datalight for the
right to duplicate the software
and varies from $Z%lO  per
license for 50 units to $3.00 per
license for 25,000 units. The
license to the full source code for
ROM-DOS is available for $5000.

Datalight
17505 68th Avenue
Northeast, Suite 304
Bothell, WA 98011
(206) 486-8086
(800) 22 l-6630

Attention Manufacturers!

Circuit Cellar INK provides its readers with news
about significant product developments in
hardware, software, and development tools.
If your company has a new product that our
readers should know about, please send your
product announcements to:

Circuit Cellar INK
New Products Editor

4 Park Street, Suite 20
Vernon, CT 06066
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Letters to the
VISIBLE

INK
INK Research Staff answers;

clear and simple

OH, FOR A SIMPLE GAME PORT...

I need a multiple-channel temperature logging and
data reduction system similar to the one Tom Riley pre-
sented in March/April of 1988. [See “Personal
Computer-Based Instrumentation” by Tom Riley, CKLJIT
CELLAR INK #2.1  However, I have a laptop computer with
only RS-232-C and parallel ports. Will you modify this
circuit’s software to allow the parallel port to receive
input? The Toshiba 3100 has no game port. It would also
be helpful to allow more thermistors, if possible.

I know now that I can’t live without a modem to access
your BBS. I live aboard a boat and most everything must
operate off the 12.6V  system batteries. Can you suggest a
modem in kit form that is available for my use? If not a kit,
any lower-priced unit will be acceptable.

Jack H. Peterson
Ft. Lauderdale, FL

The project described in the article fakes advantage of the
Apple B-series game port and embedded software in the BASIC
interpreter. While this could beeasilyduplicated by an IBM PC
or compatible with a game port, your laptop is missing this
feature.

There is a method of adapting this circuit to a PC with a
parallel port, but if doesgef complicafeda requires somesoftware
tricks. Normally, the data lines on a parallel port only go “one
way”-to  the printer. There are eight of them, so theoretically
you could get eight thermistors. In reality, you have to read the
status offhe  eight data lines. Not all parallel port hardware will
let you do this. In addition, the AppleIlgameport  is actually an
A/D  converter ofsorts,so  thevoltageat thegameporf connectors
is what’s actually being measured. You can’t do that with a
parallel port, since it only receives a logic signal. Therefore, the
approach you take must deliver a signal to charge the capacitors
and measure the time for each line to change state (because of the
RC timeconstant of the thermistor and thecapacitor). You could
use thedatastrobelineof theparallelport tocontrol thecharging.

Actuallydoing this will requireassembly languageroutines
toaccess theparallel port in fhemannerdescribed. Thereare lots
of books out there on low-level manipulations of the PC hard-
ware, and if’s difficult to recommend just one since we don’t
know your background or temperament.
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As far as your modem purchase is concerned, just fakea  look
at all of the SV-battery-powered  “pocket modems” now on the
market. Most recent consumer-oriented computer magazines
arefilled with ads for them. At current prices, if’s impossible to
justi& going to a kit. Another option is to find an external
modem designed to be powered by 110  VAC. Most of these have
transformers which convert the IIOV wall current to 9-15Vfor
the modem itself. Find one with a 22V or lower DC input,fit  it
with a cord, and away you go.

RESETTING AN AT

Can you help me by supplying a circuit for a reset
switch for an AT clone, or telling me how I would go about
installing one? I have a switch that produces an NM1
interrupt, but it is frequently insufficient. I don’t want to
turn the power switch off and on too often because it cycles
the hard disk as well, but I do need to be able to reset the
80286 (and the bus, if possible).

David S. Bakin
San Francisco, CA

Adding a reset switch to your AT clone is not ve y difficult,
and thereareacoupleofwaysif might bedone. Themostobvious
way, driving the RESET DRV pin on the expansion bus, is not
the way to do it. This is an output signal used to reset other
fhings. We only mention this because we have seen others make
reference to grounding this pin to reset the system.

The system will reset if the POWER GOOD line from the
power supply is pulled down for a short time. This is the normal
way that the system begins ifs boot process on startup. The
POWER GOOD line stays low until the power supply output
voltages are within spec,  then goes high. In a True Blue AT, this
linegoes  directly to the RES\ pin on the 82284 clockgenerator.
When fhispingoes high,itgeneratesa resetsignalat its reset pin.
ThisisfhesignalfhafactuallyresetsfheCPUandbegins  theboot
process.

ThePOWERGOODlinecomesoutoffhepowersupplyand
goes to pin 1 of one of the main power supply connectors. The



connector you want is labeled PS on PC power supplies, and P3
inATs. Znanycase, fherearefwomainpowersupplyconnecfors,
one with the @on pin 1, and one with a key on pin 4. The one
you want is the connector with the key on pin 4. Ground is pins
5 and 6 on this connector.

To add the switch, all you need is a normally open momen-
tay-contact push-button switch and a few feet of hook-up wire.
Oneside  of the switch is to be connected to the POWER GOOD
line, and the other side will be connected to ground. If will
probably be convenient to make both connections to the leads
coming out of the power supply, or to the pins in the connector
itself. The easiest way to make these connections is to splice the
switch leads onto the power supply leads with crimped-on,
solderless, splice connectors, but you could strip in a short
section of insulation on each lead and solder the switch leads in,
or insert the switch lead wires into the connector from the rear.

WORKING WITH THE FCC All letters and photos become the property  of CCINK  and cannot be returned.

I am working on starting up my own business and
planondesigningacomputerasoneofmyproducts. What
will I need to do to get the required FCC certification?
According to an article I read, the paperwork, delays, and
money required for certification are prohibitive for a start-
up company. Is this true? If so, something needs to be done
about it!

This brings up another question. I read in the June 12,
1989 issue of ComputerWorld  that IBM has urged the FCC
to close the ‘loophole” allowing user-assembled personal
computers to be sold without certification. How can we
urge the FCC not to create the same problems in this are as
they have with factory-assembled computers? Will they
listen if individuals write to them?

Dan Barr
Napa, CA

FCC certification is, at present, an expensive process for a
smallcompany.  Wesuggestyougetacopyof fheFCC  Rulesand
Regulations, Part 15. This is available from the Government
Printing Ofice, Washington, D.C. The last time wechecked, the
price for this particular publication was around $15. The rules
will tell you the engineering requirements for certification, as
well as the administrative details you’ll have to take care of.
There are a lot of rules, but there are also a lot of wrong public
impressions about what the rules say. Your device or product
should be compared to the rules relating to its particular product
category.

TheFCCdoeswelcomepubliccomment,andyouasacitizen
have the right and duty to inform them of your position on
matters relating to their administration. Zf you follow the
comment procedure, they must consider your input. This
doesn’t mean that theywill  necessarilyproducearule thatfavors
you, but if there are aspects of rulemaking that are incongruous

or unduly burdensome to a small business such as yours, you
have a good chance of getting at least some attention. To have a
real impact, though, you must become informed of exactly what
the FCC is doing, and that is rarely reported with any accuracy
in the news media. A local library might have the Federal
Register as a periodical. By law, all proposed rules and admin-
istrutivechanges must be reported within the registerso that the
public may comment.

A good source for help in obtaining information from gov-
ernment agencies is the book “Information U.S.S.” by
Matthew L&so. You can find this in most national chain
bookstores.

In Visible INK, the Circuit Cellar INK Research Staff answers microcomputing
questions from the readership. The representative questions are published each
issue as space permik. Send your inquiries to:

INK Research Staff
c/o Circuit Cellar INK

Box 772
Vernon, CT 06066 1

IRS
201 Very Useful
202 Moderately Useful
203 Not Usefu!

.

The Ultimate in Embedded
Systems Programming.

Remote DSD87 is the most ad-
vanced source debugger for em-
bedded systems. This package
and your compiler form a com-
plete solution for embedded de-
velopment. Supports Microsoft
and Turbo C. Includes a FREE
copy of Native DSD871

ROM-Link is the fastest link
md locate utility for use with
Remote debuggers, In Circuit
Emulators, and EPROM Pro-
grammers.  Supports Microsoft
debugging information.

Call Our Bulletin Board
System at (213) 559-1449 for

FREE Demonstrations!
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Writing Network Applications 1
Ed Msley

INKnet
Part 3

The Subtle Art of Programming for INKnet

The first two articles
in this series covered the
“how and why” of net-
works With that under
your belt, I can now
explore programming
techniques for applica-
tions that exchange
control and status infor-
mation using INKnet.
Rather than an aca-
demic discussion, I will
describe four programs
that cooperatively man-
age a single control prob-
lem.

The sample project is a 100-liter
mixing tank. While this is typical of
many process control problems, I’ve
made some simplifying assumptions
to keep the programs manageable.

Despite the fact that INK’s read-
ers are hands-on types, it is unreason-
able to expect you to tackle a major
plumbing project just to see how
INKnet works. Ordinarily, one of the
RTC52 boards would monitor the
sensors and drive the valves and mixer
motors, but I added some BASIC code
to simulate the temperaturemeasure-
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Id I&t  Va/ve

OV.SHOW

Madmum

bWmum

Mxer  Motor AnyWuid

Cwflet Tempwatire

?3 Outlet  Valve

Figure 1 -The hypotheti-
cal tank has inlets for hot
and cold, an outlet, sen-
sors for content level, a
mixing motor, and tem-
perature sensors. it is de-
signed to mimic a ‘reed
world’ tank application.

ments and produce fake switch val-
ues. You can thus run the whole show
on your desktop without the faintest
risk of drowning your keyboard.

SIZING THE PROBLEM

Figure 1 shows our mixing tank,
which has both “upstream” and
“downstream” connections to other
parts of the manufacturing process
that we’ll ignore here. There are two
inlet valves that provide hot and cold
fluid and one outlet valve that drains
fluid. We control the inlet valves, but
the outlet is opened and closed by the
machine drawing fluid from the tank.
Our job is to maintain enough fluid at
the correct temperature to keep the
downstream machine contented
whenever it needs juice.

There are four fluid level switches
along the side of the tank, so we can

determine how much fluid is present,
albeit with limited precision. A pair of
temperature sensors report on tank
and outlet temperature, which may
be different if the tank wasn’t stirred
while adding fluid. The mixer motor
is under our control and should be
turned off whenever it isn’t needed.

Figure 2 diagrams the network
nodes and I/O connections needed
for the project. The Tank Simulator
(Node 2) and Control (Node 1) RTC52
boardsare theonlytrulyessentialones,
because you can control the outlet
valve manually using the Tank Simu-
lator’s console interface.

The RTCIO expansion boards are
used mainly as outputs, so you can
omit them and read the results from
the AT’s display. The Control node
reads Time-of-Day information from
the Real-Time Clock on its I/O expan-
sion board, but the code will continue



to work with bogus values if the chip
is missing.

TIMING IS EVERYTHING

As you should know by now, there
is an intimate relation between the
data rate required by your programs,
the network bandwidth, and the suc-
cess of your project. For much the
same reasons you can’t win the Indy
500 in a Yugo, you can’t commute to
work in an Indy racer: you must make
sure that you’re using the right tool
for the job. In this case, we must match
the network’s data rate against the
problem’s control requirements.

Our tank holds up to 100 liters of
fluid; the Minimum and Maximum
level sensors change state at 40 and 75
liters, respectively. The Overflow and
Anyfluid  sensors inform you that the
floor is getting wet or the tank has run
dry, but under normal conditions
Overflow is OFF and Anyfluid  is ON.

The Outlet valve drains 0.3 liters/
second from the tank. The Cold inlet
can also supply 0.3 l/s, but the Hot
inlet is limited to 0.2 l/s. While these
soundliketrickles,0.3I/sisabout4.75
gallons/minute.

The Outlet temperature must be
maintained between 55” and 65” C,
but the Hot fluid arrives at 200” and
the Cold fluid at 0”. Obviously, the
fluid isn’t water; think of lubricant or
feedstock chemical. The Mixer stirs 5
liters/second of tank contents, al-
though the simulation simply adjusts
the Outlet temperature toward the
Tank temperature by the ratio of the
Mixer flow duringonesimulation step
to the total tank contents.

The Control node must maintain
the temperature without overfilling
or emptying the tank. Because the
only level information comes from the
four sensors, the control algorithm
must shut the inlets off when the
Maximum sensor goes on and turn
them off when Minimum shuts off.

Adding 0.5 liters per second to a
tank that is about half full results in a
1% volume change per second. The
Hot and Cold flows and temperatures
combine to add 133-degree fluid to
the 60-degree tank contents; the corre-
sponding temperature change is,

again, about 1% per second. The al-
lowable temperature variation is lo%,
so the network has on the order of 10
seconds to respond to any changes.

Although I have not described the
message format yet, most of the net-
work traffic will be polls and short
responses. As you saw in the last
article, a short INKnet  message re-
quires about 15 milliseconds, so each
nodeina5-nodenetworkwillbepolled
6 or 7 times per second. Because the
Control node must exchange several
messages with the Tank Simulator

-0

Figure 2-The network nodes and I/O con-
nections needed for this project. The Tank
Simulator (Node 2) and Control (Node I)
RJC52  boards are the onty  truly essential
ones, because you can control the outlet
valve manually using the Tank Simulator’s
console interface.

node, the response time will be about
a second and the control system will
have time to stabilize the system.

If your system changes by 10% in
half a second, a controller responding
in a second will not be able to hold the
system within 10% of the setpoint.
INKnet  is suited for industrial prob-
lems that change relatively slowly; it
is not the backbone network for a fly-
by-wire system!

PASSING MESSAGES

Figure 3 shows the message flow
between the four RTC52 nodes. In

Because the programs must re-

effect, there are four simultaneouspro-
spond to network messages at any
time, they have a different structure

gram loops working on four different
problems, each one swapping data

than you may have used for your

with the others as needed. All four
BASIC applications. Figure 5 shows a
generic flowchart that applies to each

BASIC programs are also updating
their console outputs and scanning
for keyboard input, so there is a lot
going on under the covers.

Each network message includes
an opcode that indicates the purpose
of the message and the format of any
data following the header bytes. The
firmware handles all of the console I/
0, polling, and network status mes-
sages; the application programs can
concentrateon their own information.

Figure 4 shows the opcodes asso-
ciated with each network message.
Opcodes between 10 and 1F hex are
commands sent to a node to elicit a
specific action. That action will trig-
ger a response message with an op-
code 10 hex greater than the com-
mand opcode. The response does not
directly trigger any network traffic.

For example, the Control node
sends opcode 11 hex with a single
“zero” data byte to the Tank Simula-
tor to close the Cold inlet valve. The
Tank Simulator responds withopcode
21 hex and “zero” data to acknowl-
edge that the valve is shut, or “one” to
indicate that it isn’t. The Control node
thus is assured that the commanded
action has actually taken place.

The INKnet  firmware does not
guarantee that messages will reach
their destination, so your programs
must handle this function. The sample
programs retransmit the most recent
message if the acknowledgement has
not arrived within two seconds.

The Control node must send and
receive three messages to collect the
current valve, switch, and tempera-
ture status from the Tank Simulator
node. I chose this rather chatty proto-
col to provide an excuse to discuss
building a state machine to manage
network traffic. In your applications
you should minimize network traffic
by combining as much information as
possible into a single message.

RUNNING IN LOOPS
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Figure J-The  message flow between four RTC52 nodes. In effect. there are four
simultaneous program loops working on four different problems, each one swapping
data with the others. All four programs are also updating console outputs and scanning
for keyboard input, so there is a lot going on under the covers.

of the four programs, and may apply statement to get keystrokes from the
to your new networking code as well. network. BASIC-52 isn’t a multi-

Each program handles three sepa- tasking language (what do you expect
rate tasks: watching for incoming mes- in an 8K interpreter?), so there is no
sages, handlinglocalcontrol functions, way to continue processing while
and checking the console for key- snatching keystrokes from the con-
strokes. You must give each task sole. The only way to manage this is to
control often enough to avoid missing ensure the remaining nodes do not
network messages, bungling the con- “hang” forever when another node is
trol task, or skipping console key- busy.
strokes. Thereare  practical constraints Listings 1 through 3 correspond
that prevent your code from reaching to the three main decision blocks of
this ideal, but the goal is clear. Figure 5 and together form the skele-

BASIC-52’s console I/O is the ton of the Control node program. I
weakest link in the flowchart, because have omitted some code to reduce the
your program must stop processing size of the listings, but the full source
both network messages and local for all four programs is available on
functions when it executes an I N P U T the BBS. [Editor’s Note: Software for

Opcode Meaning Data
10 Set Hot inlet valve
11

O=closed,  l=open
Set Cold inlet valve

12
O=closed,  l=open

Set Outlet valve
13 Set Mixer motor

O=closed,  l=open
O=off, l=on

18 Request valve/mixer status none
19 Request level switch status none
1A Request tank & outlet temp none
1D Request current time of day none

;:
Ack Hot inlet valve
Ack Cold inlet valve

O=closed,  l=open

22
O=closed,  l=open

Ack Outlet valve
23

O=closed,  l=open
Ack Mixer motor O=off, l=on

28 Return valve/mixer status
29

4 bytes as above
Return level switch status

;:

4 bytes as above
Return tank L outlet temp 2 bytes
Return current time of day 6 bytes: MMDDYYHHMMSS

Figure a-These opcodes identify the contents of the messages sent from one node to
another. When a node responds to a message it ORs the incoming opcode with 1Oh and
returns it to the originator along with  the appropriate data. The first node thus has a
positive acknowledgement that the message was delivered correctly.
follow the message header.

The data bytes
Not all nodes respond to all opcodes.

this article is available for downloading
from the Circuit Cellar BBS and on Soff-
wareOn  Disk#Z2.  Fordownloadingand
ordering information, see page 86.1

The first few lines of Listing 1
adjust MTOP and set up pointers to
three message buffers. There are two
outgoingbuffers (SBFI  and SBFZ,~~~
“Send Buffer”) to handle both re-
sponses and original messages, but
only one buffer (RBFI, for “Receive
Buffer”) for incoming messages.

The number of message buffers
depends on the amount of simultane-
ous traffic your applications must
support. Each node may send one
message during a polling cycle, but
the message will be blocked if the re-
ceiver is busy. If your code communi-
cates with several nodes, it must en-
sure that a (temporarily) busy node
doesn’t hang up messages to the oth-
ers. The easiest way to handle this is to
maintain copies of the messages until
they’re acknowledged by thereceiver.

The responsiveness of your pro-
gram depends on how much work it
does on each pass through the main
loop. The sample programs make 34
loops each second, so the code can
handle that number of messages per
second without overruns. If higher
rates are needed, you must check for
incoming messages more frequently,
perhaps by embedding subroutine
calls at several locations in your code.

RECEIVING AND RESPONDING

Because receiving a message from
another node and responding to it are
critical to network applications, 1’11
start by describing how to implement
this task. There are two parts to the
problem: capturing an incoming mes-
sage, then transmitting the response
back to the originating node.

Lines 10010 and 10020 check the
network interface status on each pass
through the main loop. These pro-
grams use only the “message pend-
ing” status bit, but you can examine
other bits to tally checksum errors or
other network events.

If an incoming message is pres-
ent,lineslOlOO-1012010adit  ~ORBF~.

If two or more messages are received
beforeNET  INPUTexecutes,thestatus
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10150 op=xby(rbflt3)
10152 if (op>-lOh).and.(op<=lfh)  goto 10180
10154 if (op>=ZOh).and.(op<=Zfhf  goto 15000
10160 print "*** Bad opcode:",
10162 phO.op : goto 20000
10180 rem - dispatch opcodes lo-lfh
10190 if op<l8h on op-10h goto 14990,14990,14990,

14990,14990,14990,14990,14990
10192 on op-18h goto 14990,14990,14990,14990,14990,

11500,14990,14990

11500 xby(sbfltl)=16 : rem send current TOD back out
11502 gosub  40400
11504 xby(sbfl+lO)-t(9)*16+t(B)  : xby(sbfltll)=t(7)+16tt(6)
11506 xby(sbfl+l2)-t(11)*16tt(lO)
11508 xby(sbfl+l3)=t(5)*16tt(4)  : xby(sbfl+l4)-t(3)*16+t(2)
11510 xby(sbfl+lS)-t(1)*16tt(O)

12000 rem - set up rest of message
12010 xby(sbflt2)-xby(rbflt4)  : rem dest = incoming source
12020 xby(sbflt3)-xby(rbfl+3)+lOh  : rem set opcode
12030 gosub  41100 : goto  20000

14990 print **** Unused opcode:",
14994 phO.op : goto 20000

15000 rem - dispatch opcodes 20-2f
15100 if op<28h on op-20h goto 15200,15210,15220,

15230,19990,19990,19990,19990
15110 on op-28h goto 15300,15310,15320,19990,19990,

19990,19990,19990
15200 valvel~xby(rbfltl0)  : rem Hot inlet acknowledgement
15204 ctlstate-0 : tm8=0
15206 goto  20000

<<C code omitted >>a

15320 templ-xby(rbfltl0)  : temp2=xby(rbfltll)  : rem Temp status
15324 ctlstate=i!  : tm8=O
15326 goto  20000

cc< code omitted >>>

19990 print "** Unused opcode:",
19994 phO.op : goto  20000

Listing 1 -continued

allocate more receiving buffers to
handle higher loads; each new incom-
ing message would go into the next
available buffer for later processing.

Lines 10150 through 10154 extract
opcodes from the message buffer and
pass control to decoding routines. If
the opcode isn’t in the right range,
lines 10160 and 10162 tell you about it.
The firmware doesn’t pass opcodes80
through FF hex to your programs, so
you don’t have to process polls or
other network messages.

Lines 10180 through 10192 and
15000 through 15110 dispatch control
to the lines responsible for each op-
code. Not all nodes handle all op-
codes, so there are two dummy rou-
tines to report any messages with
unused opcodes.

After all that, the actual process-
ing associated with a message is al-
mostanticlimactic! Forexample,Lines
11500 through 11510 respond to op-
code 1D hex by extracting the current
time of day from the Clock/Calendar
chip on the RTCIO board and creating

a return message. The subroutine at
line 40400 isn’t shown, because it is
similar to the one in the manual.

Lines 12000 through 12030 fill in
the message header information com-
mon to all responses from this node
and call the routine that sends the
response back to the originator. Re-
gardless of whether the message was
sent successfully or not, control passes
to line 20000.

Listing 4 shows the code needed
to both send a message and handle
retries. Line41102 tumsona bit in the
RSND variable and sets a timeout that
will trigger a retry after a failure. Lines
41104 through 41112 make sure that
neither node is currently busy han-
dling another message, while lines
41120 through 41132 send the mes-
sage and check for “can’t happen”
errors. The last line turns off the retry
flags to indicate that the message was
sent successfully.

Lines 10022 through 10026 in List-
ing 1 should now make more sense.
They check to see if a resend is needed
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and pass control back to Listing 4 to
try again. The retries will continue
until the message is finally sent off.
Notice, however, that there is no
“backup” retry built into the code be-
cause the recipient does not acknowl-
edge the acknowledgement.

The code omitted from Listing 1 is
simply more of the same: lines similar
to the chunk at 11.500 that perform
whateveractionsarecalledforbyeach
opcode. If your application uses many
messages, you may need to have an
auxiliary opcode as the first data byte
that is decoded after the main header
opcode. You may also need to use the
message length byte to determine how
much data is contained in messages
with variable lengths; these applica-
tions use only fixed length messages,
so no tricky code is required.

DOING USEFUL WORK

A network application is no dif-
ferent thana single-boardapplication,
except that thesensor and outputports
are on a node across the network.

Instead of reading and writing
I/O ports directly, the control pro-
gram must compose, send, and re-
ceive messages to achieve its goals.

However, a network does not re-
spond immediately to a message. The
elapsed time between an outgoing
message and the incoming response
may be an appreciable fraction of a
second or more, particularly under
heavy network loads. The control
program cannot simply “stall” after
sending a message, because it may
miss incoming messages from other
nodes. Obviously, a different pro-
gramming strategy is required for
network applications.

The secret is to divide the control
program into distinct, quickly com-
pleted states. The transitions between
statesoccurwhen theprogramstartsa
lengthy process such as sending or
waiting for a network message.

Listing2shows  thefirst  two states
of the Control node’s program, along
with the overhead needed to make it
work. I have omitted most of the code
to highlight the critical sections.

CTLSTATE indicates which state
the computation is in at each pass
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through the main loop. Lines 20050
and 20052 give control to the appro-
priate lines on each pass.

For example, the Control node
starts a new control cycle whenever
the current time exceeds the value of
TMZ.  This action is handled in the first
State ,  CTLSTATE=O,  in lines 21000
through 21006 of Listing 2. Notice
that the code simply bypasses all com-
putations until the triggering event
occurs.

States 1 through 4 request status
information from the Tank Simulator
node. Each state starts by composing
and sending the request message and
ends when the acknowledgement
returns. State 5 actually performs the
control algorithm and may send a
message to the Tank Simulator to
adjust the valves or mixer. When that
action is acknowledged, the program
returns to State 0 and waits for the
start of the next cycle.

The key point is that the main
loop continues to execute even while
the program is waiting for something
to happen. You may not use “busy
loops” to delay for a few seconds;
make that interval a separate state and
use the timer function to trigger the
next state. Your program must re-
spond to any incoming messages even
when it’s waiting!

State 1 is divided into two sec-
tions. The first section, lines 21103
through 21108, sends out the tank tem-
peraturerequest message and sets TME
to the timeout value. Eachsubsequent
main loop iteration will pass through
lines 21150 through 21180. If an ac-
knowledgement isn’t received from
the Tank Simulator node within TM8
seconds, line 21180 will resend the
message and reset the timeout.

Notice that there are two timeout
values at work at the same time.
Variables TM42 and RSND determine

20000 rem  - control  loop
20010 if ((rsnd.and.2)-O).or.(time<tm42) goto 20020
20012 tm8=timettm7 : gosub 41200 : goto 29000
20020 rem - no pending messages

20050 if ctlstate<5 on ct1state goto 21000,21100,21200,
21300.21400

20052 if ctlstate<lO on ctlstate-5 qoto 21500,21600,21700,
21800,21900

21000 rem - state 0, delay for control interval
21002 if time<tm2  goto  29000
21004 print : print '>>>>>>  Starting control cycle"
21006 tm2=tfmettml : goto 28000

21100 rem - state 1, ask for temp status
21102 if tm800 gotb 21150
21103 orint  "Reauestino temoerature status"
21104 xby(sbf2ti)=lO :-xby(8bf2+2)=ts"ode : xby(sbf2+3)-lab
21106 gosub 41200 : tm8=timettm7
21108 goto 29000
21150 rem - waiting for response
21160 if timeCtm8  &to 2900b
21170 orint  II** Timeout waitino for temoerature status!"
21180 ;snd=rs"d.or.2 : tm42=ti&e  : got;  29000

21200 rem - state 2, ask for switch status
21202 if tmE<>O goto 21250
21203 print "Requesting switch status"
21204 xby(sbf2+1)=10  : xby(sbf2+2)=tsnode : xby(sbf2+3)=19h
21206 gosub 41200 : tm8-timettm7
21208 got.0 29000
21250 rem - waitino for resoonse
21260 if time<tm8 goto 2900'0
21270 print )I**  Timeout waiting for switch status!"
21280 rsnd=rsnd.or.2 : tm42=time : goto 29000

<CC code omitted >>>

28000 rem - step to next state
28010 ctlstate=ctlstatetl  : goto 29000
<CC code omitted >>>

29000 rem - update monitor outputs

<CC code omitted >>>

listing 2- This cede performs the ‘useful work’ ordinarily associated with a microcon-
troller. The work is divided into distinct states, which are called in turn by the code near
line ZCXXXI. Transitions between states are controlled by externalevents. elapsed time, or
other factors; the code cannot ‘wait forever’ in a tight loop.



a
when to retry a message that hasn’t
been sent yet, using the code in lines
20010-20012. Once the message has
been sent, that timeout is no longer in
effect. TM8,on  the other hand, resends
the message if the Tank Simulator
doesn’t respond within the timeout.

TM8 is the reason why nodes do
not  need to  acknowledge ac-
knowledgements: it isanoverall time-
out that resends the original message
if the acknowledgement is not re-
ceived. The originating node resends
until it gets an answer, regardless of
who dropped the ball.

Lines 15320-15326 in Listing 1
show what happens when an ac-
knowledgement arrivThe  CTLSTATE

is set to the appropriate value and TM8

CONSOLE I/O

As I mentioned above, console
l/O is the weak link in the network.
Listing 3 shows one way to work
iround the limitations.

Lines 30010 and 30020 use GET to
nag a waiting character from the
,onsole.  If there is no character, the
unction returns a zero and the code
ontinues along the main loop. A
pace or carriage return triggers the
lenu display and the program will
:a11 in the subroutine at line 40100
ntil the user enters a letter. If it’s one
‘the menu choices, the subroutine at
le 40200 stalls until the new value is

3onno  rem --_-_- console  fnmts
30010 c93get
30020 if (&<>20h).and.(c9<>0dh) goto 39900
30030 rem
30100 print : print *=enl=.rrI==-mmrr"
30110 print "Control Node Variables"
30120 print *** Execution stops until you select an entry!”
30130 Print "Options (use lowercase letters only):*
30131 Print using(ltt.#),8*  a Outlet setpoint",tempS,w(deg  C)*
30132 print " b Setpoint deadband*,temp6
30133 print " c Update interval",tml,"(seconds)"
30134 print " d Message trace",trace
30190 if c-20h goto 39900 else print "Enter letter: *,
30192 gosub  40100 : pop c :

got0 30190
if (c<61h).or.(o64h) gosub 40150 :

30194 print : print "Enter value:" : gosub  40200
30196 if cc65h  on c-61h goto 30200,30210,30220,30230  else pop

c9 : goto 30190
30200 pop tamp5
30210 pop temp6

: goto  32500
: goto  32500

30220 pop tml
30230 pop trace

: qoto 32500
: goto  32500

32500 rem - ensure console Is drained...
32510 if get00  goto  32510

39900 rem - back to the top of the Main Loop!
39940 got0 10000

40100 rem - get 6 push char
40110 c9-get :

return
if ~9-0 qoto 40110 else print chr(c9)  : push c9:

40150 rem - beep!
40160 print chr(?),  : return
40200 rem - get & push number
40210 input c9 : push c9 : return

Listing 3- lhis code wa-tches  for keys at the console input and &plays  a menu of choices.
Because BASK does not have a multitasking INPUT statement (few languages do!),  the
program stalls until amenuitem is selected.
of the loop in f/sting 1.

The  final  statement branches back to the top

entered. The remaining lines stuff the
value into the appropriate variable.

This suffices for programs that
can be interrupted for brief intervals.
Because the other nodes don’t know
that this node has stopped processing
messages, they continue to send mes-
sages. The first message will be re-
ceivedcorrectly,but thenodewill then
be BUSY until the main loop resumes.
The sample programs simply resend
their messages until that time; you
may want to investigate a more com-
plete solution.

application: the hardware, the firm-
ware, a few sample programs, and
that hankering to write The Great
American Application that got you
into this business in the first place.*

Ed Nisky is a member of the Cbcuit  Cellar INK
engineering staff and enjoys making gizmos do
strangeand wondrous things. He is, by turns, a bee-
keeper, bicyclist, Registered Professional Engineer,
and amateur raconteur.

Now you have everything you

IRS
204 Very Useful
205 Moderately Useful
206 Not Usefulneed to get started writing a network

41100 rem - send msg from buffer 1
41102 rsnd-rsnd.or.1 : tm4l=timettm3  : rem assume busy
41104 net status
41106 pop sl : if (st.and.Och)=O  goto 41LIO
41108 if trace print *** Response pending" : return
41110 net status,xby(sbflt2)
41112 pop s2 : if (s2.and.%OhI-0  qoto 41120
41114 if trace print using(##),"*+ Node*,xby(sbfl+2),Wbusyn  :

return
41120 net output,sbfl
41122 pop s3 : if s3=0  got0 41130
41124 print using(XX),n**+ Errorn,sb3,nsending  message!*
41130 if trace print using(tO,"-  SBI to nrxby(sbf1+21,Bop1*,
41132 if trace phO.xby(sbfl+3),  : print * data", :

phO.xby(sbfltlO)
41134 rsnd=rsnd.and.not(l)  : tm41=0 : return

Lo- . . , .

LisMng 4-  Tnls  rourlne  senas (orresends)  a message from the 256-byte  buffer atSBF 1. These
messages are responses to incoming messages and are created by code similar to lines
JO JOO-  JO J22in  listing 1. The code nearline  laDa determinesifa retransmission isneeded
because the call to this routine did not complete successfully.
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FEATURE
ARTICLE

IMAGE SYNTHESIS:
A TUTORIAL
Tools for Drawing a New Universe
by Chris Ciarcia

Whether programmer or painter, the

modern artist can stimulate the imagina-

tioncreate  a message, or passon a thought

within the world of computerized image

synthesis, Instead of a palette of paints, he

uses a high-resolution computer graphics

screen, lighting colored pixel arrays instead

of layering paintbrush strokes. Using image

synthesis techniques to enhance the me-

dia, he can visualize a design, study a struc-

ture, or visually test a theory in a most real-

istic fashion.

The goal is using computer graphics

drawing techjniques to produce realistic

pictures, indistiinguishable from photographs
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of real “or imagined” objects. The
artist simulates the optical processes
of the real world by modeling the
physics of light propagation and its
interaction with matter. Effects such
asmirrorreflections,fuzzyreflections,
glossy reflections, transparency, re-
fraction, indirect lighting, color bleed-
ing, caustics, directional light sources,
smooth shadows with umbrasand pe-
numbras, motion blur, depth of field,
surface textures, and fog and haze are
fair game for “realistic” visualization.

Anyone who’s been to the movies
in the last five years knows how far
computerized image simulation can
take us. The question is, how does it
get us from here to there?

the incident light and the optical prop-
erties of the surface.

Incorporating all of these “light
manipulations” into one single image

LIGHT IN THE REAL WORLD

Image synthesis is the simulation
of the optical processes at work in the
real world-the physics of how light
propagates and interacts with nature.
Based on these processes, creating a
“realistic-looking image” is achieved
in three stages: image formation, ob-
ject illumination, and shading. Image
formation is the determination of
what’sinthepictureandhowit’stobe
seen. Such operations as “the hidden
surface” problem are addressed here
as well as the calculationof reflections
from mirrored surfaces and the re-
fractions through transparent objects.
Illumination is the determination of
image components that are depend-
ent solely on the propagation of light
throughout the screen,while being in-
dependent of the viewpoint. Such
effects as shadows or internal reflec-
tionstbothdiffuse
and specular)
from objects and
light passing
through transpar-
ent or translucent
objects are incor-
porated here.
And finally, shad-
ing is the process
of determining
thedistributionof
light leaving a
surface, deter-
mined by specify-
ing the nature of

various degrees of image-realism ef-
fectiveness. The possibilities range
from single-viewpoint models to
elaborate statistical algorithms such
as Monte Carlo techniques to solve
truly intractable modeling problems.

Before we can start to create syn-
thesized images, we have to under-
stand the relationships between light,
the viewed objects, the monitor on
which we wish to display our image,
and the device, be it our eyes or some
optical recorder, that views the im-
age. Then we must make the best
modeling assumptions that give the
most ideal image in our quest for
realism. From the start, the very use
of a CRT immediately places us at a
disadvantage. It imposes a 2-D for-
mat, limited image size, limited color
selection, fixed spatial resolution, and
a limited intensity range on our stated
goal. Are we defeated? No! If my
daughter can model the family car on
the bedroom wall, can I do less on my
‘386?

SYNTHESIS

Figure 1 -There are three main steps in im-
age synthesis: Image formation. which is
dependent on viewer point of view; Ulumi-
nation, which is point of view independent;
and Shading, tiich  considers the surface
properties of the image.

synthesis system is an elaborate un-
dertaking. At present I know of no
one integrated image synthesis sys-
tem on the market that does a truly
great job in all areas. There are just so
many effects that can be modeled to

Generating imagery on a com-
puter involves creating data repre-
sentations, planning scene environ-
ments,computingvisibility,shadows,
shades, texture, and color, and then
displaying the results. The basic algo-
rithmic components of this artistic
intent are: the determination of visi-
bility, shadowing, shading, aliasing,
texturing, and modeling, and then
(finally) synthesis!

In our current format we can, of
course,only consider the simplest and

most idealized
form of each of
these synthesis
areas, but these
simplified de-
scriptions of
concepts and al-
gorithms truly
demonstrate the
k n o w n ,  a c -
cepted, and fun-
damental strate-
gies for creating
realistic images
with your com-
puter.

The coiorphotosin this articleillustrate  the concepts discussed. Each makes use of the ray-
tracing, shadowing, and surface texture techniques to give weight to objects composed
of varying slices of standard geometric shapes.
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8031 pController
Modules

NEW.‘.‘.’

Control-R II
\I Industry Standard g-bit  803 1 CPU
J 128 bytes RAM / 8 K of EPROM
\! Socket for 8 Kbytes of Static RAN
d 11.0592 MHz Operation
4 14/16 bits of parallel I/O plus

access to address, data and control
signals on standard headers.

3 MAX232 Serial I/O (optional)
J +5 volt single supply operation
J Compact 3.50” x 4.5” size
J Assembled & Tested, not a kit

$64.95 each

Control-R I
/ Industry Standard 8-bit 803 1 CPU
/ 128 bytes RAM / 8K EPROM
! 11.0592 MHz Operation
/ 14/16  bits of parallel I/O
/ MAX232 Serial I/O (optional)
I +5 volt single supply operation
/ Compact 2.75” x 4.00” size
/ Assembled & Tested, not a kit

$39.95 each

Options:
b MAX232 I.C. $6.95 each
16264  8K SRAM $10.00 eact
‘8052BASIC CPU $25.95each

Development Software:
1 PseudoSam 5 1 Software ($50.00)
Level II MSDOS cross-assembler.
Assemble 8031 code with a PC.

1 PseudoMax  51 Software ($100.00)
MSDOS cross-simulator. Test and
debug 803 1 code on your PC!

3rdering Information:
Check  or Money Orders accepted. All
orders add $3.00 S&H in Continental U:
)r $6.00 for Alaska, Hawaii and Canada
llinois residents must add 6.25% tax.

Cottage Resources Corporation
Suite 3-672, 1405 Stevenson Drive

Springfield, Illinois 62703
(217) 529-7679

DETERMINING VISIBILITY

The most fundamental problem
in image synthesis is visibility deter-
mination. If I view a set of intermixed
objects, what portions of those objects
do I observe? The answer to this is, of
course, theold  “hidden-surface”prob-
lem.

The most frequently solved prob-
lem of this type is one with a fixed
viewpoint,asasinglesnapshotin time,
using a single point-source of light.
The algorithms for determining visi-
bility are fairly straightforward, un-
less you are as masochistic as I and
always try to incorporate the higher-
order visibility problems such as
motion blur, depth-of-field, penum-
bras, gloss or indirect illumination
(footnote 1). But, within this simpli-
fied case, we can outline our problem
as:

GIVEN,
*a specified viewpoint,
*an intermix of 3-D objects and their

associated surfaces,
*the orientation of the image plane,
*the relative field-of-view,

DO FOR
*each point within the image plane

within the field-of-view
*determine the closest surface point

to the viewer on a line from the
viewer’s eye to the image plane

ENDDO

Two classes of algorithms, con-
tinuous and point-sampling, have
evolved to determine this visibility.
Each approaches the problem from a
different angle. The continuous algo-
rithms operate by performing visibil-
ity determination over continuous
areas that entirely cover the image
plane. Eachandeveryindividualpoint
on each surface is evaluated regard-
less of location or size. Point-sam-
pling algorithms create an approxi-
mate solution to the problem. They
determine visibility at only a finite
number of sample points and then

ljootnote 21 I refer to a technique called distributed
ray tracing. This is a multidimensional sampling
technique where a sample is chosen by independent
random variables in each dimension. As a result,
tke number of samples required for a aiwn  accuracy
is greatly reduced’wmpaked to’samiling  on a fixe&
grid. This has allowed suck phenomena as motion
blur, depth of field, penumbras, andgloss  to be efi-
ciently simulated 12,391.

make assumptions, according to pre-
defined rules, as to the visibility of
surfaces between sample points.

In practice, continuous algorithms
give better results, but their tremen-
dous complexity, limited primitives,
and wide range of special effects sup-
ported become computationally cost
ineffective. Point-sampling algo-
rithms, on the other hand, allow
computational efficiency when han-
dling many advanced effects and
complex models, such as shading,
multiple reflections, and refractions
from curved surfaces.

Both forms operate using a very
simplified model of light propagation.
A light ray is assumed to travel in
straight lines through homogeneous
media. It is only allowed to interact
with an object on its surface according
to the basic geometric optical laws of
physics. Such second-order effects as
diffraction, phase, polarization, and
scale-to-wavelength relationships are
ignored. The models are time inde-
pendent and contain no quantum ef-
fects. However, there is a class of
“wavefrontpropagation”modelsthat
treat light as a complex-valued
wavefront phenomenon incorporat-
ing these second-order effects. The
results of such models have been
generally discouraging. To handle
the added complexity, they have by
necessity restricted themselves to
limitations on primitive sizes and
spacing. As a result, I have decided to
pass over them here. Having once
been an optical design engineer, I
shudder at the thought.

I tend to favor the point-sampling
approach, so I will describe the four
most basic forms of point-sampling
algorithms that are currently used in
the bulk of today’s image synthesis
work [21.  These are the ray-tracing, Z-
buffer, painter’s, and scan-line algo-
ri thms. Simplified versions of the
algorithms are shown in the sidebar
on page 29. Since I am most familiar
with the ray-tracing technique, let’s
look at it in more depth.

Implementing a simple form of
ray-trace algorithm is fairly straight-
forward. Draw a set of light rays of
infinitesimal width from your point of
view, through your object set, to each
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pixel within your image field. Then
test eachrayagainst eachobject within
your database and find the closest
surfaceintersectionpointwithrespect
to your point of view. Then assign a
relative color and/or intensity value
to that pixel location on your screen.

These days, however, nobody
keeps things simple. The general trend
within the ray-tracing community is
to incorporate shadows, reflection, and
refraction 111 into the ray-trace model.
This is accomplished by generating a
secondary set of rays whenever a pri-
maryrayintersectsa surface,and trac-
ing each ray within the secondary set
from the intersection point, out to-
ward each specified point-light source.

If the secondary ray encounters
an object between surface and light
source, that intersection point can be
considered within its shadow. The
associated pixel value is then dimin-
ished according to a specified illumi-
nation model. Each time a reflected
ray intersects a surface, it generates a
set of secondary rays, thus cascading
throughout our scene. And a ray can
also be traced in the direction of re-
fraction, depending on the surface
optical characteristics. As a result,
this level of recursion in the algorithm
indicatesthatanindividuallyreflected
or refracted ray can generate addi-
tional shadow rays, and so on.

A basic outline form for such an
algorithm is:

DO FOR *each pixel
*generate a ray R from the point of

view, through the object space to the
image plane

DO FOR *each object 0 within the scene
*talc. the intersections of 0 and R

IF
*the ray R hits no object

THEN
*set the intensity to background
*go get the next pixel ray

ELSE
*find 0 with the closest intersection

generate a secondary ray S from
the intersection point to the light
source

IF
*the S intersects another surface

on the way to the source, it is in
shadow

-diminish pixel accordingly
-go get the next pixel ray

ENDIF
l the point is not in a shadow
*calculate the appropriate intensity

value
*go get the next pixel ray

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDDO

Such algorithms which consider
shadows, reflections, and refractions
are fairly easy to implement. How-
ever, they tend to suffer from two pri-
mary difficulties: aliasing and com-
putational speed. Aliasing occurs
because of the inherent point sam-
pling nature of the algorithm. And,
thecomputationalproblemisblatantly
obvious. The large number of ray-
surface intersections can easily form a
bottleneck in terms of actual run time.

The world of ray tracing seems to
have an infinite dimensionality, and I
don’t have the space here for all the
details. I suggest you read references
[ll-[9] for more information. After
muddling through theabove,and after
becoming totally confused, you will
have noticed that the ray-trace algo-
rithm is similar to the Z-buffer algo-
rithm, and that, in turn, each is of the
flavor of the other. The difference
between the ray-trace and Z-buffer
techniques only lies in the nesting
order of their main loops. Where the
ray-trace form handles one pixel at a
time and then compares each object’s
depth, theZ-buffer  algorithm handles

object  I

Figure 2-Shadows,  reflections, andretiac-
tions are incorporated into the ray-trace
model by generating a secondary set of
rays whenever a primary ray Intersects a
surface. Each ray within the secondary set
is traced  from theintersectionpoint to each
specified point-light source.

each object at a time and studies each
pixel that an object covers. The differ-
ence between the Z-buffer and
painter’s algorithms lies only in how
depth comparisons are made. The Z-
buffer makes comparisons through-
out the inner loop calculation cycle,
while the painter’s algorithm makes
all of its depth comparisons in a pre-
liminary sorting phase. In turn, the
scan-line algorithm only differs from
the Z-buffer because it first divides
the 2-D image into a sequence of 1-D
“scan lines” and then applies a simpli-
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a
fied 1-D Z-buffer vis-
ible-surfacealgorithm
to each line [2,9].

SHADOWING

Within the world
of Image Synthesis,
shadowing is often
referred to as the prob-
lem of direct illumina-
tion. The ultimate goal
here is to determine
what portions of your image are illu-
minated either directly or indirectly
by light sources and what parts are
obstructed, or in shadow. As I de-
scribed in the previous section, one
way to attack the problem is to incor-
porate shadow rays within your visi-
bility point-sampling code. But you
can also approach the problem from
another perspective.

One technique I have tested and
found to work effectively is called the
“depth map” procedure. It was first
proposed by Lance Williams, in a
paper he gave at the 1978 SIGGRAPH
convention [lo]. It involves thecalcu-
lation of a depth map, the Z-buffer
image computed from the viewpoint
of the light source. Then, for each
pixel, the distance to the light source
from the visible object is calculated
and compared to the corresponding
location within the depth map. If the
depth map contains a lesser value,

thenanobjectintervenesbetweenthat
pixel of the visible object and the light
source. The object is therefore in a
shadow.

Depth mapping is a straightfor-
ward approach and can be applied
redundantly to the image for each light
source. It has been improved, as all
older and proven techniques are, by
the addition of stochastic supersam-
pling and the storage of floating-point
values within its depth buffer. If you
wish to learn more of this technique
and others, I refer you to references
121,  (91, and 1111.

The shadow patterns generated
by any hidden-surface (source view-
point visibility) technique are valid
for any selected “actual” viewing po-
sition, as long as the light source posi-
tions are not changed. Surfaces that
are visible from the view position are
shaded according to the intensity
model, with surface patterns and

shadow patterns
added. Visible sur-
faces that are not il-
luminated by a light
source have only
ambient light inten-
sity applied. Visible
surfaces that are il-
luminated by a light
source are shaded by
combining the inten-
sity model and the
pattern arrays. Pro-

jected shadow areas are shaded with
the ambient light intensity only.

Just remember, as withal1 shadow
algorithms, multiple light sources can
be treated with independent applica-
tions of the same algorithm for each
light source. However, too many light
sources can easilybogdown your illu-
mination processing time.

SHADING

The process of determining the
light intensity leaving an object is
called shading. The goal is to model
the interaction of light with surface
reflection properties so that we can
specify an appropriate color and im-
age intensity. As such, it is dependent
on the incoming light intensity and
distribution as well as the optical
properties of the object. Indirect illu-
mination can be handled by repeated
application of local shading techniques

I 1

Diffuse and Specular Reflections

LightRe%dive

so"rce

Specular Reflection
Superimposed on
Diffuse Reflections

Figure J-lheintensityoflight  that we view  from an image depends on both the direction ofthe  lightsource andthe  reflection properties
of the surface. At certain angles, shiny surfaces reflect all of the incident light.
angle will be combined with other, more diffuse reflections.

In a real object, the specular reflection within this narrow
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Figure 4-For a perfect reflector, the angle
of incidence = the angle of reflection.

in order to incorporate light traveling
between objects.

The intensity of the light that you
and I see as the viewers of an image
depends on the direction of incident
light source and the reflection proper-
ties of the surface. In its most general
form, it is often modeled in the follow-
ing integral form [2,3]:

I(x,y,z) = 2x x/2

II0 0
L(x,y,z, ‘%$~R(%~)sinOd8d~

where,
(x,y,z)  = a visible surface point
L(x,y,z,B,$)  = illumination reach-

ing (x,y,z) from direction
(0~))  in spherical coordinates
with the surface normal as
axis

R(8,@)  = the reflectance toward
the viewer from the surface
for light coming from the
direction (e,$)

sinOdCld$ = is an element of solid
angle.

The complexity of performing this
integration can be simplified if you
make the following assumptions [31:

First assume that Lisa delta func-
tion and that it is zero for all other

Figure S-The best way to handle indirect il-
lumination for local shading considerations
is through radiosity. In the real world.  a
large percentage of the total light in an
interiorspace maybe accounted forin this
way.

directions except in the direction of
“point” light sources. The integral
can now be replaced by a simple sum
over certain discrete directions.

Next, assume that all the direc-
tions that are not light source direc-
tions can be defined as from an ambi-
ent light source. L is therefore inde-
pendent of the angle of incidence and
it may be removed from the integral.
The integral of R may then be re-
placed by an average, or ambient, re-
flectance.

And finally, assume that the re-
flectance function R is also a delta
function. Thisdefines thesurfacepoint
as a mirror and it reflects light only
from the mirror direction. This will of
course cause sharp reflections.

Thus thereflectedintensitycanbe
defined as

Im,  = R@,,$JL,

If wenow  includeLambert’sLaw,
the reflective intensity becomes:

Iref =
cos&

I” 1
- Li,

It

At certain viewing angles, a shiny
surface can reflect all of the incident
light, independent of the reflectivity
values. As such, it produces a ray of
reflected light that is the same color as
the incident light. Since we normally
use white light, the reflection will be a
bright white spot. For an ideal reflec-

Point-Sampling Algorithms

Ray Tracing  Ngorlthm
for a11 pixels *x,yj  (

for all objects (
compare z I )

Z-Buffer  Algorithm
for all objects (

for all covered pixels (x,y)
compare ZJl

Painter’s Algorithm
sort objects by z, for all objects (

for all covered pixels (x,y)
paint)!

Scan Une Algorithm
sort objects by y, for all y L

sort objects by x,  for all x
compare 2))
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tor, the angle of incidence and the
angle of reflectance will be identical.
If we let Vbe a vector that points in the
direction of the viewer, R be the direc-
tion of the reflected specular light, N
be the surface normal, and L be a
vector in the direction of the light
source, then specular reflection can be
seen with a perfect reflector whenever
V and R coincide (f=O) [17].

Real objects exhibit specular re-
flection over a range of positions about
the vector R. Shiny surfaces have a
narrower reflection range and dull
surfaces have a wider reflection range.

One method for modeling thelight
intensity leaving a surface is called the
Phong model. It sets the intensity of
the reflected light proportional to the
cosine off (angle between viewer and
reflected ray) to the nth power. Here,
the value of n is chosen to specify the
type of surface to be viewed. A very
shiny surface is modeled with a large
n (>200) and smaller values on the
order of unity define duller surfaces.
For a perfect reflector, n approaches
infinity. Since reflection also depends
on the angle of incidence (the inten-
sity increases as the angle of incidence
increases), then a good approximate
reflection model can be formulated a

--I=KiL+$q[K&=L)+
1K,IVI INlcos”i$

here,
K,= coefficient of reflection
II= ambient light intensity
Q= source light intensity
D= distance from the surface to

the point source
d+dO = in the denominator accu-

rately models the intensity
reflections for surfaces at
varying distances from a
nearby light source

N= unit normal vector from the
surface

L= a vector from the surface point
to the light source

V= a vector from the surface
point to the point of view

KS= a surface-dependent con-
stant

n= the dull-to-shiny value

s:

In this model, constant values are
assigned to the parameters Kd, KS, and
do for each illuminated surface. Inten-
sity values for the ambient light and
the point sources are set. So for each
point on an illuminated surface, you
can calculate the relevant dot prod-
ucts and determine theintensity of the
reflected light.

The best way to handle calcula-
tions of indirect illumination, for local
shading considerations resulting from
light scattering between objects, is
radiosity. It was originally developed
by engineers studying radiative heat
transfer, then first applied to com-
putergraphicsbyGoraleta1.  [16]. The
primary motivation for investigating
radiosity methods in the context of
image synthesis was to understand
and simulate the effects of diffuse
interreflection between surfaces
within an environment. This type of
interaction has often been lumped,
rather arbitrarily, into the ambient
term of the local and global reflection
models. In reality, it accounts for a
fairly large percentage of the light
energy contained in a typical interior
space.

In order to pursue this further,
let’s make the following assumptions:
We will assume that all objects within
our image synthesis environment are
Lambertiandiffuse surfaces such that,
at any given point, they exhibit an
equal intensity in all directions. The
energy arriving at a surface may ar-
rive from any direction with any dis-
tribution, requiring simulation of dif-
fuse interreflections using a point-
sampling method such as ray tracing.
In radiosity, we therefore solve for the
intensity at discrete points (onobjects)
within the environment and not the
intensity of pixels at the image plane.
This “object space” nature of such an
algorithm coupled with the diffuse
assumptions leads to a “view-inde-
pendent” result.

The theoretical foundations of
radiosity rely heavily on conservation
of energy. The radiosity of a surface
area (B) is defined as the energy (i.e.,
light) per unit area leaving the area
per unit time. The total radiosity is
therefore the sum of any energy (E)



r
emitted directly by the visible surface
(i.e., a glowing object) and all reflec-
tions from that specified surface. This
basic radiosity relationship has the
form,

BidAi = EidAi + PiJBjFjidAj

where,
Bi = radios@ of surface area i

(energy/unit area/unit
time),

Ei = emission of surface area i
(energy/unit area/unit
time),

Ai = area of the surface piece i,
Aj = area of the surface piece i,
Fij= form-factor from i to j (frac-

tion of energy leaving the
surface area j and arriving at
surface area i)

ri = reflectivity of surface area i,
and

n = number of discrete surface
areas.

A reciprocity relationship states
that, FijA,  = FjiAj.  So if we use this and
then divide our form of the total radi-
osity by dAi, we derive an expression
for the total energy emitted by a sur-
face area i,

Bi = I$ + Pi CBjFij

Here, the integral relationship has
been replaced with a discrete summa-
tion by dividing the environment into
small discrete surface areas for which
a constant radiosity is assumed.

If we now consider the n surface
areas that make up our synthesized
image, we can construct a series of n
simultaneous equations of the form,

which can be easily solved 1181.
The form-factors discussed above

require by far the largest computa-
tionaleffortwithinanyradiosityalgo-
rithm. They determine the amount of
directenergyexchangewhichcan take

place between two discrete surface
areas. Unfortunately, evaluating the
form-factors involves solving a sepa-
rate hidden-surface problembetween
each pair of surface areas within the
environment. Mathematically, the
form-factor is given by,

1Ej =yqJJy [hidden] dA$Ai

The actual value of Ihidden]  takes
on 1 or 0 depending on whether dAi
can see d!j.  or not, thus implicitly
handling vlslbility and partial visibil-
ity between surface areas. There are
several analytical and numerical tech-
niques for solving the above integral.
I refer you to references [191 and [201
for more details.

ALAISING

Aliasing is an artifact caused by
the inability of the frequency compo-
nents of a signal above the Nyquist
Limit to be reconstructed from dis-
crete samples [2,91.  Since the output
of any image synthesis procedure is a
raster image, it is therefore a discrete
representation of a continuous image.
As such, the amount of information
contained within the image is deter-
mined by its sampling frequency and
size. Attempts to incorporate higher
frequencies(finerdetail)intotheimage
results in incorrect lower-frequency
components not contained within the
original image called “aliases.” The
most common examples of spatial
aliasing within an image are the jag-
ged stairstepping of slanted edges or
the motion blur created when gener-
ating a sequence of images for anima-
tion.

It was always assumed that as
display devices evolved, higher reso-
lution would diminish the effects of
aliasing. In reality, aliasing produces
regular patterns that are easily no-
ticed and must be correct for, espe-
cially in animation sequences [2,12].
Within this format it can cause [2]:

classical temporal-like the back-
wards spinning wagon wheel
in the movies
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strobing-causing a fast-moving
object to seem to jump in dis-
crete steps

scintillation-small particles that
drift between samples blink-
ing on and off

“crawling ants effect”-the spatial
aliasing “jaggies” slowly
“moving” between frames

stretching and shrinking-a slowly
moving small object (a few
pixels in size) will seem to
stretch and shrink in one-pixel
steps as it crawls across the
screen

beating-verticallymovingobjects
beating with the interlace of
broadcast TV

In order to reduce the effects of
aliasing within an image, we must
filter the image to remove or reduce
the high-frequency components be.-
fore sampling [2,13,141.  In effect, we
will reconstruct an image “as near
exactly as possible” from its samples,
provided our input image is bandlim-
ited  to some maximum frequency
which is less than one half the sam-
pling rate; with this spatial sampling
rateforoursyntheticimagebeingfixed
by our final image resolution.

For this purpose, let’s define the
following entities:

i(x,y)= an input image
f(x,y)= a kernel or point spread

function
s(i,jl= sample antialiased filtered-

sampled image, with i,j being
integers

where, the most standard form of the
“antialiasing integral” is defined as,

s(i,j) = Ili(x+i,y+i)f(x,y)dxdy

and for temporal antialiasing,

s(i,b 7) = J./Ji(x+i,y+i,t+ z)f(x,y,t)dxdydt

All antialiasing algorithms solve
or approximate this integral for each
pixel contained in the synthesized
image. Usually they vary only in the
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type of numerical technique used and
in the form of the point-spread
function ffx,y). My experience has
shown that the best spread function is
a low-pass filter with a smooth, all-
positive, and nearly finite frequency
response of the form, e-x2, the stan-
dard Gaussian. It easily removes all
thehigh-frequencydetailswithoutdis-
torting the low-frequency regime.
And, unlike other low-pass filters, it
minimizes the effects of sharp transi-
tions which cause noticeable ringing
within the filtered image (the Gibbs
phenomenon).

If you plan to incorporate antiali-
asing into your image synthesis, I
suggest you read Joy’s book [91,
“Computer Graphics: Image Synthe-
sis.” He discusses many variations
andapplicationsofantialiasingbacked
by a good reference section. In gen-
eral, however, I find myself extremely
lazy. Although I have tried several
aliasingcorrectionschemesinthepast,
I usually end up passing over this “re-
quired” step. I like to develop my
images at a higher resolution than the
final output. I then create the final
output pixels by combining several
pixels which overlap the output pixel
using a weighted averaging scheme.
It works quite well and provides good
results.

Figure&  The amount of energy exchanged
between two bodies is figured through a
relatively complex set of simultaneous
equations. Worse yet, evaluating the form
fuctors requires solving a separate hidden-
surface problem between each pair of
surface areas within the environment.

TEXTURING

Texture is the surface detail of a
displayed object. It is dependent on
the optical properties of the object
material and is easily modeled by
adjusting the intensity values fur-
nished by a shading model. This is
achieved by altering the surface nor-
mal so that it is a function of position
over the surface. If the surface normal
is allowed to randomly vary, an ir-
regularly textured surface reminiscent
of a raisin is obtained. Irregular sur-
faces can be generated by dividing
each surface area into a collection of
small randomly oriented surfaces.
And, as in both cases, we could allow
the coefficient of reflection to vary
with position and thereby obtain quite
a bit wider variation in overall inten-
sity.

It is also possible to use what’s
called a texture-mapping method.
Thisinvolves theapplication of stored
patterns to surfaces of 3-D objects,
much like applying patterns to 2-D
objects. Each array pattern is treated
as a plane surface with the position
and orientation of the pattern speci-
fied relative to the object. The artist
sets a pattern reference point and
defines two vectors that specify the
orientation of the array plane. These
object-linked pattern planes are then
stored and referenced by a hidden-
surface utility. Intensity values stored
in pattern arrays are used to modify  or
replace intensity values calculated in
the shading model.

MODELING

The creation and manipulation of
the objects within our image environ-
ment according to some “defined”
system representation is called
“modeling.” Models for a system can
be graphical or purely descriptive,
such as a set of equations that define
the relationships between system
parameters. This process includes the
definition of shape, location, and ori-
entation of each object, and the loca-
tion, spectral wavelength band, angu-
lar distribution, and intensity of each
light source.



Graphical models are often re-
ferred to as “geometric models,” be-
cause the component parts of a system
are represented with geometric enti-
ties such as lines, circles, polygons,
spheres, cylinders, parametric patches,
and implicit equations. Each is usu-
ally a tradeoff between the “extent of
realism” of the more accurate model
and the “expense”of implementation.
However you want to define it, mod-
eling is the architectural design and

_ layout of your image synthesis code.
It can be organized as a hierarchy of
symbols to be used within a versatile
system, or a structured code environ-
ment designed to implement specific
features (which I tend to do). I leave
that to you. In all honesty, when I
work on an image, I very rarely think
in terms of “modeling architecture. ”
Instead I plug along in a fairly linear
fashion. I set up a proposed environ-
ment of objects, the number of sources
I want, and their orientations. Then I
choose each type of synthesis tech-
nique I plan to apply and the order of

application. Off I go. Come to thinkof
it, that’s called modeling!

. ..AND ON TO THE REAL WORLD

One of the greatest long-term joys
I have experienced in life is being
directly involved in the development
of some new discovery or new tech-
nique. Even if it’s the smallest of
contributions, I feel a sense of accom-
plishment. And I’m even making a

1living doing it. It almost makes me
feel guilty, but not quite. I’ve enjoyed
every minute of the last ten to fifteen
years. I’ve been able to closely couple
my work in physics to that of the
world of computers through the ap-
plication of computer graphics and
image synthesis techniques (for real-
world modeling of physics problems).
So I get extra joy from being able to
pass some of this “fun experience” on
to you.

I’ve honestly had a difficult time
with this article because there are so
many options and possibilities within

image synthesis. Where does one
begin? How do I end? I don’t know
how to truly answer these questions
except to offer you a brief outline of
some basic questions that must be
considered whenever you decide to
attempt to implement some of the
techniques we discussed above [211.
It should give you a start at evaluating
your image synthesis routine while
reminding you of some of the funda-
mental problems. If the software you
generate responds to these questions
efficiently, market it! You’ll make
millions. Just remember to send me a
percentage of the royalties.*

Chris Ciarcia has a Ph.D. in experimental
nuclear physics and is currently working as a
staffphysicist at a national lab. He has exten-
sive experience in computer modeling of ex-
perimental systems, image processing, and
artificial intelligence.
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AN EXAMPLE

To help you get started, I am including here a few modular
own image svnthesis code. These are derived from a code whit K

rocedures  which will give you a flavor of how to write your
features:

l St&d&d reflection, transmission, and shadows
l extensible primitives
l CSG-constructive  solid geometry with an intersection routine
l a return list of all intersection points

within the text of this tutorial, due

The Code Development

To create such a code, you should first read in an object model and create your data structures. Then generatea set of primary
rays according to your viewpoint and display and TRACE each
shadow rays as necessary. At a
Of course, the heart of any sue R R

propriate P . Yoints, make your ca
rimary ra through the scene, generating and tracing secondary

culations  or shading,  shadowing, and the ultimate dlspla
Y

color.
system is t e ray TRACEr, the SHADEr,  the SHADoWer,  and INTERSECTion routines. The fol owing

are examples of such. Allcodeexamples are written in C. Some programming steps are described and left to the reader for proper
implementation [15].

Jlease d e f i n e : i n t  l e v e l ;
Flt weight;

rypedef double Flt:
rypedef Flt Vec[3j;

/* f loating-point data type */
Ray  *ray;

/* a 3-vector */
Color co1;
I

rypedef  Vet Point:
rypedef  Vet Color;

/* xyz point data type */
/* rgb color  data type l /

Prim *prim;
P o i n t  P. N:

rypedef struct Ray ( /* a primary ray
Isect  hit IISECTMAX]  ;

etc. I /*itn ersect ray with everything in scene */

:ypedef  struct Prim t /* a p r i m i t i v e  s o l i d
e t c .

rypedef struct Comp t f* a composite sol id
e t c .

i f  ( I n t e r s e c t  ( r a y ,  modelroot,  hit))  1.
/*f ind prim, point P, 6 normal N at 1st intersection */
prim = hit[O]  .prim;
KayPoint  (ray,  hit  [O] .t, P){
(*prim->procs->normal)  (6hlt  (01, P ,  N);
i f  (VecDot (ray->D, N) > 0 . )  / * f l i p  n o r m  i f  n e c e s s a r y  */

.ypedef  struct Surf ( /* a surface  t y p e
w i t h  d i f f u s e  r e f l e c t i o n  c o e f f .  =  k d i f f
s p e c u l a r  r e f l e c t i o n  c o e f f . = kspec

VecNegate  (N, N) ;
/* shade that surface point *f
Shade(leve1,  w e i g h t ,  P ,  N ,  ray->D,  hit ,  Cal);

,
transmission coeff . = ktran
surface + body color = color

else  t
index of  refraction = refrindex

/* i f  no intersections return background color */

e t c .
ShadeBackground  (ray, col) ;

1
:ypedef  struct Isect ( /* a n  i n t e r s e c t i o n  p o i n t 1

e t c . Shade(leve1,  w e i g h t ,  P ,  N ,  I ,  h i t ,  co11

dith
i n t  l e v e l ;
Flt  weight;

- point posit ion (origin)

- unitized direction of  P

Point P, N, I;
Isect * h i t ;
Color c o l ;
f

- normal to a surface point
Ray tray:
Color tco1;

- l ine parameter at  intersection (as in PttD)
Surf  *surf ;

-01 - color  of  l ight returning along ray

l i t - i s  the  in te r sec t i on  l i s t

[ - is  the incident ray

Level - the depth parameter

weight - is  the cumulative weight for  a ray ’s  color in
Final  pixel  value

/* compute di f fuse */
col=O
for  a l l  l i gh t s

L = direction vector from P to l ight
if N.L>O  a n d

Shadow(ray  from P toward l ight,  distance to light)>0
then col+=(N.L)  *lightcol

/* if we’re not too deep then recurse l /
i f  (level+l~maxlevel)  I

VecCopy (P, tray.P)  ; /* start  point for new rays */

nodelroot  - the root  of  the CSG tree
I

surf = hit [Ol .prim->surf;
/* recurs2 o n  s p e c u l a r  r e f l e c t i o n  ray’if  s i gn i f i cant  */

‘ROCEDURES:
I

i f  (surf->kspec;weight  > minweight) (
VecAdds I-Z.*VecDot  I I .  N!, N. I .  trav.D)

I* trace a ray through the scene and return a color */
I* f ind f irst  intersection for t>O a n d  s h a d e  i t *I

rrace(leve1,  w e i g h t ,  ray,  co11

Trace (le”el+l, suri-ikspkc*weibht,  itray, tcol);
VecAdds  (surf->kspec,  tcol, c o l ,  ~011;

I
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/* recur*e  on transmission  ray if significant l /
if (surf->ktran*weight > minweight)  (

/* hit[O].medium and hit[l].medium are
exiting and entering media */

if (TransmissionDirection(hit[O]  .medium,
hit[l].medium, I, N, tray.D)) I
Trace(levelt1, surf->ktran*weight,  &tray, tcol):
VecAdds(surf->ktran,  tcol,  col, ~1):

1
1

/f determine fraction of unblocked light in ray direction
for a light at t=tmax,  for penumbras, this routine
would return a fraction */

Flt shadow(ray, tmax)
Ray *ray;
Flt tmax;

int nhit;
Isect hit[ISECTMAX];

nhit = Intersect(ray,  modelroot, hit):
if (nhit==O  II hit[O].t > tmax-rayeps) return 1.;
else return 0.;

1

TransmissionDirection(m1,  m2, I, N, T)
Surf *ml, l mZ;
Point I, N, T;

cs2 = l.-eta*eta*(l.-cl*cl); /* cos squared theta 2 */
if (csZ<O.) return 0; /* total internal reflection l /
VecComb(eta, I, eta*cl-sqrt(csZ), N, T);
return 1;

1

/* intersect a ray with the solid, which can be either
composite or primitive. Put a sorted list of
intersections in hit and return the number of
intersections. l /

Intersect(ray,  solid, hit)
Ray *ray;
Comp *solid;
Isect *hit;

’ 1nt nl, nr; /* #intersections */
Isect  lhit[ISECTMAX], rhit[ISECTMAX], /* lists l /
if (solid->compflaq)  1 /* composite solid */

/* recurse  on leit l /
nl = Intersect(ray,  solid->left,  lhit);
if (nl==O  66 solid->op!-'I') {/* 'j'=union l /

/* optimization: if 1 is nul then lsr and l-r are
null, so skip r */

return 0;
)
else (

/* recurse on right */
nr = Intersect(ray, solid->rigth, rhit);

/* merge left and right lists */
return IntersectMerge(solid->op,nl,lhit,nr,rhit,hit);

1
nl = ml ? ml-brefrindex : 1.;
n2 = m2 ? m2->refrindex : 1.;
eta = nl/n2; /* relative index of refraction l /

I
else /* primitive solid l /

return (*((Prim *)solid)->procs->intersect)  (ray,
(Prim *)solid,  hit);

cl = -VecDot(I, N);
I

/* co.s theta 1 */

Flt nl, n2, eta, cl, cs2;

The above code supports CGS, so the model will consist of a binary tree of solids with each solid bein
3r pnmmve  (Przm). These composite solids form the inner nodes of the CGS tree and primitives form the pi

a composite (Corn@
eaves. To allow the

:ree to be built out of a mixture of these nodes, we start the two structures the same and include a composite/primitive flag at
inning. Routines can check the flag node to determine what type it is and to cast a Prim

The compositesolid structure is simple, consistin merely of an operation cocp
ointer to a Comp point or vice

two pomters to Its two subsolids, whrch can be en.aer composite or primitive.
e equaling intersection, union,

This CSG technique (a combination of scan-line and z-buffer visibility codes) is wrdely  used in the CAD area. It forms a z-
suffer depth list at each span endpoint (the scan-line algorithm line segment between two consecutive endpoints). The ordered
elements  of this list are then evaluated versus the CSG tree to determine the visible element.
for two consecutive s

If the visible elements calculated

divided and a new z-!
an endpoints agree, the visible element is thought to be visible throughout the span. If not, the span is
uffer list is generated at the midpoint of the interval (the left and right in our code) and the process is re-

peated on each subinterval (see reference [9]).
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An Intel 80386SX-based
PC/AT-Compatible
Motherboard
Timing is almost everything

Part 2 L
by Daryl Rinaldi

I npart 1 of thisarticle, welooked
at the basic logic of an 80386SX ISA
Bus computer. I also described some
important components and PC/AT
systemcharacteristics. Torefreshyour
memory of how the components re-
late to one another, look at the first
two figures for this article. Figure 1
shows the bus structure of the stan-
dard 80286-based  AT computer; Fig-
ure 2 is a diagram of the 80386SX
computer described in this article.
Now that we know what the key
devices are, let’s look at how they
work together in this design.

One of the best ways to study the
workings of a system is to look at the
bus cycles. We will look at eight bus
cycle types: RESET, Local Memory
cycles, Numeric Coprocessor cycles,
Expansion Bus Cycles, X Bus cycles,
ROM cycles, HOLD/HLDA cycles,
and INTR/INTA cycles.

RESET

There are two types of reset in a
PC/AT: CPU reset and system reset.
Depending upon certain system con-
ditions, the 82230 will initiate one of
the two types of reset. The 82335
interacts with the major system com-
ponents to ensure these resets pro-
duce predictable results.

A system reset occurs on power-
up to force the system into its initial
state. When the system is first pow-
ered up, the 82230 activates RESET
and RESCPU. Once PGOOD\  (power
good) becomes active, the 82230 will
deactivate RESET and RESCPU. Both
the 82230 and 82231 reset themselves
internally upon activation of RESET.

Figure 1 -A standard80286-basedAT-compatible  has several separate buses forpassing
addresses and data through the system.

Upon receiving RESET and
RESCPU, the82335activatesRESETSX
to the processor and RESETNPX to
the numeric coprocessor. These de-
vices go through their respective ini-
tialization routines. The 82335 also
resets itself. In addition, the 82335’s
REFRESH counter is reset and all the
internal registers go to their initial
states.

Clock synchronization also occurs
during power-up. Most timing in the
system is derived from one of four
clocks: CLK2, PCLK\, PROCCLK, or
SYSCLK. CLK2 is a 33-MHz output of
the 82335, generated from its 32-MHz
EFI input, and is an input to the 386SX
and the 387SX. PCLK\  is a 16-MHz
output of the 82335. It is half the
frequency of EFI and feeds the 82230’s
X3 input. The 82230 inverts X3 and

buffers it to generate the 16-MHz
PROCCLK output. The 82230 also
divides PROCCLK by two to generate
the ~-MHZ  SYSCLK output.

All four of these clocks must be
synchronized for the system to oper-
ate. This important process may not
be immediately obvious from the
component data sheets and could use
some explanation.

The 82335 synchronizes PCLK\
with CLK2 after the falling edge of
SYSRESET. Thismeans that PCLK\ is
low in phase 2 and high in phase 1 of
CLK2 and that PCLK\  edges corre-
spond to rising CLK2 edges. The
synchronization sequence is shown in
Figure 3.

After the deactivation of RE-
SETSX, the second rising edge of CLK2
is the start of a phase 2 clock cycle.
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This edge corresponds to a falling edge
of PCLK\ ensuring that PCLK\  is low
in phase 2 and high in phase 1. Deac-
tivating RESETSX and RESETNPX at
the same time also ensures that the
coprocessor is in phase with the CPU.

A SYSRESET also synchronizes
SYSCLK to PROCCLK. From the start
of a SYSRESET until the first PC/AT
bus cycle, SYSCLK remains low. Sl \
goes low during phase 1 for the initial
code fetch. SYSCLK goes high at the
beginning of the next phase 1 and
continues oscillating at half the
PROCCLK frequency. PROCCLK is
derived from X3 which is connected
to the 82335’s PCLK\ output. The
82335 controls the PROCCLK/
SYSCLKsynchronization  through this
process.

CPU reset is much less dramatic.
The 82230 activates RESCPU due to
either a keyboard-controller-initiated
reset or a CPU shutdown condition.

A keyboard-controller-initiated
reset is generated via a low pulse on
the 82230’s RC input which is an out-
put of the 8042 Keyboard Controller.
The pulse is caused by writing 1111
xxx0 to I/O location 64H, program-
ming the 8042 to produce an RC pulse
of approximately 6 ps. This in turn
causes a RESCPU pulse of approxi-
mately the same length-4 ps.

CPU shutdown signifies that the
CPU has experienced an unrecover-
able error. A CPU shutdown is indi-
cated by M/10286\  high, combined
with SO\, Sl\,  and Al low. The 82230
decodes the shutdown and generates

Figure 2-An 803&.5X-based  machine has a layout very sirrrilcrr  to fhot  of the 286-based
machine.

PCLK\ I UUL-
CLKZ

i- I

RESETCPU 1 I
I

RESETSX 1
RESETNPX

BUSYSX\

ADS\

Figure &During  a system reset, fhe 823.35 synchronizes PCLK\ with CLK2 on the falling
edge of SYSRESET.
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a RESCPU pulse of approximately 1.5
us.

The 82335 passes RESCPU on to
the processor as RESETSX but does
not reset itself internally nor does it
activate RESETNPX. All 82335 regis-
ter information remains valid and the
82335 REFRESH counter is not reset.
Only the CPU initializes itself. All
clockscontinuerunningnormallyand
no clock synchronization takes place.
The 82335 deactivates RESCPU at the
appropriate time to ensure that PCLK\
stays in phase with CLK2.

The 80286 must be reset in order
to switch from protected to real mode.
The 386SX does not require a reset to
go from protected to real mode, but
286based software sometimes resets
the CPU in order to accomplish the
switch.

LOCAL

The most frequent bus cycle gen-
erated by most applications is local
memory access. The 82335 uses pag-
ing to allow most local memory ac-
cesses to be done without any wait
states.

The 82335 can operate in Turbo or
Non-Turbo mode. Non-Turbo mode
accessesalways takesix 16MHz386SX
T-states, equivalent to three ~-MHZ
PC/AT T-states. The equivalence is
important for software with timing
loops based on l-wait-state PC/AT
bus cycles. Local memory accesses in
an IBM PC/AT use one (286) wait
state.

Turbo mode accesses don’t have
the timing constraints of Non-Turbo
mode accesses. Therefore, Turbo
mode accesses are faster, though their
speed varies depending on DRAM
speed, page hits/misses, and bank
hits/misses. The TURBO\ input
switches the 82335 into and out of
Turbo mode.

A O-wait-state (Turbo mode) pipe-
lined local memory read is shown in
Figure 4. Address pipelining simply
means that the address and bus cycle
definitioninformation for the next bus
cycle becomes active before the cur-
rent bus cycle is over.

This memory access starts with
the assertion of the CPU’s NA\ signal.

Figure 4-Address  piplining makes the timing for local memory reads more complicated.

NA\ asserted causes the next address Since this is a read cycle, DIR will be
to come out in the next bus state, or in low, causing data to flow from the MD
other words, initiates address pipelin- bus to the local data bus.
ing. (A note about address pipelining: Since this is a page hit, the 82335
Although address pipelining cannot outputs only the column address on
improve upon O-wait-state perform- MAO-MA9 and activates CASHO\
ante, it will provide more address (high-byte bank) and CASLO\  (low-
setup time for the local DRAMS. What byte bank). If this were not a page hit,
this means is that with address pipe- then the 82335 would have output the
lining, you may be able to use slower row address and RAS before output-
DRAMS and still get the same per- ting the column address and CAS.
formance as you would using faster After outputting CAS, the 82335
DRAMS without the address pipelin- will activate DEN\ to enable the MD-
ing.) to-Local Data Bus buffers. The 82335

As the next address is output, so is will then output READYSX\ to the
the next bus cycle definition. ADS\ CPU to indicate it has valid data on the
goes low to signal that the outputs are local data bus. The CPU will latch this
valid. The 82335 decodes the incom- data and end this bus cycle.
ing address and bus cycle definition. A local memory write is basically
OBMEM is then activated to signal an the same as a local memory read. The
on-board memory access. In an on- only difference is that DIR will be
board memory access, the 82335 will high, WE\ will be active (low), and, of
not activate the status outputs-SO\ course, READYSX\ will signal to the
and Sl\-to the 82230/82231.  This processor that the DRAM is ready to
basically disables the 82230/82231. input data and not output data.

PCLK\  a

ADS\ u

B U S Y N P X \  --@j  pm .cer

PEREQNPX

PEREQSX x 1c J-LI

ERROR\

READYNPX\

READYSX\

Figure 5-A typical
NPX bus cycle uses
four key s ignals:
READY\, BUSY\,
PEREQ, and ERROR\.
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NUMERICS

Whenthe386SXdoesI/Oaccesses
with AZ3 high (beyond I/O space), it
signifies numeric coprocessor cycles.
Because it uses a 32-bit bus, the 386DX
uses A31 high for numeric coproces-
sor cycles. Other than the difference
caused by bus size, the 386DXl387DX
interface is the same as the 386SX/
387SX interface. The bus size differ-
ence is transparent to software. Be-
cause A23 is high, the 82335 recog-
nizes that these are numeric coproces-
sor cycles, so it starts the CPU-to-
coprocessor interface instead of start-
ing an I/O cycle.

A typical numeric coprocessor bus
cycle is shown in Figure 5. The impor-

Figure 6-Devices on the expansion bus can override the default number fo wait states
via the use of two sianals: OWS and IOCHRDY.

Sl *So (82335)
\ I\

ALE (82230)
I \ I

READY\ (82230)
I

ows  ( L O G I C )

tant signals are READY\,  BUSY\,
PEREQ, and ERROR\. READY\ sig-
nals the CPU that the coprocessor is
ready to end the bus cycle. BUSY\
signals the CPU that the coprocessor
is currently executing an instruction.
PEREQ signals the CPU that the
coprocessor either requires data or has
data to output. ERROR\ signifies that
a coprocessor error has occurred

EXPANSION BUS

Accesses to add-in cards, such as
mouse cards, disk controllers, VGA
cards, and so on, that reside on the
PC/AT expansion bus require Expan-
sion Bus Cycles.

The 82335 serves as a signal trans-
lator when the CPU accesses the PC/

‘TM
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AT part of the computer. This signal
translation combined with the slower
speed of the expansion bus results in
PC/AT accesses taking longer than
local memory cycles.

When calculating 386SX T-states
required for expansion bus accesses,
keep in mind that one B-MHz PC/AT
T-state equals two 16-MHz  386SX T-
states. Remember that signal transla-
tion adds up to three extra wait states,
so a O-wait-state PC/AT access can
take seven 386SX T-states (five wait
states).

In a PC/AT system, the 286 com-
bines with the 82288 Bus Controller
(in the 82230) to control bus cycles.
The 286 uses status outputs (SO\ and
Sl\) and control lines (M/IO\ and
INTA\) to start and define a bus cycle.
The 82288 uses these signals to gener-
ate Memory Read/Write (MEMR\,
MEMW\),  I/O Read/Write (IOR\,
IOW\), and Address Latch Enable
(ALE). The 386SX on the other hand,
uses M/IO\, D/C\, and W/R\ to
define a buscycle and ADS\ to start it.

When the 82335 recognizes either
an I/O access or an off-board memory
access, it will output SO and Sl. This
starts the expansion bus cycle.

The 82230 outputs ALE which
causesA&A19,M/I0286\,andBHE\
to be latched onto the System bus.
ALE is buffered to produce BALE.
One of the command signals (MEMR\,
MEMW\,  IOR\,  IOW\)  will then
become active. After the default one



~-MHZ  PC/AT wait state for 16-bit
cycles or four ~-MHZ  PC/AT wait
states for 8-bit cycles, the 82230 will
activate READY286\.

The expansion bus device can
override the default number of wait
states via two signals: OWS and IO-
CHRDY. OWS can be used to shorten
the bus cycle. If, during a PC/AT bus
cycle, OWS is sampled low on the fall-
ing edge of PROCCLK, then the 82230
will activate READY286\  after that
falling edge. OWS is only sampled on
the falling PROCCLK edge that oc-
curs in the middle of the second 286 T-
state. The timing is shown in Figure 6.
IOCHRDY can extend the bus cycle.
By pulling IOCHRDY low, the ac-
cessed device can indicate that it is not
ready. IOCHRDY will be sampled on
the  r i s ing  edge  o f  SYSCLK.
READY286\  will be inhibited until
IOCHRDY goes back high.

OWS and IOCHRDY override the
default number of wait states. There
are also signals that can be used to
define the current bus cycle type.
These don’t override the default
number of wait states, but they do
ensure that the correct default num-
ber of wait states are used.

IOCS16\  signifies a 16-bit  expan-
sion bus I/O access. MEMCSlG\
indicates a 16-bit  expansion bus
memory access. MEMCSlG\  is in-
verted to produce F16 and FSYS16
inputs to the 82230. These cause the
cycle to default to one wait state. If
both IOCSlG\  and MEMCS16\  are
inactive, then the 82230 assumes an 8-
bit cycle and defaults to four wait
states.

On the next falling edge of
PROCCLK after READY286\ is as-
serted, the 82230 deactivates the com-
mand signal. The rising edge (plus
some setup and hold time) is when
data must be valid on the bus. At this
point data will be accepted by the
expansion bus device for a write, or by
the system data buffers for a read.
Note the 74F646s,  U3 and U7, that
connect the local data bus to the Sys-
tem Data bus. XDTR\ from the Con-
trol PAL controls thedirection of these
buffers. When XDTR\ is high, the
local data bus drives the System Data

1 Expansi;  Slot;, 1

82230

:
6 SIT%SD7  ~ XCC-XD7

BLE\ ~ 8042

I I

SAO
8223 1

Al-Al6 SAl-SA16  -_

b-

- -

b ) 1 ExpansiIn  S l o t s . ,  1

DIR245

GATE245 82230

:
6 SDO-SD7 m XW-XD7

BLE\ i-r 8042

S.40
82231

Al-Al6 SAl-SA16  L_ XAO-XA16 I

L-l L-J

Figure 7-A number of steps take place when a l&bit  read is performed on an R-bit
device: a) the CPU  starts the M-bit  read from the B-bit device. b) the 82230 does an g-bit
read with SAW and GATE245 inactive. SDO-SD7  are latched into the low-bvte data

bus, and when XDTR\ is low, the
System Data bus drives the local data
bus. XMSDOE\ and XLSDOE\ con-
trol the output enables. LATCHH
and LATCHL control the latching of
the high and low bytes, respectively.

D u e  t o t h e  d e l a y  f r o m
READY286\  to READYSX\, by the
time the CPU receives READY, the
data from the expansion bus may no
longer be valid. For this reason, data
is latched into the 74F646s  on every
PC/AT cycle.

For 16-bit  transfers, the data is
latched on the falling edge of
PROCCLK (PCLK\)  while MEMR\
or IOR\ and MSDEN\  or LSDEN\
are still active. For an 8-bit transfer,
EOC2\  (READY286\  conditioned by
SYSCLK) with MSDEN\ or LSDEN\
active is used to latch the data.

The286canreadandwritedata16
bits at a time, however the PC/ATon-
board peripherals are only8 bi ts wide.
Add-in cards can be either 8 or 16 bits
wide. Software doesn’t have to know
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buffer. c) The 82230 does a second b-bit read. SA= 1, DlR245= 1, and GATE245 is active.
SDB-SD 15 are latched into the upper-byte data buffer. C$ The 82230 activates READY to
end the cycle. The 386SX reads the DO-D 15 latched data.

whether a particular device (or ad-
dress) is 16 bits or 8 bits wide. The
computer performs the 16-bit-to-&
bit or 8bit-to-16-bit  translation in
hardware.

order byte of the data bus or vice
versa. Although they are no more
common than any other bus cycle,
they are a bit more complicated and
require additional explanation.

The CPU can do a 16-bit  transfer
to or from an &bit device. While the

The byte swap is accomplished
via the 74LS245  at location U2. This

CPU only does one long 16-bit  trans-
fer, the PC/AT part of the systemdoes

transceiver connects the System Data
bus low byte to the high byte. The

two shorter &bit transfers, one of general flow of events in a 16-bit read
which involves a byte swap. A byte from an 8-bit  device, for example, is as
swap simply refers to the act of swap-
ping a high-order byte onto the low-

follows. Figure 7 is a rough diagram
of what takes place.

The 386SX starts a 16-bit read
cycle. The 82230 generates an 8-bit
readinto thelow-byte74F646  whereit
islatched. The82230deactivatesIOR\,
but doesn’t return READY286\.

Next, the82230 does another 8-bit
read. DIR245 from the 82230 is high to
set the data flow direction through
the LS245. GATE245 from the 82230
enables the LS245, allowing the data
from SDO-SD7 to flow through the
transceiver into the high-byte 74F646
where it will be latched. The 82230
generatesREADY286\.  TheCPU then
reads all 16 bits of data and ends the
cycle.

A 16-bit write to an 8-bit  device is
basically the same. Again the CPU
will do one 16bit cycle which will
result in two 8-bit PC/AT cycles.
During the second 8-bit cycle, DIR245
will be low to allow the byte swap to
go from the high to the low byte, and
the low order F646’s outputs to the SD
bus will be disabled. Data bus flow
will, of course, be from the CPU to the
peripheral on a write cycle. Since the
CPU will drive valid data until it re-
ceives a READY back, latching is not
necessary.

X BUS

PC/AT on-board peripherals re-
side on the peripheral bus (X bus). An
X bus access is basically the same as an
g-bit  I/O expansion bus access, al-
though the on-board peripheral bus
cycles do not use some signals such as
OWS and IOCHRDY. For this reason,
X bus cycles use the default four wait
states.

As with any PC/AT access by the
CPU, the address flows through the
74LS245s  between the SA and XA bus.
The address flows from the SA to the
XA bus except during a DMA cycle
when this direction is reversed. In an
Xbus transfer, the 82231 usesRDXDB\
tocontrol thedirectionof flow through
the SD to XD buffer. ACK from the
82231 enables this buffer.

ROM

A ROM access is muchlike any
other expansion bus memory cycle,
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with only a few relatively minor dif-
ferences.

In a ROM cycle, the 82335 acti-
vates the appropriate ROMCS\.
ROMCS\  is tied to the BIOS ROM’s
chip enable (CE\l pin and the 82230
MEMR\  signal is tied to the ROM’s
output enable (OE\l pin. The ROM
outputs its data onto the RD bus. The
combinationof ROMCS\  and MEMR\
active allows the data to flow through
the 74LS244 transceivers to the SD
bus. A ROM access is treated as a
standard expansion bus memory ac-
cess and, as such, is a one-PC/AT-
wait-state cycle.

HOLDjHLDA

The 386SX allows another master
to take control of the bus. If HOLD is
asserted, then some latency period
later the 386SX will tristate all of its
outputs except for HLDA, which it
will drive high to signify that it is in a
Hold Acknowledge state. During
HLDA, address and command infor-

PCLK

HRQ286 f

HRQSX _/

HLDASX /

HLDA /

REFRESH\

RASO\  v

RASl\ /

RAS2\

RAS3\

CASx\

JA9-MAO  y///////////M w

A23-Al /

DEN\

DIR

Figure B- upon receipt of an active REFRESH \, the 82335 does a RAS-only refresh

mation  is no longer coming from the trol PAL uses HLDA active to cause
CPU kernel. For this reason, the con- addresses to flow from the SA bus to

508-485-1144
FAX508-481-7222
BBS508-460-9203
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the local address bus.
On our 80386SX  computer there

are three types of cycles that can occur
during a HLDA:

REFRESH-Every 15 ps, the 8254
Timer/Counter in the 82231 gener-
ates a refresh request. The 82231 re-
quests a HOLD, then, upon receiving
HLDA, it asserts REFRESH\ and
drives a refresh address onto the XA
bus. It also pulses XMEMR\ low at
this time. The82335 ignores the82231’s
refresh address and generates its own
refresh address instead.

The 82335 does a RAS-only re-
fresh. Upon receiving REFRESH\
active, the 82335 puts a refresh ad-
dress onto the MA bus. It pulses low
for as many RASx\  lines as there are
banks of DRAM present. The 82335
staggers these RASx\ outputs to re-
duce current surge. Figure 8 shows
the REFRESH sequence.

On-board LIMA-The  82231 re-
ceives a DMA request on one of the
DRQO-DRQ7lines. Fromthis,it sends
a HOLD request to the CPU. Upon
receiving HLDA, the 82231 activates
either AENl\ or AEN2\  to indicate
that the DMA is driving an address
onto the XA bus. It activates



that the DMA is driving an address
onto the XA bus. It activates
DMAAEN\  to set the direction on the
74LS245s  from the XA bus to the SA
bus. Also, ACK goes high to turn off
the transceiver between the SD and
XD buses.

MEMR\  and IOW\ are activated
at the same time for memory-to-I/O
DMA cycles. IOR\ and MEMW\  are
activated at the same time for I/O-to-
memory DMA cycles. This means
that the transfer must be between the
same address on both the memory
and I/O busses.

DMA cycles take ten PC/AT T-
states. Since no bus cycle translation
takes place, there is no translation time
added to DMA cycles. The 8237 data
sheet contains more details on DMA
operation.

Bus Mas ter Opera tions-An expan-
sion card can also request control of
the bus. The card must activate a
DRQx  line to cause the 82231 to acti-
vate HOLD. Upon receiving DACK,
the card must activate MASTER\, D,
causing the 82231 to relinquish con-

r hoto 1 -The 80386SX motherboard is the same size as most Al-type motherboards.

trol to the new bus master. The expan-
making placement’ in most inexpensive cases easy.

sion card can now execute bus cycles.

Photo 2-A close-up of the large chips on the 80386SX motherboard shows the 386SX,  387SX. 82235, 82230, and 8223 1.
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Bus Master cycles are essentially the
same as DMA cycles except that the
Bus Master takes control of the sys-
tem.

INTR/INTA

Some time after INTR is received,
the CPU will save its current state on
the stack and acknowledge the inter-
rupt request. The 386SX signifies an
Interrupt Acknowledge (INTA)  cycle
bydrivingM/IO\,D/C\,W/R\,and
ADS\ low. All the address lines will
also be low with the exception of A2.
The 386SX does two INTA cycles with
four idle states in between. LOCK is
asserted from the beginning of the
first cycle until the end of the second
cycle. A2 is low in the first cycle and
high in the second. Each cycle ends
with the assertion of READY to the

The 82230 then outputs INTA\ to
signal an interrupt acknowledge cycle.
The 82230 asserts READY to end each
INTA cycle, and at the end of the
second cycle places the interrupt vec-
tor onto the lower data bus. This vec-
tor points to an entry in the Interrupt
Vector Table that contains the starting
address of the Interrupt Service Rou-
tine (ISR) for that interrupt. The CPU
then begins executing the ISR.

Acknowledgement of INTR will
not occur if interrupts aren’t enabled.
A NMI, on the other hand, by its very
nature cannot be masked out. When
the CPU receives a NMI, it will not
perform an INTA cycle. It will always
jump directly to interrupt vector 2.

A HIGH-INTEGRATION PLATFORM

The kernel of this system contains IRS

of 100-ns  fast-page-mode DRAMS
controlled by the 82335 Interface
Device. The 82335 also connects the
kernel to the PC/AT part of the sys-
tem. The PC/AT part of the system
contains the 82230/82231,  8042 key-
board controller, and a fully compat-
ible ISA expansion bus.

I segmented the articles in such a
way that the kernel could be used as
the basis of an embedded control sys-
tem or dedicated single-purpose
computer. The 80386SX  is a processor
with many possibilities. Drop us a
line to let us know how you’re using it
in your applications. +

Day1 Rinaldi is an application engineer at
Intel Corporation and works on the386SXand
associated products. In his spare time, he likes
to explore California.

CPU. a 386SX CPU, a 387SX numeric 2 10 Very Useful
The INTA cycle translates to M/ 2 11 Moderately Useful

10286\,  SO\, and Sl\ low to the 82230.
coprocessor, and the local memory
system. The memory systemis  1 MB 212 Not Useful

Figure 9-The  VGA portion of the 386SX board includes a palette DAC, 32k of BIOS support. and a custom PAL.
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Figure 11 -Any time there are numerous chips connected to an address or data bus, series resistors shouldbe used on the bus to minimize
reflections and noise.
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FEATURE
ARTICLE

A Low-Cost MIDI Sequencer
Build an 803 7-Based Stand-Alone MIDI
Sequencer

M ID1 (Musical Instrument
Digital Interface) is a serial communi-
cations standard that provides a stan-
dardized way to connect electronic in-
struments, computers, and peripher-
als. A MIDI sequencer is a device that
records sequences of MIDI instruc-
tions and transmits them on demand.
Since MIDI information can include
pitch, attack, duration, volume, and
instrumentation (among many other
categories), a MIDI sequencer can
record the complete data for an elec-
tronic performance and reproduce it.
Many musicians use the capabilities
of a sequencer to provide “back up”
for live performances or recording
sessions.

MIDISeq is a stand-alone micro-
processor-based four-track MIDI se-
quencer. With MID&q, you can
record up to four tracks of MIDI data,
play them back, and save your com-
positions to an ordinary cassette tape
recorder. MIDISeq doesn’t require a
PC or a MIDI adapter card. All you
need is MIDISeq and a source of MIDI
instructions (a synthesizer or MIDI in-
strument controller). It cost me around
$60 dollars, not including a few scrap
parts (resistors, capacitors, etc.), to
build the original MID&q.

EINE KLEINE HARDWARE

MIDISeqconsistsof  8Kof EPROM,
32K of static RAM, an LCD panel, a
MIDI communications port, a switch
matrix, and a simple cassette inter-
face. The schematic is shown in Fig-
ure 1.

The LCD panel and switch matrix
are connected to the 8031’s peripheral
port with the LCD operating in four-

bit interface mode. The LCD’s data
lines and the switch matrix‘s row lines
share the same wires. When the 8031
is scanning the switch matrix, the LCD
control lines are deasserted to ensure
the LCD ignores the changes on the
data lines.

The MIDI port is a 31.25-kbps
serial interface. MIDI data is transmit-
ted as one start bit, eight data bits, and
one stop bit, a format which is com-
patible with the 8031’s internal serial
port. The 31.25-kbps  rate is derived
by dividing the 1-MHzprocessor  clock
by 32. The optocoupler is a general-
c;se one obtained from Radio

The cassette interface is tied to
several spare peripheral lines. The
8031 toggles the cassette out line at the
proper frequency to save the data
bytes. The data transmission format is
similar to RS-232: one start bit, eight
data bits, and two stop bits. A “1” bit
is represented by eight cycles of 2400
Hz, while a “0” bit is represented by
four cycles of 1200 Hz. When loading
data, the 8031 measures the width of
the pulses to determine the data bits.

I

I by
Winefred Washington

THE SOUND OF SOFTWARE

The software for MIDISeq is par-
tially written in BASIC and is com-
piled by BAS051, a BASIC compiler
which I wrote. [Editor’s Note: Soft-
ware for this article is available for down-
loadingfrom the Circuit Cellar BBS or on
CIRCUIT CELLAR INK On Disk #22.  See
page 86 for downloading and ordering in-
formation.] I used BASIC to develop
the user interface since BASIC code
can be written and changed quickly.
Several MIDI-specific functions were
timing critical, so are in assembler.
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Figure la--The
heart of MlDlSeq is
an 8031 microcon-
t ro l ler .  The c i rcui t
contains the usual
8K of RAM, 8K of
EPROM, and low-
address latch.

I I I
\

IJ
DFtTA  BUS

ONTROt  B U S )

When MID&q is first turned on,
the 8031 prints a title message and
checks all the static RAM used to save
MIDI data. The 8031 will display a
message indicating the state of the
RAM. This feature also assures that
all of the address and data lines are
connected properly and aids in de-
bugging the circuit.

Next, MIDISeq asks for one of
eight function codes. The two-digit
function codes are:

00 Set Tempo-Set track playback speed
(l-255).

01 Set Truck  On/Off-Enable or disable
playing of selected track.

02 Set Record On/Off-Enable or disable
recording.

03 Set Record Truck-Select record track
o-3.

04 Play Trucks-Start playing and re-
cording of tracks.

05 Save Tmcks-Save  tracks to tape.
06 Load Trucks-Load tracks from tape.
07 Dump Memory-Dump the MIDI

data program memory.

When a valid code is entered, the
function name is displayed along with
the current state of the function’s
parameters. At this point, you may
enter a “#” (defined as the “Enter”
key) and MIDISeq will ask for new
input parameters or toggle the pa-
rameter. If you wish to abort the
operation, pressing any other key will
return to the function code prompt.

The Set Tempo function deter-
mines how fast the internal time clock

CWSSETTE OUTPUT
v5
74L584

RS 1 r-l_2 4& :_ __ ._ _:
I/ : l OuTP”Ti

“6
74304 %04

MIDI OUT
“OUT 5j,_6  Sl\,S 2

I/- v
+5

: ,. ._ __ _. __ __ ._ __

us OPTIONAL MIDI OUT j
74LS84

Figure 1 b--The infer-
face por t ion  o f
MlDlSeq  consists ofa
4x4 keypad, 16x2
LCD display, cas-
sette input and auf-
put, and MIDI input
and output.
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runs. The 8031’s  internal timer is used
as the time reference when recording
and playing MIDI data.

The Set Truck On/Off command
enables or disables playing a MIDI
track. Only tracks containing valid
MIDI data should be enabled.

The Record On/Off function is a
switch which enables or disables re-
cording. This is necessary when all
the data is recorded and you are ready
to review your composition.

The Record Truck command is
used to select the track for MIDI data
storage. Playing of this track must be
disabled during recording.

The Play Trucks function starts
MIDISeq recording and playing MIDI
data contained in its memory. Press-
ing any key on the keypad stops the
sequencer.

The Save Trucks function saves the
MIDI data in RAM to cassette tape.
The tape interface saves data at only
about 25 bytes per second, so it takes
around 20 minutes to save the entire
memory space.

The Loud Trucks command re-
trieves MIDI data from cassette tape.
Since data is saved at about 25 bytes
per second, the 8031 can only load
data at the same rate.

The Dump Memo y function dis-
plays the contents of memory used to
store MIDI note on and note off data,
along with a time stamp of when the
data was received. When a key is
pressed or released, a music keyboard
transmits the event out its MIDI port.
MIDISeq receives the data and stores
it in memory. The storage format is as
follows:

N+O-LSB of time stamp
N+Z-MSB  of time stamp
N+2-Note On/Off Command

Byte
N+3-No te Value
N+4-Note Velocity

where N represents the event num-
ber.

MIDISeq maintains the time
throughaclockinterrupt. Whentracks
are played, the events’ time stamps
are compared, and the notes are played
when the proper time is reached.

MAKE YOUR OWN MUSIC

I enjoyed designing and building
MID&q. It was planned not as a
competitor to the expensive profes-
sional MIDI sequencers, but as a
simple, low-cost way to experiment
with MIDI. The hardware works well
for these criteria, and I can’t think of
significant enhancements that
wouldn’t add greatly to the cost or
complexity of the project. On theother
hand, the firmware has some serious
potential for upgrades. An editor of

most obvious starting point for firm-
wareupgrades. Regardlessof whether
you build the MIDISeq as given or use
the design as the basis for bigger and
better things, I hope you enjoy work-
ing with MIDI as much as I have. +@

Winefred   is currently an engineer
 s u b s y s -

tems for CAD workstations. He has a BSEE from
the University of Tennessee.

IRS
2 13 Very Useful
2 14 Moderately Useful

the MIDI data-stored in RAM is the 215 Not Useful
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Set To Go
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WHY BOTHER WITH MIDI?

If you are an experienced key-
board player, the attraction of MIDI
has long been obvious: A single
keyboard can control a number of
different instruments. Furthermore,
peripheral equipment lets you set
up a corn
against wK

licated accompaniment,
ich you can improvise to

your heart's  content. More recently,
MIDI controllers based on guitars,
violins, woodwinds, and even the
human voice have gven the power
of multi-instrument control to a
whole new group of musicians.

Computer users with musical inter-
ests but little musical experience are
yet another group to have benefited
from MIDI.

MIDI is an as
data protocol simiY

nchronous serial
ar, in many ways,

to RS-232 and RS-423. Initially speci-
fied to run at 19.2 kbps, MIDI’s rate
was finally set at 31.25 kbps for rea-
sons of speed and electrical simplic-
ity. MIDI uses a standard protocol of
8 data bits, 1 stop bit, and no parity.
Each MIDI event re uires that least
three bytes be sent. 97or example, to
send the command to play a single
note to a synthesizer, byte one carries

BRR KF/ V/N E l e c t r o n i c s

7 Fairchild Ave. Plainview, NY 11803 1 (516)  349-7620
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NOTRESPONSlBLEFORTYPOGRAPHlCALERRORS
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a channel identifier and command
identifier, byte two is thenote  value,
and byte three is the velocity value.
Commands to change voices (in-
struments) or alter other playing
parameters would be sent in simi-
lar form.

In addition to synthesizers and
controllers, computers and MIDI
peripherals may be used to com-
plete a MIDI system. Personal
computers are most often used as
highly capable sequencers (more
on these in a moment), music edi-
tors, or composition/transposition
aids, where computer software
captures MIDI signals and records
the note values in standard musical
notation. MIDIperipheralsinclude
patch boxes, routers, special effects
boxes, and devices for adding and
synchronizing SMPTE timing
tracks for motion picture or video
work. One of the most common pe-
ripherals is the sequencer, which
acts as a performance recorder by
capturing the sequence of MIDI
commands rather than actual
sounds.

Simple sequencers, such as the
one presented in this article, are
most often used to record a “track”
or portion of a composition that is
too complex to be played in its
entirety by a single player. In a
popular song, the sequencer will
often be used to record the percus-
sion, bass, and rhythm tracks, which
are then played back to accompany
the lead instrumentals and vocals.
This is a common techni ue for
musicians who want to ma4,e pro-
fessional-soundingdemo tapes,but
who don’t have access to a multi-
track tape recorder (or large band).

More complex sequencers, of
the type frequently executed in soft-
ware on a persona1 computer, add
the function of editing. Editin
adds the possibility of going bat &
to perfect a recorded track by ad-
justing one parameter at a time
(“That note tig/zt  there needs to be
jusfaZittlelouder”),orchangingthe
tempo without altering the pitch or
voicing of the notes. (This is the
feature that can let you record at
student practice tempo and play
back sounding like Horowitz.) Just
as a word processor can’t make you
another Hemingway, a state-of-the-
art MIDI setup is no substitute for
talent. It is, however, a way to take
the talent you have and do more
with it than before.
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Simulated Reality
Simulating Systems for 805 7 Debugging

Writingfirmwareor software
is much the same: both are a series of
instructions that the CPU executes in
sequence. Debugging firmware is
unique because the target system
generally does not have the full key-
board, display, hard disk, or other
niceties we demand on our PCs and
workstations.

Adventure game: “you are alone in a

The software world has vapor-
ware, which is mythical code for real
hardware. Firmware goes this one
better, because you often write code
for a machine that doesn’t exist. Even
when the target hardware is available,
it usually has behavioral quirks that
turn firmware debugging into an

maze of twisty, tumy instructions, any
of which may do unpredictable
things.. .”

tions. -

As a result, no firmware de-
velopment shop is complete without a
software simulator. Although the
details vary, a simulator is basically
an interpreter that runson your PC (or
workstation,mainframe,orwhatever),
accepts executable code for the target
CPU, and simulates the effects of that
code on the target CPU’s hardware.
You can single step through the firm-
ware instructions, observe CPU regis-
ters and I/O ports on the PC’s screen,
and change code and data on the fly to
fix bugs or check boundary condi-

.-,
; Delay for number of ticks in A

WaitTicks PROC
PUBLIC WaitTicks

MOV B,A ; save tick count
GetVar NETTIME ; get current time value
ADD A,B ; tack on delay value
MOV B,A ; save for loop testing

JB SimMode,L?dlydone  ; bypass if simulating

L?dlyrun GetVar NETTIME ; decide if we're done
CJNE A,B,L?dlyrun

L?dlydone RET

WaitTicks ENDPROC

Listing 1 --Timing loops can be bypassed when simulating. The  ‘SimMode’  bit is set only
when the code is running in the Avocet simulator. ‘GetVar’  is a macro that fetches a
variable from external RAM; the ‘NElTlME’  location is incremented by the 5-millisecond
network timer tick.

FIRMWARE
FURNACE

Ed Nisley

A good simulator will maintain a
record of the CPU’s state prior to the
current instruction, so you can back
up to discover how the system got into
its current predicament. This lets you
track down obscure bugs long after
their dirty work is done, because you
can stop when you see something odd
and “undo” until you catch the bug in
action.

However, most simulators model
only the CPU state and pay scant at-
tention to the rest of the target sys-
tem’s hardware. Some simulators
accept input data from a disk file and
apply it to a parallel or serial input,
but there are often Procrustean re-
strictions on timing and data format.
More complex simulators allow you
to write programs (albeit in a bizarre
modeling language) to simulate tar-
get hardware chips and devices, but
price tags are near the stratosphere in
this league.

So what can you do if you really,
desperately, need a target hardware
simulator onaCPUsimulatorbudget?
In some cases, you can replace the
missing hardware with firmware and
save a bundle. Thus the title of this
column: you are simulating reality for
your code. Who’s in charge, anyway?

Depending on the missing hard-
ware’s function, the requisite firm-
ware can range from trivial to impos-
sible. The simplest cases occur when
the hardware generates data that can
be faked with a trivial algorithm. The
most difficult hardware to simulate
produces complex data that must be
absolutely letter perfect in both time
and content.
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2764
ROM EMULATOR

Appears as 2764
target system.
Connects to
PC parallel port.

1 Only slightly larger than an actual 2754
1 Plugs into target ROM socket and connects to PC

parallel port via modular telephone cable
1 Accepts 8K x 8 SRAM or EEPROM (non-volatile)
1 3-state reset restarts target after downloading
1 Uses HC/HCT logic for CMOS & TTL  compatibility
1 Loads Intel Hex, Motorola S, hex, and binary files
1 Command line software can be run from batch

files for automatic downloading after assembly

$129 $149 $159
(WIthoUt  nwmy) (wth,  20nsSRAM) (wlth250nsEEPROM)

8051 -
FAMILY ASSEMBLER
1 Works on all 8051 derivatives
* Supports standard Intel syntax
) Allows local labels and include files
* Labels may be up to 32 characters
* Generates assembly listings
m Outputs Intel Hex

$95

Quick l Dependable l Clean Operation

.

DEVELOPMENTPACKAGE

875751 Programmer & 8051 Family Assembler

l Programs Signetics 87C751 and 87C752  micro-
controllers

l Handles EPROM, encryption key, and security bits
l Loads and saves Intel Hex, ASCII hex, and binary

file formats

Dev.  P a c k a g e - D I P  $259 8X751 DIPadapter $39
(miudes  chom  ofDIPadapfer) 876751 PLCCadapter $79

lb%.  Package - PLCC $299 87C752  DIPadapter $39

(mch,escho,ceof PLCCad&ofer) WC752  Ptccadapter $79

NO-DE EQU 0 ; i for "reaf" code
; 0  f a r  s i m u l a t i o n

.-f

I; Delay for number  of ticks in A

WaitTicks PROC
PUBLIC  WaitTicks

ti %A ; save tick count
GetVar  NEXTIME ; get current time value
ADD A,B : tack on delay value
Mm %A : save for loop testing

%IF NORMALNODE ; nonzero  for "real" code
L?dlyrun GetVar  NEZTIME ; decide if we’re done

A,B,L?dlymn
%ENDIF

RE2

WaitTicks ENDPROC

Listing 2-Conditional assembly can remove entire sections of code, but this requires two
versions of the executable program: the ‘real’ program and the ‘simulation’ program.
Problems may occur when code and data addresses differ between the versions.

The examples in this column are
drawn from the MC-Net firmware I
wrote a few months ago. Using the
tricks described here, that firmware
will run quite happily under the
Avocet simulator I used to develop it,
issuing and responding to polls, trans-
mitting data, and listening for mes-
sages from other nodes. Indeed, I can
simulate the reality of a network from
the keyboard and the firmware will
run blissfully unaware of the decep-
tion.

TIME PASSES QUICKLY...

. . .on the real target hardware. But
when a simulator is processing firm-
ware, time passes with glacial stateli-
ness. For example, the Avocet
AVSIM518051  simulator runs about
1200 times slower than “real time” on
a 20-MHz ‘386 processor. A single
1.09~ps  machine cycle takes about 1.3
ms to execute. That doesn’t sound too
bad,buta5Omsdelaylooptakesabout
a minute to expire. On an ~-MHZ  AT,

listing J-During simulation the MC-Net serialportruns  at the higherbit rate. The SimMode
bit forces the higher rate regardess  of the RATESEL input bit.

Reader  Serbice X144
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An P3.1

Byte from
tirmwae

Rn P3.0

SBUF +
(write only) c_

SBUF
(read only)

Start &Stop Bit
IoglC

t&l85
Netwak

Berttt
hterrupt

Figure 1 -Jhe neiwork transceiver echoes characters from the 8052 serial output back
to the input. The SWF special function register has both output and input fuctions.

it will take four minutes, which is
more than enough to demand a better
way.

Most delay loops interface with
external hardware that isn’t present in
the simulator, so there is little value in
sitting out the whole loop. Listing 1
shows a timing subroutine that ordi-
narily delays for multiples of the 5-ms
network timer tick, but is bypassed
when the code runs under the simula-
tor.

ThekeyisSimMode,asinglebitin
the 8051’s internal data memory. The
startup routine clears SimMode to
ensure that it is OFF during normal
operation. When I run the code under

the simulator, however, it is a simple
mattertosingle-steppasttheCLR  Sim-
Mode instruction and turn the bit ON.
From that point the firmware bypasses
all timing loops with no further atten-
tion.

Using this method  has two disad-
vantages: it requires a bit in the 8051’s
(very limited) internal memory and a
line of code wherever the bit is tested.
Listing 2 shows how to use condi-
tional assembly to “snip out” the de-
lay loop; the code simply disappears
fromtheprogramwhentheNORMALr+
ODE symbol is not true.

Butremovingchunksofyourfirm-
wareshiftstheremainingcodearound

in memory; the program you are simu-
lating is not the same as the program
on the target system. This may have
unexpected side effects. For example,
because8051 AJMP and ACALL  instruc-
tions cannot cross 2K-byte page
boundaries, other sectionsof codemay
cause changes in ways you don‘t ex-
pect. Indeed,if theexcisedcodemoves
an AJMP to the other side of a 2K
boundary, the program simply will
not work, although the assembler or
linker should catch this problem and
issue a diagnostic message.

With that in mind, I have settled
on adding the s imMode  bit and a few
instructions to my programs rather
than deleting blocks of code with
conditional assembly. Regardless of
how you do it, make sure that you
don’t cause more problems than you
cure!

TWEAKING CODES

Although EEPROM is gaining in
popularity, most firmware reads its
initial settings from a DIP switch or
jumper block during the startup rou-
tine. Your simulator will certainly
allow you to force that input port to a
particular value, but the SimMode bit
can come in handy here, too.

For example, MC-Net firmware
on an RTC52 reads the bits of port I’1
to determine the network node ad-
dress, decide if the node is a net mas-
ter, and pick thenetwork bit rate. S im-
Mode forces each of those decisions to
a particular value so the initial set-
tings are correct (or at least conven-

First byte Second byte Tenth byte

Trans h’
Int Send 1st byte

I I
Send 2nd byte

I I
Send 3rd byte

I I
Send 10th byte

I I
Dlsa  ble
transmitter

Ret
Int

Note order of
these interrupts!

Figure P-Although the RS-485 transceiver echoes bytes sent from the serial port, the transmitter sends two bytes before the receiver
returns the tirst  one.
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THE INTERCHANGE’”
Bi-directional DataMigration  Facility
for IBM PS/2,  AT, PC, PORTABLE
Bnd Compatibles

Features:
‘Parallel port to parallel port.
*Economical method of file transfer.
‘Bi-Directional file transfer easily
achieved.

‘Supporta all PS/2 systems
(Models 30, 60, 60, and 80).
*Supports IBM PC, XT, AT, Portable
and 100% compatibles.

*Supports 3 If 2 inch and 5 1 f 4 inch disk
transfere.

*Supports hard disk transfers.
*Supports RAMdisk file transfers.
*The SMT 3 Year Warranty.
ONLY $39.95

FastTrap’”
l?he pointing  device  of the future im
iere!

*Two and three
axis pointing capability.

*High resolution
trackball for X and Y axis input.

*High resolution fingerwheel  for Z axis
input.

*Use with IBM’PC’a.  XT’s, AT’r and, .
compatibles.

*Three input buttons.
*Full hardware emulation of Microsoft @
Mouse.

*Standard RS-232 serial interface.
*Includes graphics drivers and menu
generator.

*Easy installation.
‘1 year warranty.
*Made in U.S.A.

ONLY $149.00

LTS/C Corp.
g 167 North Limestone Street
1 Lexington, Kentucky 40507

*#~~/i,llll,‘ii\\\\~ Tel: (606) 233_4156

Ordera  (800) 872-7279
Data (606)252-8968  [3/12/2400 8-N-11
VISA, Mastercard, Discover Card,
TeleCheck
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ient) for simulation, regardless of the
actual I?1 value.

Listing 3 shows how the firmware
sets the serial bit rate. Under normal
circumstances sim~ode  is zero and
the choice depends on the value read
from the RATESEL input bit (which is
P1.5 on RTC52 processors>. During
simulation, with SimMode high,
RATESEL is ignored and the bit rate is
always 19,200 bps.

Another area that should behave

ECHOQUEUE

Third Byte

First Byte

Second Byte IN- ECHOTAIL

ECHOHEAD

differently under simulation is the F’Igure3-Arringbufferholdsoutboundbfles
memorv test Derformed  immediatelv to simulate the hardivare  frunsceiver  echo., ---r-

after the power-on reset. There is x& ECHOHEAD points to the loCatiOn for the

reason to test simulated RAM (what’s
next outbound byfe, ECHOTAIL points fo

there to test?), SO Sk&lode  allOWS the
the next byte to be echoed fo the receiver.
AS shown, three byfes have been transmif-

firmware to force the “correct” regis- ted and one echoed fo the receiver firm-
ware.

; fetch outgoing byte & mail it off

A,@DPTR
MOV SBUE',A

; put byte into echo queue if we're simulating
: if queue has more than two entries, start the receiver...

JNB SimMode,L?nosim

MOV B,A ; save output char

PUSH DPH
PUSH DPL

GetVar ECHOHEAD ; set byte into queue
PUSH ACC
ADD A,#ECHOQUFXJE
k?OV DPL,A
MQV A‘B
MOVX @DPlX,  A

POP ACC ; tick head index
INC A
ANL A, # (ECHCQSIZE-1)
SetVar ECHOHEXD

GetVar ECHOLENGTH  ; tick length indicator
INC A
SetVar ECHOLENGTH

ADD A,#-2 ; have two entries?
JNC L?endsim
SETB RI ; start receiver

L?endsim POP DPL
POP DPH

L?nosim

Listing 4-The  MC-Net firmware buffers outgoing dafa bytes in RAM during simulafion.



MOV A,SBUF ; pick up the incoming byte

; fake hardware echo if weIre simulating
; if drain is on, set RI to get the rest of the queue elements

JNB SimMode,L?nosim; use faked net?
PUSH DPH
PUSH DPL
PUSH B
PUSH ACC ; save SBUF byte

GetVar ECHOLENGTH ; anything in queue?
JZ L?noget
CJNE A,#l,L?getbyte  ; if 1, queue will be empty
CLR SimEchoDrain  ; done with queue, endit

L?getbyte DEC A ; tick counter down
SetVar ECHOLENGTH

MOV C,SimEchoDrain ; propagate drain mode
MOV RI,C

POP ACC ; discard SBUF byte

GetVar ECHOTAIL ; output slot index
MOV B‘A
ADD A,#ECHOQUEUE ; get pointer to entry
MOV DPL,A
MOVX A,@DPTR : fetch that byte
PUSH ACC

MOV A,B ; tick output slot
INC A
ANL A,#(ECHOQSIZE-1)
SetVar ECHOTAIL

L?noget POP ACC ; recover SBUF or queue byte
POP B
POP DPL
POP DPH

L?nosim

MOV A,SBUF ; pick up the incoming byte

; fake hardware echo if weIre simulating
; if drain is on, set RI to get the rest of the queue elements

JNB SimMode,L?nosim; use faked net?
PUSH DPH
PUSH DPL
PUSH B
PUSH ACC ; save SBUF byte

GetVar ECHOLENGTH ; anything in queue?
JZ L?noget
CJNE A,#l,L?getbyte  ; if 1, queue will be empty
CLR SimEchoDrain ; done with queue, endit

L?getbyte DEC A ; tick counter down
SetVar ECHOLENGTH

MOV C,SimEchoDrain ; propagate drain mode
MOV RI,C

POP ACC ; discard SBUF byte

GetVar ECHOTAIL ; output slot index
MOV B.A
ADD -'mmA,~ECHOQUEUE ; get pointer to entry
MOV DPL,A
MOW A,@DPTR : fetch that byte
PUSH ACC

MOV A,B ; tick output slot
INC A
ANi A,#(ECHOQSIZE-1)
SetVar ECHOTAIL

L?noget POP ACC ; recover SBUF or queue byte
POP B
POP DPL
POP DPH

L?nosim

listing 5-The  Receiver Interrupt handler code to extract bytes from the ring buffer.

EMBEDDED
SYSTEMS

DESIGNERS
START USING

INTEL’S
8096

***NOW***

COMPLETE
DESIGNERS
TOOL-KIT
UNDER

$500.00
MATE97
Single Board Computer-l 2MHz 8097
Processor, single voltage supply, RS232
serial support, 50-pin 110 header, 32K
EPROM, 32K RAM

MON97 DebuggetYMonitorEPROMs-
uses terminal or PC, download HEX, as-
semble, disassemble, step, dump RAM,
set breakpoints, over 40 BIOS callsavail-
able.

SMALL C-8096 Compiler

MATECOM-Terminal Emulator
(IBM-PC)

Complete Developers Tool-Kit with
wall mount power supply and prototyping
board $495.00

8096 Assembler (IBM-PC)
$125.00

Other tools available

B.G. Associates
P.O. Box 66

Bowie, MD 207150066
(301) 5d9-6748

R
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tervalues without wasting timeon the
actual tests.

Youmightalsobypassanylengthy
sign-on or status messages that take
minutes to trickle out the serial port.
SimMode can bypass the code that
displays the messages, or you can
substitute a shorter message to exer-
cise the code but not spend much time
doing it.

Of course, you must verify the
code skipped by s imMode  at least once
during development! The only time
you can successfully bypass code is
when you know it works; shooting a

bug that crops up only when you’re
notsimulatingcanbeexceedinglyfxus-
trating.

FIXING THE MISSING

So far, the Simbfode  bit has just
skipped code or made a slight modifi-
cation of the normal data values. You
must do more when the firmware must
make up for missing hardware. De-
pending on what’s not there, you may
need a considerable amount of code.
The MC-Net firmware for RTC52
boards is a good example of this, be-

:uit Cellar
work for

Put
’ INK
you.

Circuit Cellar INK readers are engineers, program-
mers, consultants, and serious computer tech-
nologists. Bring them into your store by selling
Circuit Cellar INK.

Circuit Cellar INK’s Direct Dealer Sales Program
lets you increase your store traffic-increase your
sales-increase
your profits with
minimal risk and
up-front invest-
ment.

For information on
how your business
can become part of
the growing Circuit
Cellar INK success
story,  write or call: Circuit Cellar INK

Dealer Sales Program
4 Park Street
Vernon, CT 06066
(203) 875-2199

cause it simulates the network RS485
transceiver hardware and network
wiring.

The 75176 transceiver echoes all
transmitted bytes back to the receiver
as well as sending them out over the
network. When the board is acting as
the network master, the firmware
dependson those echoed bytes to trig-
ger outgoing messages. In simula-
tion, of course, there is no 75176 trans-
ceiver, no connection between the
serial pins, and no data echo from
output to input.

To help you understand what is
goingon,Imustexplain how the8052’s
serial ports work. Unlike IBM PC
serial ports, everything happens on
one chip and has relatively simple
control and status flags. If you’re
familiar with how the PC hardware
works, pay close attention to the dif-
ferences!

Figure 1 sketches the on-chip se-
rial port hardware and the off-chip
75176 network transceiver that pro-
duces the echoes. This is a “big pic-
ture” block diagram, so you’ll have to
refer to the chip and board documen-
tation for gate-level details. The 8051
serial ports have a myriad of modes,
options, switches, and features that
don’t apply to this discussion and thus
don’t show up in the figures.

Transmission starts when the
firmwarewritesabyteintotheleftmost
SBUF  special function register shown
in Figure 1. The hardware shifts a
start bit, eight data bits, and a trailing
stopbitouttheserialoutputpin(P3.1).
At the junction between the final data
bit and the stop bit, the Transmitter
Interrupt flag goes active to signal the
firmware that the hardware can ac-
cept a new byte in SBUF. If serial
interrupts are enabled, the TI flag will
generate an interrupt and vector the
processor to the serial interrupt han-
dler.

The firmware can set the 7’1  flag
directly to force an initial transmitter
interrupt. While thislevel of control is
foreign to PC-class machines, it pro-
vides a convenient way to “kick start”
the transmitterinterrupt handler. The
MC-Net firmware takes advantage of
this feature to simplify the code that
composes and sends messages, be-
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cause it need not be concerned with
actually sending the first byte out the
serial port.

On the other end, reception be-
gins when the hardware detects a valid
start bit at the serial input pin 0’3.0).
The next eight bits are shifted into a
register and the contents of that regis-
ter areloaded into the rightmost SBUF
register in Figure 1 at the middle of the
stop bit. The Receiver Interrupt flag
goes active when the transfer occurs
and will cause an interrupt if serial
interrupts are enabled.

If the firmware doesn’t read the
SBUF holding register before the
middle of the next stop bit, the new
byte overwrites the old data in SBUF.
Unlike the PC’s serial port, there are
no error flags to indicate that this has
happened, so the firmware must en-
sure that overrun cannot occur under
any circumstances or detect the inevi-
table data loss by some other means.

Notice that there are two SBUF
registers with two different functions.
When the firmware writes data into
the left-hand SBUF register, it is load-
ing a new byte into the transmitter
shift register. When it reads the right-
hand SBUF register, it is getting the
latest received byte from the holding
register. Both SBUF registers have the
same 8051 Special Function Register
address and there is no way to read
back the transmitted byte or change
the received byte.

Because the 75176 transceiver is
echoingwhateverappearsat P3.1 back
to P3.0, the receiver is getting an exact
copy of the transmitter data. The re-
ceiver will be active whenever there is
network traffic, while the transmitter
is active only when the RTC52 board
is sending data. In that case, both the
transmitter and receiver will be proc-
essing data simultaneously and the
firmware must handle the outbound
and inbound messages at once.

With all that in mind, Figure 2
shows the sequence of events when
the firmware sends out a ten-byte
message. The MC-Net firmware is
completely interruptdriven, so Tland
Rl invoke interrupt handlers that
decide what to do next. The two
handlers are at the same priority level
(in fact, as shown in Figure 1, they

share a common interrupt bit and
vector), so each must run to comple-
tion before the other can take control
of the processor.

Although you might think that
the receiver would return the same
byte the transmitter just finished send-
ing, a close look at Figure 2 reveals
that the transmitter sends two bytes
before the first RI occurs. Remember
that the TI flag goes active at the be-
ginning of the stop bit for each outgo-
ingbyte, WhileRIgoesonat  themiddle
of the received stop bit.

Inorder to simulate the transceiver
hardware, the firmware must record
outgoing bytes as they are deposited
into the SBUF transmitter register, then
substitute them for the bytes that
normally come from the SBUF hold-
ing register. The Avocet simulator
handles transmitter timingby  turning
TI on after the correct number of
machine cycles required to send nine
serial bits, but it does not mimic the
actual bits at the P3.1 output pin.

There are a number of ways to
store the bytes, but I settled on a tradi-
tional ring buffer. Because the Avocet
simulator displays eight bytes in each
line of its “dump” windows, the ring
can hold up to eight bytes, even though
only two are in use at any one time.
Figure 3 shows the structure of the
ECHOQUEUE buffer and the two point-
ers used to insert and remove bytes
from the ring.

ECHOQUEUE starts out empty with
both ECHOHEAD  and ECHOTAIL  point-
ing to the first byte in the ring. The
transmitter firmware adds bytes to
theringatthe~~~o~~mlocationand
increments ECHOHEAD. It also sets RI
when the ring has two or more bytes.
The receiver firmware activated by RI
removes the byte at ECHOTAIL  and
ticks that pointer. Both pointers wrap
from the last ring address to the first as
you would expect, so messages don’t
have to start at the first byte in
ECHOQUEUE.

Listing 4 shows the additional
transmittercodeneeded to implement
ECHOQUEUE and Listing 5 show the
corresponding receiver code. Remem-
ber that the receiver cannot interrupt
the transmitter code, so setting the RI
flag forces the receiver interrupt code

/lenu-driven  software to monitor,
isplay,  and control your home or
lroduction  system on site or from a
:emote  location.

Control Features
Display:
up to 16 analog inputs
up to 32 discrete inputs
up to 32 discrete outputs
Sample Rate:
update all within 1 sec.
Alarms
Switch Discrete Output on:
analog threshold
‘trip’ of discrete line

Password Protection
4 Priorities

MS-Windows based display
customization program.

rice: $175.

Control-Remote  ADDS
Iial up from remote to
access all features
Yutomatic  dial-out on
Fault Condition
‘ice: $95. (requires uCONTROL)

Control-History  ADDS
Historical Plotting of any
input or output vs. time.
rice: $95. (requires uCONTROL)
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Control.  IBM PC/XT/AT (compatible)
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lards and systems supported.)
icrosoft  Windows Release 2.1 or later
tquired  to run configuration program.
{emote.  also Hayes compatible
odems at each end.

30&y  money-back quarantee

(617) 861-0181
FAX (617) 861-1850

(Unkel Software Inc. /l/lbI
62 Bridge Street,  Lexington, MA 02173
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to run immediately after the TI han-
dler.

The code shown will work cor-
rectly as long as the transmitter is
running, but after the last byte of a
message there will be no Tls to trigger
theRlsneededtodraintheringbuffer.
The code that disables the transmitter
after the last outgoing byte also sets
the RI flag to get that final byte out of
the queue.

WHY A RING?

If you work through the code and
figures, you may conclude that a ring
buffer is really overkill for a two-byte
queue. True enough, but there is a
lesson to be learned here.

Thereisalwaysa tradeoffbetween
“quick-and-dirty“ code and a more
elegant solution. Theformermayleave
you with several obscure lines of code
that do something that made sense at
the time, while the latter is easier to
understand after a few weeks (days?)
because it isn’t quite so tricky.

I’ve used ring buffers in several
applications on a variety of proces-
sors, so I don’t have to puzzle out how
to make one work anymore. There are
only four rituals: add one byte, re-
move one byte, check for underflow,
and check for overflow. In this case,
the last check isn’t needed because “it
can’t happen here.” This beats having
to figure out and debug a special solu-
tion for every situation.

Also, you can modify the ring
buffer to handle longer queues and
multiple sources and sinks very eas-
ily. While those problems didn’t crop
up here, they have in other projects!

Moral of the story: don’t always
go for the shortest solution if you value
your time. Check your toolkit for
tried and true tools before you create
a new one from scratch. Then make
sure it works before you make it
shorter, faster, or more obscure!

One word of warning if you are
adapting this code to the PC. Because
both the transmitter and receiver in
the 8250chip (and its successors in the
AT and PS/2  machines) are double-
buffered, there can be three bytes
stored in the hardware: one in the

transmitter holding register, one split
between the two shift registers, and
the third in the receiver holding regis-
ter. You must set a flag in the trans-
mitter termination routine to tell the
receiver to drain the remaining bytes
on its own, because there will be more
than one byte left in the ring.

THE LITTLE BUG THAT WASN’T THERE

Dependingonyourproject’shard-
ware development schedule, you may
find another use for the firmware that
got your code running in the simula-
tor: substituting for defective or miss-
ing hardware in the first few “real”
boards.

If you dedicate separate bits (or
bytes, depending on your processor)
to control separate functions, rather
than using a single variable as I did
with the SimMode  bit, you can turn
individual features on and off at will.
Because the code really doesn’t care
whether it’s running on the hardware
or in the simulator, you can flip the
bits on to bypass real hardware that is
having a bad day.

You may need to add a simple
user interface to twiddle the bits while
the code is running or you can com-
pile a special version that forces a
specific bit on during the setup rou-
tine. Remember to keep things
straight,becausethereisnothingmore
embarrassing than asking the hard-
ware guys to shoot a bug when your
code bypasses it completely!

In any event, you won’t have the
excuse “But the hardware isn’t ready
yet” anymore.

Sorry’bout that...+

Ed Nisky  is a member of the Circuit Cellar INK
engineering staff and enjoys making gizmos do
strangeandmndrous  things. He is, by turns,a bee-
keeper, bicyclist, Registered Professional Engineer,
and amateur raconteur.
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2 17 Moderately Useful
218 Not Useful
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Circuit Cellar INK
occasionally allows
companies which
have products or
services of interest to
our readers to
conduct a mailing to
our subscriber list. If
you do not wish to
receive information
from these compa-
nies, your name can
be removed from the
list which we supply
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To have your name
removed from the
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SubscRibER  SEwicE
P. 0. Box 2099
Mnhopnc,  NY
01541
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The Versatile
Light-Emitting Diode

THE
BENCH

Jeff Bachiochi

Take a look
around your envi-
ronment today and
notice the many
uses for LEDs that we
all take for granted.
The  first thing that we
see in the morning,
upon being startled
out of a sound sleep,
is the face of our at-
tacker,

Four seven-segment digits daring opposition to our all-
too-mechanical daily routine. Out of bed and into the
shower. Feeling a bit renewed, it’s a quick pause at the
scale. “Oh no, those segments can’t be right! Must be the
battery.” Off to the kitchen now for some, “Ah, smells
good,” coffee. An LED tattles its readiness. “Where‘s the
TV remote? Here it is. Let’s see what’s on CNN this
morning.” The LED blinks wildly on the remote control as
the TV bursts into life. The rechargeable phone, the
microwave, the VCR, and almost every appliance today
has an LED to indicate something. Power on, alarm, time,
channel-the LED is our link to the electrical world.

LEDs offer a distinct advantage over incandescent
lamps and neon bulbs. They are small in size and weight,

mechanically rugged, and operate at low voltages and
currents. They have the same projected operating life as
other solid-state devices: about 100,000 hours. Improve-
ments in intensity over the years have made LEDs suitable
for backlighting displays and push buttons. Status indica-
tion, whether a single LED, a row, a column, or a matrix
(e.g., 5x7 array> is the largest use for LEDs. Your stereo
receiver is a good example of the many configurations
LEDs  are used in. A single LED shows “power on” and
twin bar graphs (two rows of LED9 indicate the loudness
of each channel. A digital display (seven LED-segment
digits) announces the station’s operating frequency and a
position indicator (a column of LEDs) shows the signal
strength.
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Figure 1 -Human  vision receives a relatively narrow spectrum of
radiation between 400  and 900 nanometers. Currently available
LEDs offer colors in fakly  narrow ranges of the visible spectrum.

SOME THEORY

An LED consists of a PN junction using materials
which emit photons at particular energy levels when ex-
cited. When an electrical bias is applied, the recombina-
tion of electrons and holes is “radiative.” The radiative
photon energy is at a wavelength (in nanometers) equal to
1240/DE,  where DE is the approximate energy transition
of the band-gap (PN junction) in electron volts for direct-
transition-type materials. For example, Ga As with a band-
gap energy E=1.43 eV will emit at a wavelength of about
910 nm. Our eyes are sensitive to the color spectrum
between 400 nm and 700 nm, so the example, which is in
the infrared region, would be out of our range. That is why
we cannot see the TV remote control, which uses an IR
(infrared) LED to send commands to the TV. Many com-
panies put a visible LED on the remote just to let the user
know it is working. Visible LEDs are made possible using
material combinations with a narrow band-gap potential.
The newly developed blue LED will fill the remaining gap
in the color spectrum made up of the popular red, yellow,
orange, and green LEDs (see Figure 1).

LET THERE BE LIGHT

When an LED’s anode is at greater potential than the
cathode (at least V,>, it will conduct current. Current
limiting of some type is needed to ensure that the maxi-
mumpeakcurrentof powerisnotexceeded,sincedoingso
will cause permanent damage to the LED.

TTL devices can sink considerably more current than
they can source. Therefore, if a logic device directly drives
an LED (and current-limiting resistor), the device is nor-
mally configured so a low output drives the LED. Figure
2 shows several such configurations.

The following shows the guaranteed IoL for similar
devices in several logic families:

74-16 mA 74S20 mA 74LS-8 mA
74L-3.6 mA 74H-20 mA 74C-3.6  mA
74AC-24 mA 74HC4 n-u4 74HCT-8 mA
74AS--20  mA 74ALS-8 mA 74F-20 mA

Use a transistor to drive LEDs when more current is
needed through the LED.

A single LED can indicate more than an on/off condi-
tion. Flashing the LED at different rates can indicate an
analog-type output. A metronome is an example of how a
flashing LED is used to indicate an analog value-in this
case tempo. When we need to express more data than a
single LED can convey, other methods are used. The most
common is the seven-segment display. By mounting
single bar-shaped diodes in the configuration of a number
eight (as shown in Figure 3a), the digits zero through nine
can be displayed by turning on the correct combination of
diodes (sometimes including A-F to cover hexadecimal
digits).

Many devices will include a decimal point or a colon
to help indicate money, time, or a fractional value. In this
type of package, one end of each LED is tied to a common
lead. Both common-anode and common-cathode pack-
ages are available, reducing the number of pins needed by
almost half.

A slight improvement on the seven-segment display
adds seven additional segments. This adds the capability
of displaying all the letters of the alphabet in addition to
the numerals, and requires fourteen control lines (Figure
3b).

The fourteen-segment configuration is practically a
matrix. A matrix, or an array of rows and columns, is the
basis of a matrix printer. A 5x8 (Scolumn  by g-row) matrix
character is printed one column at a time. A column of
print hammers, with each hammer corresponding to a bit,
raps the paper when enabled, leaving a line of dots on the
paper. Five successive print head shifts and column prints
form a character.

Figure 3c shows how a 5x8 matrix can be used to
display alphanumeric information. At one control line per

R I

LED1

Sorier Sultchlno S h u n t  S u l t ’ c h

Open Collector Gates

RI

LED1

Ins

Ul
7 4 0 4

*
S e r i e s  Suitchine S h u n t  Sult’chlng

Active Pullup - Totem Pole Gates
Figure 2-VL  logic devices can sink considerably more current
than they can source. Therefore. if a logic device directly drives
an LED (and current-limiting resistor), its output is normally config-
ured so a low output dives the LED.
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tlgures-A variation on the circuitshown in FigureA The 74HCT374s
have been removed and replaced with a dedicated driver for
each row. The result is designated either a column-anode matrix
or a column-cathode matrix, depending on the orientation of the
driver connections.

the matrix is produced with columns connecting the cath-
odes, it is a column-cathode device.

The above arrangement can be multiplexed by row, by
column, or by both.

Figure 6-An expansion of the design shown in Figure 5. As each
row is sequentially enabled, column data is displayed.

When multiplexed by row, 5-bit data applied to the
columns will create source current for any row enabled
(see Figure 6). More than one row should not be enabled
at the same time or multiple rows of LEDs will light with
the same data. By enabling the rows sequentially while the
corresponding data is applied to the columns, all 40 LEDs
will be addressed. If all seven rows can be sequentially
scanned fast enough, our persistence of vision will create
the illusion that all the rows are on at the same time, while
in reality only one row is on at any given time. Current-
limitingresistorsmust be placed between the five columns

Circuit Cellar INK Gift Subscriotions are
available for the technologically  inquisi-
tive people in your life. You don’t have to
fumble with wrapping paper or fight
holiday crowds, just give us a call. We’ll
make sure your lucky gift recipient has a
full one (or two) year subscription to
Circuit Cellar INK, along with a gift card
announcing the giver’s name and start-
ing issue.
To make sure the gift card arrives before
the holidays, call 203/875-2199  before
Decem  btir 15.

CiRCUiT C&R

ThE Gif-r of kchNo[o(iY

Cross-16 V2.0
Meta Assembler

Table based absolute cross-assembler using the
manufacturer’s assembly mnemonics.:

Check, Money Order  or P.O. US$99.00
VISA, Mastercard a;iid  Canada CN$119.00

Universal Cross-Assemblers
POB 6158, Saint John, NB

Canada E2L 4R6
Voice/Fax: (506)847-0681
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Figure 7-Still  more based on Figure 5. As the columns are
sequentially enabled, row data is displayed.

and the source drivers so that current through each LED
can be individually controlled. If the resistors were placed
between the rows and the sink drivers, the current would
be divided up between all the column LEDs which are
enabled. The more LEDs enabled, the lower the intensity
of light from each will be.

When multiplexed by column, 8-bit  data applied to
the rows creates a current sink for any column enabled by
the column source drivers (Figure 7). No more than one
column should be enabled in this sequential form. Cur-
rent-limiting resistorsare placed between therows  and the
sink drivers.

When multiplexed by both row and column, the rows
are sequentially enabled. During the time each row is
enabled, the columns are sequentially enabled. With this

Flgure 8- trhckmcy  goes up in relation to the current. This is shown
as the relative efficiency normalized to 1.0 @ 10 mA.

form, only one LED can be enabled at a time, so the cur-
rent-limiting resistors can go on either the columns or the
rows.

In the multiplexed row and column modes, the duty
cycle for any row or column will be 1 /N, where N is the
number of rows or columns multiplexed (l/8 for rows
and l/5 for columns). In the combination of rows and col-
umns, the duty cycle for any one LED will be 1 /(R*C) or
l/40. Assuming an LED’s intensity is linearly propor-
tional to the current flowing throughit (though, in reality,
it isn’t), the current driving an LED that is on 12% of the
time must be eight times that driving an LED which is on
100% of the time. In the combination multiplexed system
where the duty cycle is l/40, an LED would need 40 times
the current required for a single, 100% duty-cycle LED.
Maximum peak currents are roughly five times the maxi-
mum average current, so without exceeding the maxi-
mum peak current the device, short duty cycles will

produce dimly lit LEDs.

THE MATH

LEDs made from the same junction materials can be
packaged to produce different output effects. Depending
on the lens arrangement, the light emitted can be focused
to a rather narrow viewing angle or diffused for a wide
viewing angle. The total light output from each device is
the same, yet the nondiffused LED will appear to be
brighter since its light is concentrated into a smaller view-
ing angle.

In an application where the LED is indicating a status
in a latched (100% duty cycle) mode, the current-limiting
resistor is figured as simply:

R = VCC-V  F
IF

where Vc, is the supply voltage, V, is the LED forward
voltage drop, and Iris the LED forward current and is less
than IFmax.

A standard T13/4 red LED operating at a typical cur-
rent of 10 mA has a light output (luminous intensity) of
about 1.1 mcd (millicandelas). The series resistor required
with a 5-volt Vc, would be calculated as (5-1.7)/0.01 =
33OQ.  In this case, I,,, equals I,.

When used in a multiplexed application the formula
is a bit more complicated:

R = VCC-VF
IPEAK

It is the peak current that is the mystery. If we try to
maintain the l.l-mcd output of the nonmultiplexed ex-
ample, we use the following formula to find I,,:

IF*qF
IPEAK*qPEAK  = TCYC
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where rl is the efficiency of the LED at the respective
current and TcYc is the duty cycle.

Let’s use a duty cycle of l/5 (20%). Figure 8 shows
how efficiency goes up in relation to the current, and is
shownas  therelativeefficiencynormalized to l.O@ lOmA.
Plugging in numbers, I_*rjm  = (10 mA*1.0)/20%  =
(O.Ol*l) 0.2 = 0.05. Using the graph, we find it takes about
35 mA at an efficiency of 1.4 to achieve the same luminous
intensity as 10 mA at a 100% duty cycle. That is three and
a half times the current for one fifth the time.

The same calculation for a duty-cycle of l/40 is:

IrEAK*rlm,  = (10 mA*1.0)/2.5%  = (0.01*1)/0.025  =0.4

Well, 400 mA is off the scale, but if we use a efficiency
of 1.6 (about the maximum obtainable), the peak current
equals about 250 mA. Since maximum allowable I,, is
about 200 mA, we can’t obtain the 1.1 mcd with a l/40
duty-cycle.

In a multiplexed design, peak currents (or average
currents, for that matter) are often limited by the drivers
used in the circuit. Where individual transistors can be
specially selected to provide adequate drive for any appli-
cation, prepackaged drivers are a bit more conservative.
Two popular prepackaged drivers are the 75491 and 75492.

The 75491 has four drivers per package and can source
or sink 50 mA each. The 75492 has six drivers per package
and can sink 250 mA each (600 mA total).

LED MODULES

Using LEDs  in an array helps to save in two ways:
fewer components are necessary to drive the array and
fewer actual connections are made between the drivers
and the array. The circuit in Figure 9 demonstrates the ease
of using LED arrays in a display application. The display
is driven by a PI’1 (8255) which has 24 bits of I/O. The 8255
is part of the RTC52 system as presented in this column in
Cr~curr CELLAR INK #8.

MICROMINT Introduces “Micro” Controlling!
After years of experience in manufacturing OEM controller boards and talking to customers, we think we have
hit upon just the right combination of format and function to satisfy even the toughest case of “relay mentality.”
Realizing that not every computer/controller application warrants a Cray XIMP,  Micromint offers a tiny 803119052-
based controller board for those dedicated and cost-sensitive installations.

New MGNETTM  software links your desktop up to 31 RTC controllers.

STACKEO
Kc41  6 RTuo

RTC31 and RR52  Technical Specifications

RTCIO  Technical Specifications
-Three  bidirectional parallel ports (24 bits)
*&channel,  S-bit  PJD (C-W); 9,M)O  samples!sec
* Cchannel,  B-bit  D/A (0-W);  2-p response time

- Battery-backed clockkekder  and presettable
time-interrupted capability

- IX lo DC conversion-5volt-only operation
- Screw terminal connections
- Small 3.Sx3.5”  format

RTCIO RTCIO board  with parallel
Vo and A/D  converter $129.00

RTC52-1  OEM lW-Quanitiy  Price 1 MCI0  OEM 100~Quantity  Price $89.00

i!!F4$$
Micromint, Inc.

4 Park Street, Vernon, Connecticut 06066
Tel: (203) 871-6170 l Fax(203)  872-2204

Available Soon!
ATC-OPT0 8-channel  Optoisolatad IK) Expansion Board (expected availability December, 1989)
RTC-SIR Serial, Timer, and Infrared t/O Expansion Board (expected availability January, 1990)
RTC-LCD LCD, Keyboard, and X-10 I/O Expansion Board  (expected availability February, 1990)
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This simple matrix uses two 5x8 LED display modules
to create a 10x8 display. This arrangement could be used
to indicate time or temperature as an alphanumeric dis-
play; as status indication of 80 individual processes; or as
bar graphs displaying A/D inputs in either column or row
format. By placing an overlay of your home on the display,
LEDs  can indicate open windows or doors or even the
presence of moving objects in each room.

Next time, I’ll discuss a bit of software used to activate
the rows and columns. Also, how the hardware might be
expanded to drive more modules using the same 8255.G

REFERENCES

Optoelectronics Applications Manual
Hewlett-Packard
McGraw-Hill

Opto Electronic Semiconductors
Toshiba America, Inc.

Opto Electronic Components
GLOITE Sales Ltd.

Interface Circuits Data Book
Jeff  Bachiochi  Ipronounced “BAH-key-AH-key”) is a member of the Circuit Texas Instruments
Cellar INK engineering staff. His background includes work in both the
electronic engineering and manufacturing fields. In his spare time, Jeff enjoys
his family, windsurfing, and pizza. IRS
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Figure 9-LED arrays are straightforward to use in most applications that have several parallel ports and a bit of processing power.
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SILICON

MAXIMum Chips
UPDATE

Tom Cunfrell

Maximum Real- World Problem Solvers

I ntel says the forthcoming ‘586 r V+5 VOLT POWERED DVM IT’S AN ANALOG WORLD
will have four-million transistors! f3.5’4 INPUT RANGE

Without adding them up, I guess this
is probably more transistorsona single

The base for Maxim’s growth has

chip than the combined total of all the
been analog data converters-both

I,
chips (CPU, RAM, I/O) in an AT-corn- ’

analog to digital (A/D) and digital to

patible computer. Not to say that the
analog (D/A). Maxim offers dozens

‘586 is a PC on a chip, but I can defi-
of parts; many of them second-sources

nitely see a time in the future when a
of existing devices. More interesting

total PC is reduced to a handful of ICs.
are Maxim’s new, proprietary designs.

But, no matter how highly inte-
The new A/D offerings fit into

grated the ‘big” chips get, I predict a
three categories, according to their

healthy market will remain for “little”
conversion technique.. .

chips which fill mundane, but neces-
Integrating -These are relatively

- 2 slow (>20  ms) converters which in-
sary, roles. Largely, these “little” chips Figure 1 -Integrating A/D converters, such

serve to connect the finicky “big” chips, as the MAX 139. are suitable for use in stand-
elude  built-in display (LED or LCD)

which require a pristine atmosphere of
alone applications that require both A/D drivers. They are best suited for stand-

Is and OS, to the ugly real world. Ex-
conversion  and  Q boir-ih &p/q. alone applications such as a hand-

amples include a myriad of analog functions (converters,
held instrument or dedicated process

filters, switches, and muxes), power supply circuits, and
monitor/display. Figure 1 shows the guts of such a design
based on the MAX139.

data communications interfaces. Even tomorrow’s PC on
a chip will have to be supplemented with a lowly RS-232

Successive Approximation CSAR)  -Maxim‘s implemen-

transceiver!
tation  of this popular technique achieves good speed
(3.25-10 ps) and resolution (8- or 12-bit)  at reasonable cost

Enter Maxim (Sunnyvale, Calif.),  a company which
eschews the glamour and hype of “big” chips in favor of

(Figure 2). The MAX160, ‘161, and ‘162 are faster equiva-

solving those nagging little problems which plague even
lents to existing chips while the ‘163, ‘164, and ‘167 inte-

the most elegant designs.
grate input sample/hold to reduce noise at high sampling

While others concentrate on rates.
tomorrow’s “Strategic Rodent Defense Initiative,” Maxim
concentrates on better mousetraps.

Half-Flash  -As the name implies, these converters are

Maximgot itsstart  in 1983
based on a scheme that combines the speed of flash conver-

by second-sourcingchipsfrom
sion with the cost effectiveness of successive approxima-

established analog suppliers
like Analog Devices and In- SAR A/D Converters

tersil. Now, while continuing Part Resolution Integral Conversion Supply Input Features Reference

to second-source, their prod-
Number Linearity Time Voltage Range

uct portfolio has expanded MAX160 8 bits l/2  LSB 4~ +5v *15v Fast AD7574

with a wide variety of pro- MAX161 8 bits/8th l/2 LSB 2w +5v k15V Fast AD758 1 External

prietary products. Dual port RAM
MAX162 12 bits

The Maxim products of
l/2  LSB 3.25~ +5v/- 12v +5v Fast AD7572 Internal

MAX163 12 bits l/2  LSB 7~ +5V/-12V +5v Sample/Hold Internal

most interest to microproces- MAX164 12 bits l/2  LSB 7~ +5v/-  12v ?5V
MAX167

Sample/Hold Internal

sor-based system designers fit
12 bits l/2  LSB 7~ +5v/-  12v Q2.5V

MAX1 72 12 bits
Sample/Hold Internal

into three groups: analog data
l/2  LSB low +5v/-  12v +5v Low cost internal

conversion, RS-232 interfaces,
and power supply circuits.

Figure 2-The chips in the MAX 16x series use Successive Approximation to combine speed, 8- to
IPbit  resolution. and reasonable cost.
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Half-Flash A/D Converters
Part Resolution Integral Conversion SUPPlY Input Features Reference
Number Linearity Time Voltage Range

MAX 150 8 bits 1/2LSB 1.34ps +5V +5v Track/Hold Internal
MAX154 8 bits14 ch 1/2LSB 2W +5v +5v Track/Hold Intern01
MAX158 8 bits/4 ch 1/2LSB  2~ +5v +5v Track/Hold Internal

Figure J-The MAX150 series is referred to as ‘Half-Flash’ since they combine Flash and Successive
Approximation conversion techniques.

tion. The MAX150 series of &bit converters, shown in
Figure 3, actually contain two 4-bit flash converters of the
type shown in Figure 4. The first determines the upper
four bits of the result. The upper four bits are then sent to
a 4-bit DAC whose output is subtracted from the original
analog source. The resulting signal is then fed to the sec-
ond 4-bit flash converter to determine the lower four bits
of the result. This cuts conversion time to 2.0 ps or less,
which is pretty fast. Indeed, you’ll need a pretty speedy
micro (preferably with DMA)  to keep up.

On the D/A front, Maxim has thrust beyond their sec-
ond-source offerings with some neat new chips: the
MAX500 and ‘543 (Figure 5). A feature appearing on more
and more I&---serial. I/O-significantly reduces the
number of micro I/O lines needed to connect the ‘500 and
‘543 compared to the 10-12 lines typically required of an 8-
bit parallel chip.

DACs need a volt-
age reference, and often
the system power sup-
ply can provide it. If a
differentvoltageormore
accuracy and tempera-
ture stability is required,
Maxim offers a range of
chips (including the
MAX670 series) which

generate precise reference voltages (1.23V,  2.5V, 5V, or
1OV) from an input voltage (typically 15V, though the
MAX672 and ‘673 support an input range from 8-13V  to
4OV).

SOMETHING NEW FOR ‘232

Surely even the casual experimenter has paid the RS-
232 dues in the form of endless fiddling with cables and
handshaking lines to try to get two “RS-232-compatible”
(an oxymoron, if I ever heard one) devices to talk.

You RS-232 users don’t suffer alone. The hardware
designer who made the box you’re having trouble with
also shares your grief. The designer’s problem is that RS-
232 calls for signal levels outside the realm of the 0-5V
digital world. There must be a zillion designs that could
get by with a single 5V supply, but instead must use a more

P-C-B ARTWORK
MADE EASY !

Create Printed Circuit Artwork
on your IBM or Compatible

* MENU DRIVEN
* HELP SCREENS
* ADVANCED FEATURES
* EXTREMELY USER FRIENDLY
* 1X and 2X PRINTER ARTWORK
* IX HP LaserJet ARTWORK

* HP and HI PLOlTER DRIVER optional 49.00

REQUIREMENTS: IEM PC or Compatible, 384K RAh4
DOS 3.0 or later.

PCBoards  - layout program 99.00
PCRoute  - auto-router 99.00
SuperCAD - schematic pgm. 99.00

D E M O  - 10.00
Call or write for more information

-1

2110 14th Ave. South, Birmingham, AL 35205
(205) 933-l 122
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This NEW WICEZ8, containing the new Z86C12
CMOS ICE chip, is a complete In-Circuit Emulator
for the entire 28 microcontroller family, including
the 86C91  and the 86C21  with 256 internal registers.
l Comes with window-oriented, user-friendly PC driver

software for the IBM PC, XT, AT or compatibles and permits
real-time emulation up to 20 MHZ.

0 Unique display windows monitor 30 programmable memory
locations or registers, 17 bytes of stack and is automatically
updated when the user program is stopped or single-
stepped.
l Addresses up to 128K bytes of memo
l Provides 32K emulation RAM mappab eYIn 2K, 4K, 8K, 16K,

or 32K blocks.
0 Provides 8 hardware breakpoints which can always be dis-

played on the window.
OS
d

mbolic debugger reads symbol files in the 2500 A.D.,
rcrotek and Zax formats directly.

@On-line  assembler, disassembler, memory/register exam,
corn are, fill, move, search and modification.

038.4 R baud rate for fast upload/download of files in Tektronix
Hex, Intel Hex and Motorola S record formats. (Download an
8K hex file in 5 seconds. )

(708) 894-l 440
WYTEC COMPANY

Suite 140, 185C E. Lake Street, Bloomingdale, IL60108
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Figure ~-TWO  &bit
converters are
combined in the 8-
bit MAX 150 series of
A/D converters.
Conversion time
runs to as We as 2.0
w

HALF-FLASH A TO D CONVERSION

expensive three-output supply to feed the !a#$% Rs232
transceiver.

I originally became aware of Maxim when they intro-
duced the MAX232: an RS-232 transceiver which runs on

Intel Introduces “Superscalar” 80960CA

In the last Silicon Update, I discussed the Intel 8096OKA,  ‘KB,
and ‘MC. Since then, Intel has announced the newest member of
the family: the 8096OCA.

As described at a September 12,1989  press conference, the
‘CA is quite similar on the surface to the existing’KA.  Major func-
tional upgrades from ‘KA are the inclusion of a four-channel
DMA controller, a fancier bus controller driving a new1
tiplexed bus, an improved interrupt controller, and 1.5ry
on-chi

bytes of

all ?Js
data RAM (supplementing the 1 KB code cache offered on
). Notably, the new RAM supports a multiregister set

banking scheme to speed context switches and subroutine calls.
Perhaps more important than the new functions are im-

proved implementation of the core architecture for higher speed.
You remember that the claim to fame of the earlier ‘960s was on-
chip parallelism and bandwidth. Now, the ‘CA pushes further in
this direction.

According to Intel, the ‘CA can execute three instructions in
a single 3%ns  clock cycle using the “scoreboarding” technique
(described in the last U

pd
ate) to avoid out-of-order-execution

hazards. In market-,  ntel says “Superscalar” is the word to
describehighlyparallelmultiinstruction-per-clockmachines. The
concept is also known as VLIW (Very Long Instruction Word) in
other circles.

The key  is to maximize bandwidth, which is essentially clock
rate times bus width. Since the clock rate is limited by process and
s
\y

stem design considerations, multiple and wide (the “L” in
LIW) buses are used. For instance, the ‘96OCA  internal data

paths (code cache, data RAM, etc.) are 128 bits wide. With ten
separate on-chip buses (608 bits in total) and a 33-MHz clock rate,
the gross on-chip bandwidth is 2.5 GB/s! This is what really
separates the ‘960CA from lesser competitors.

The ‘CA also includes branch prediction to take advantage of
the fact that conditional branches go the same way most of the
time. The processor can start the branch even before the condition
is evaluated. Usually (i.e., loop iteration), the “prediction” will be
right, and the processor is ready to o as soon as the condition is
evaluated. When the prediction is mally wrong (i.e., loop exit),H
only a small penalty (pipeline break) is paid.

Intel had an elaborate benchmark setup involvin
MC68030,  and AMD29000  SBCS to back their claims o B

‘CA, ‘KA,
“5x” faster

and 304&100  (VAX-Native-Burst) MIPS. Forgetting the hype;
I’ll agree that the 8096OCA  is the hottest rod ln town.

Until now, the ‘960  has mainly been confined to very-high-
end applications (that tends to happen with $200 chips) such as
avionics and medical imaging. Now I hear a
(especially on the ‘KA) is winning commera.a!

gressive pricing

laser printers and LAN controllers.
designs such as

The embedded-control-orien ted ‘960 ma
our of its PC (‘486)  and workstation (‘860) sibF

not have the glam-

nice chip.
mgs, but it is sure a

+5V only. As shown in Figure 6, the additional voltages
(+lOV and -lOV) are generated on the chip itself. What a
lifesaver!

Now, the MAX200 series (‘230-‘252)  includes dozens
of offerings (Figure 7). Besides solving the basic voltage
conversion problem, each chip in the series is tailored to
serve specific applications. Need maximum channels in
the smallest possible board space? Try the MAX235 or ‘245
(these chips don’t require the fairly large external capaci-
tors that the others do). Building a battery-powered de-
sign which takes advantage of the Maxim CMOS technol-
ogy? Choose one of the chips with “shutdown” capability
to reduce power consumption when the RS-232 port is not
active. Want to harden your system against potentially
hazardous voltages (something to consider in a factory or

),-

Figure 5-The MAX150 and MAX543 have D/A and serial commu-
nications combined In a single chip to reduce the total number of
I/O lines needed for an application.

outdoor setting).3 Choose the MAX252 which features
1500V isolation.

Some systems may actually need a non-5V  supply for
something besides s-232 (typically an A/D or D/A). If
the MAX230 series doesn’t kill off the market for those
crazy three-output supplies (you know, 5V@lOOA,
+_12V@lOmA),  perhaps some of the Maxim power supply
circuits will.

DIGITAL POWER

Even in the analog world, power supply design ap-
proaches being a “black art.” Needless to say, digital de-
signers stay away from this stuff and simply view the

Figure 6-
The MAX232 has
been usedin several
projects presented
in Circu’t  Cellar INK.

MAX232 BLOCK DIAGRAM
, .I”lNP”T
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inputandoutputtomaintainoutputregu-
lation.

Now take the +5V from the ‘667 (up
to 250 mA; enough for pretty sophisti-
cated systems thanks to CMOS) and feed
it to a MAX660 negative voltage con-
verter. Voil&! Out comes the -5V for the
A/D.

Don’t overlook the fact that theMaxim
power conversion chips can be used in
different ways to serve a wide range of
applications. For instance, a MAX641 can
be used to generate +5V@40mA from a
1.5V battery. With different wiring and
external components, the same ‘641 can
generate +5V@O.5A  from 48V  commonly
found in telecom applications. A
MAX680, normally used to output +lOV
from a +5V input, can be hooked up “in
reverse” to extract 5V@5mA  from RS-232
inputs-great for low-power RS232plug-
ins like a mouse or joystick.

What if you want your instrument to
include a CMOS SRAM to store data
samples? This introduces a big problem:
How to avoid trashing the SRAM data
when the battery does fail. The memory
must be put into lowest voltage/power

The MAX232 Family

POti POWW
NUmber SwPh/

No. of No. of
RS-232 RS-232
DCivWS RGXXiVWS

:

2
2
2
0

5
3
3

4

5

5
2
2
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10
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9
0

10

2

2

2

Ext. Shut-
Caps. down

R9C&WS
Output
J-state
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4 Y
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4 Y
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4
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0 Y
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4 Y
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Y
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20
14

MAX232
MAx232A
MAX233
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+5v
+5v
+5v
+5v

16
16

MAX235
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20
164

5 24
24
24
24
24

44

28
18
16

4 4
40
4 0

40
4 4

44

14
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4 0

+5v
+5v

4
5

+5v
+5v and
+7.5V  to 13.2V
+5v

4
3

5

MAX241 +5v
MAX242 +5v
MAX243 +5v

MAX244 +5v
MAX245 +5v
MAX246 +5v

MAX.47 +5v
MAX240 +5v

MAX249 +5v

MAX250 +5v

MAX251 +5v

MAX252 +5v

Y

Y
Y

Y

Figure 7--The  MAX200 series provides RS-232 channels with custom features for
specific applications.

power supply as a connector on their schematic. This is OK back-up mode and the microprocessor shut off in an
when you can buy a power supply that meets your specs. orderly manner.

But what if you need something a little different:
battery operation, memory back-up, or an extra voltage or
two. Check out the MAX600 series of converters, regula-
tors, and supervisory circuits.

Perhaps you want to power your hand-held micro-
based instrument, which contains an A/D requiring -5V,
from a 6V battery. First you need a MAX667 lowdropout
voltage regulator. The ‘low dropout” feature means the
regulator will continue to provide +5V output even as the
inputdrops(due to batterydrainjaslow  as5.12V.  Normal

Enter the MAX690 series supervisory circuits (Figure
8). These chips handle all the housekeeping for power-
related tasks including power-up reset, power-fail reset
(keeps the micro from crashing), CMOS RAM protect/
battery switchover, and watchdog timer.

As I said back in the beginning of this column, the
glamour no doubt goes to the high-powered microproces-
sors. When it comes time to solve real-world problems,
though, I’m glad that the engineers at Maxim have been
hard at work on the little chips that help to hold it all

regulators need at least a l-2V  difference between the together. a

For more information:
Maxim Integrated Products, Inc.
120 San Gabriel Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408)  737-7600

Supervisory Power Supply Circuits
PP Reset. Power Fail Detector,
Battery Switchover. and Watchdog Timer

Part
Number

Plns Reset SUPPlY Reset
Level Current Delay
(volts) (m& cm.9

8 4.65
16 4.65
8 4.40
16 4.40

8 4.65
16 4.65
16 Adj.
16 Adj.

4

:
4

4
4
4
.16

Battery R A M
Switch Protect :,“” Lineout

MAX690
MAX691
MAX692
MAX693

MAX694
MAX695
MAX696
MAX697

Yes No
Yes Yes
Yes No
Yes Yes

Yes No
Yes Yes
Yes No
No Yes

Tom Cantrell  holds a B.A. in economics and an M.B.A.
from UCLA. He Owns  and operates Microfuture Inc.,
and has been in Silicon Valley for 10 years inwloed  in
chip, board, and system design and marketing.

No No
No Yes
No No
No Yes

No No
No Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes IRS

222 Very Useful
223 Moderately Useful
224 Not Useful

Figure &-If  you are designing an application where power consumption and conser-
vation are critical, the MAX690 series provides full housekeeping for power-related
tasks.
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Least-Squares
Curve Fitting

SOFTWARE
by DESIGN

Juck  Gums/e

I n the August/September issue, I discussed using
convolutions to smooth noisy real-world raw data. Judg-
ing by the amount of mail I’ve received, this subject seems
to be of considerable interest to INK readers.

The method I presented was based on using convolu-
tions over very small intervals to smooth and/or differen-
tiate an input waveform. The technique of Least Squares
was used to force the noisy signal to match a reasonable
polynomial curve over the interval.

The technique of least squares is often used to fit
experimental data to a polynomial. If you don’t know the
formula that relates a measured value to a desired output,
it is often possible to “calibrate” the instrument by meas-
uring many different samples of known values and then
computing a polynomial that represents the relation be-
tween the input and output. Confusing? Perhaps, but this
technique forms the basis of many instruments.

I once worked at a company that used different wave-
lengths of infrared light to measure the amount of protein
in wheat. No “magic” formula exists to compute protein
in this manner, but it turned out that over a small range
(say, 11 to 19% protein), a linear relation exists between the
measured light and percent protein. In other words, if fl,
f2, and f3 are responses at each of three frequencies:

Protein= kO + kl*fl + k2*f2 + k3*f3

Unfortunately, the coefficients k0 to k3 are not known,
and tend to vary from instrument to instrument. By
running dozens of wheat samples with known protein
concentrations and measuring thefl,f2,  andf3  values, we
could compute the k coefficients by doing a least-squares
fit of thefdata to the known protein levels.

The empirical data obtained during the instrument’s
calibration is used as a predictor for future measurements;
the calibration determines the k coefficients, and then the
instrument uses these coefficients and the equation to
measure unknown samples.

Another, similar application is precision temperature
monitors. The response of some thermistors is not linear-
temperature may not bedirectly related to the thermistor’s
resistance. Some electronic thermometers operate by forc-
ing the user to present known temperatures (typically
through a specific chemical state change) to the instrument

and letting the unit calibrate itself using a least-squares
process.

In effect, this self-calibration procedure is heuristic-
the instrument learns from its mistakes. On initial power-
up, the device is a blank slate, with the potential of meas-
uring some parameter, but without the detailed “knowl-
edge” of the world (represented by coefficients of an
equation) needed to do the job. Calibration to known
samples provides these coefficients. In situations where it
is impossible (or not practical) to know an absolute trans-
fer function between a signal’s raw output and the value
being computed, using a least-squares predictor is often a
good approach.

Of course, this concept of calibrating an instrument
and then using the calibration to predict new data is not the
most common use of least squares. Scientists use it to fit
curves through noisy data, computing a polynomial to fit
the data and then plotting the polynomial itself (which
must be smooth), rather than the raw data points. This lets
them describe their data in a dramatic graph that is easy to
interpret.

LEAST SQUARES

All curve fitting techniques attempt to find a formula
that relates one or more inputs to a single output. In other
words, a function f is found such that:

g=f(vl,v2,v3,...)

where g is the output and vl to vn are input signals.
The form of the function must be assumed; generally,

a polynomial is selected since practically any function can
be approximated (at least over some interval) by a polyno-
mial.

Note that this is quite different than the polynomial
approximations to trigonometric functions I presented in
the last issue. Those formulas were derivations from series
expansions that ultimately, if carried on to infinity, would
yield exact solutions. Least squares is used when fitting
noisy, inexact, real-world sampled data to a value. The
noisy input data precludes an exact solution.

By definition, least squares constructs a function that
minimizes the sum-square error between the measured



samples and the “real” value of the sample. To be more
exact, it minimizes the function:

m

C(x(i)-x(i)comp)2
i=l

where m is the number of samples in the calibration, x(i) are
the predicted values, and xliJ_P  are the computed x val-
ues.

Least squares operates by recognizing the impossibil-
ity of an exact fit; it tries to keep the average error as small
as possible.

Dozens of different approaches to curve fitting exist.
Least squares is by far the most common. Another is the
Chebyshev approximation. Chebyshev minimizes maxi-
mum error; no point is allowed to exceed some maximum
value. This doesn’t mean Chebyshev is more accurate than
least squares, since typically the average error will be
higher.

The coefficients of the polynomial can be computed by
setting the sum-square formula to 0 and figuring the
partial derivatives of it with respect to each of the terms.
Once this is done, a matrix of equations is obtained. These
are referred to as “normal” equations, and represent a
system of formulas that must be solved for simultane-
ously.

In school, we all learned how to solve simultaneous
equations by substitution. Computers are not particularly
adept at this, so a number of approaches have been devel-
oped to expedite digital solutions of normal equations.
The “Gauss Jordan” method is probably most commonly
used, and is the one presented here.

Listing 1 shows a BASIC program that computes the
normal equations used in fitting a least-squares curve to
experimental data. It then usesa Gauss Jordan elimination
to solve the matrix for the coefficients.

The program solves for a formula of the form:

y=kO + kl*xl + k2*x2 + k3*x3

In other words, the program finds the k values that
match the experimental data xl, x2, and x3 to the known y
data.

In the program, variable p is the number of terms in the
equation. If the maximum coefficient is 3 (as above), then
p will be 3. Variable n is the number of experimental
samples being used to create the formula.

This program assumes that the array f will be loaded
with the experimental data before it is invoked. Array
elements are arranged in the following order:

X l

Sample 1: f(1,21
Sample 2: f(2,2)
Sample 3: f(3,2)
etc.

x2 x3
f(l31 f(U) fh51
K&3) f(2,4) f(25)
f(3,3) f(3,4) f(3,5)

10 dim afp+2,p+2)
20 far ial to pt2
30 fox km1 to p+2
40 a&k)*0
50 next k
60 next i
100 r Build  Normal  Matrix
110 for t-1 to n
120 f&,1)-1
130 for j-1 to p+2
140 for k=l to pi-2
150 a(j,k)=afj,k)~fft,j)*f(t,k)
160 nextk
170 nextj
180 next t
I.000 p Do a Gauss  Jordan eliminatiion
1001 k-l
1010 j=k
1020 sea (k,k)
1030 alk,jI=afk,jfls
1040 j=j+L
1050 if j <= p+2 then 1030
1060 if k >=J p+l then 2000
1070 i=k+l
IO80 j=k
1090 s==a(i,k)
1100 afi,jf~(i,j)-s*a(k,j)
1110 j==jtl
1120 if j <= pS2 then Id.00
1130 i-i+1
1140 ii i + p+l then x080
IIS0 k-k+1
1160 qoto 1010
2000 if k <= 1 then 3000
2010 i=k-1
2020 j-k
2030 s==a(i,k]
2040 a(i,j)=afi,j)-s*a(k,j)
2050 j=j+l
2060 if j <== pt2 then 2040
2070 id-1
2080 if ix= 1 than 2O20
2090 k-k-1
2100 got0 2000
3000 stop

listing 1 -The least-squares fit can be readily programmed in
BASIC. In the above program, n=numberof  experimentalsamples.
p=number  of terms in equation, and f=experimental  data (dimen-
sioned f(n.p+2)).

Note that there is nothing in the first column of the
array; the program fills it with ones during the computa-
tion.

When the program terminates, the coefficients k0 to kn
are stored in the “rightmost” row of the a matrix. In other
words,a(l,pt2)  iskO,a(2,pt2)  iskZ,andsoon.

Note that this program solves for a linear combination
of terms (k0  + kl *xl  + k2*x2 + . . .) and not a polynomial com-
bination of them. xl to xn are assumed to be independent
variables: for example, absorptions at different wave-
lengths. If a polynomial fit were used, only one independ-
ent term (corresponding to a single physical parameter),
raised to incremental powers (k0 + kZ*x  + k2*x2  t k3*x3),
would be used. The program can be modified to fit
polynomial data by replacing the input data with the terms
raised to the appropriate powers.

The concept of combining independent data into a
single output is important. Many physical properties are
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a function of several unrelated parameter-ven color is
tkle combination of the three primary hues.

WOW WELL DOES IT WORK?

Least squares can fit thedata  remarkably well, but not
perft?ctly. It is always important to evaluate just how well
the cnmputation  proceeded. The great peril of computing
is that the algorithm becomes a black box whose inner. . . -opercrtlons  are hidden; it may not be easy to get a auick~I~~~-__
sanity  check on its operation. Always apply some sort of

r,

independent test to your programs! c,,,,~~,,~  WI ww,rrrry  u ‘.
coefficients.

‘igure l--The Hi/bet?  determinant gives a relative idea of the
,;fG.,,,t.,~CC.rrHi.-.-  I ~oodsolution  as a function of the number of

Fortunately, the science of statistics provides us with

Number of terms

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Hn
1

8 .3  x  lo-*
4 .6  x  1O‘4
1 . 7  x  1 0 “
3 . 7 x lo“2
5 .4 x 10-18
4 .8 x lo-=
2 .1 x 10“’
9.1 x 10-4’

a. great range of “goodness of fit” measures. Different
applications require different yardsticks, but certainly one
of the easiest to comprehend is Standard Deviation, which
is defined by:

CAVEATS

any situation. Caremust  be taken to be sure the input data
and results are truly meaningful.

The algorithmic nature of least squares (in a computer)
tends to mask the details of its operation. Least squares
only works well if the number of samples used in finding
the coefficients is much larger than the number of coeffi-
cients. I’ve seen people try to solve for five unknowns
(coefficients) with only four or five samples. With smooth,
easy-to-fit data, 20 samples would be more reasonable.
Noisy data requires more samples.

Once the coefficients are found, if the resulting equa-
tion is used to predict new values, be sure the values lie

No mathematical technique, especially one as com-
within the calibration range. For example, if the set of

plex as least squares, can be indiscriminately applied to
samples used to calibrate the instrument ranged from 10 to
20 picofarads (if capacitance is being computed), then

I

circuit emulators.

paradigm  KICRTE  sUPPofts PC-“‘-’
r Pascal,  BASIC 1L MOO’IpuILII  “I -

r\and and others.
compi\ers  from Microsoft, 60’

l cumprehensivs USsr’S
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emulation SUPPU’
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. compiler  startup I--’
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CUUI;  - emulator
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I

I
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l full  Intel  UMr u

~~,-k  of an emulator gut YOU down.
7 Nc;na~o,~~;u;~~r~~~  brbo

Debugger  interface OPtion.  Now you

1

hardware  from the Comfort  Of your
PC.

paradigm  LOCATE $2~5*of!195,00
1 Turbo  Debugger Idefface

I

Total control
with LMI FORTHTMhw Programming Professionals:

an expanding family of compatible, high-
performance compilers for microcomputers
For Development:
Interactive Forth-83 Interpreter/Compilers
for MS-DOS, 032, and the 80386
l 16-bit  and 32-bit implementations
m Full screen editor and assembler
@ Uses standard operating system files
) 500 page manual written in plain English
) Support for graphics,floating point, native code generation

For Applications: Forth-83 Metacompiler
) Unique table-driven multi-pass Forth compiler
1 Compiles compact ROMable  or disk-based applications
1 Excellent error handling
1 Produces headerless code, compiles from intermediate states,
and performs conditional compilation

) Cross-compiles to 8080,2-80,8086,68000,6502,8051,8096,
1802,6303,6809,68HC11,34010,  V25, FITX-2000

) No license fee or royalty for compiled applications

m Laboratory Microsystems Incorporated
Pbst office  Box 10439  Marina de/ Rq:  CA 90295
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don’t try to use the equation to solve for 30 picofarads. The Least squares can be a bit complicated to apply, espe-
fit is often quite poor outside of the calibration range of the cially  for the non-mathematically inclined. It is worth the
instrument. trouble, especially since the results are easy to test. If the

Finally, be careful of the number of terms used in the same calibration sample set is run through the instrument
equation. More terms yield a set of Normal equations that with the computed k values, and crazy results are ob-
is harder to solve. Small errors due to noise or even the tained, there is a flaw in the code or in the selection of
resolution of the computer’s floating-point package can terms. +
give wildly incorrect values. (The Standard Deviation will
flag these problems). The Hilbert determinant gives a
relative idea of the difficulty of getting a good solution as
a function of the number of coefficients. Figure 1 lists the REFERENCES

Hilbert determinant for one to nine terms-with nine
terms the equation is about lw times more difficult to NumericalMethods  for Scientists andEngineers,

solve than with one term. If you need a lot of terms, then R.W. Hamming, McGraw-Hill.

the use of orthogonal functions will often yield a solution Digital Computation and Numerical Methods,

that is easier to solve, and thus more accurate and depend- Southworth and Deleeuw, McGraw-Hill.

able. Orthogonal functions are beyond the scope of this
article, but are described in the references.

MORE OF AN ART...

Jack Ganssle is president of Softaid, a vendor of microprocessor devel-
opmnt tools. When not busypushingelectronsaround,  hesails upand
down the East Coast on his 35foot sloop.

Sometimes using least squares is more of an art than a
science. Picking the right number of terms requires knowl-
edge of the physics of the measurement and some experi- IRS
mentation. The form of the equation (linear, polynomial,
or even a combination of complex functions) must also be
selected, generally using some a priori knowledge of the
system.

225 Very Useful
226 Moderately Useful
227 Not Useful

68HC05  IN-CIRCUIT EMULATOR
TheTECICE-HC05  is a low-cost real time emula-
tor for the Motorola 68HC05 family of single chip
microcomputers. Any host computer with serial
port and terminal emulation software can be used
with TECICE-HCOS.  Base price is $1,195.00.
Complete development system software is avail-
able for MS-DOS computers including the Byte
Craft Limited C6805  Code Development System
which includes a 6805 C compiler with Integrated
Development Environment.

RRb3, BOX 8C l Barton, V&mont  05822 977 South Meredian Ave.. Alhambra, CA 91903

Phone (802)  525-3458  l Fax (802) 525-3451 Tel: (818) 57ooO58. Fax: (818) 578-8748

PROTOTWNG  SOLUTION
We offer the best quality

SYNTAX FR-4 prototyping PCB at the best price!
All from the stock

. Sl 00-BUS

. TRANS ’ Please Call Today for Catalog
BOARD ‘Custom Design are Available

l UNI BOARD ‘Dealer program Offered

ReGdersewice  #I41
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New X- 1 O-Compatible Domestic

Products Hit the Market
Automation

Ken DavidsonA

LL
0 pen the pod bay doors, please, HAL.” I

know. It’s a worn out cliche too often used to describe the
ultimate in home (or environment) control, but I couldn’t
resist. I does show, however, man’s long-time fascination
with automating his environment, making more time for
leisure and devoting less time to work and toil.

As members of the forefront of computing technology,
we’ve found that the typical CIRCUIT  CELLAR INK reader has
a great deal of interest in home and building automation.
Many of you have automated your homes to some degree,
whether through the purchase of an off-the-shelf control
system or, more likely, through the design and implemen-
tation of a system from the ground up. Domestic Automa-
tion is a new column that will appear regularly in CIRCUS
CELLAR INK and will be devoted to keeping you at the
forefront of new home automation technologies and tech-
niques.

CEBus

Of course, the big news in the home automation arena
these days is CEBus, the Consumer Electronics Bus. I did
a complete technical overview of CEBus in the August/
September ‘89 issue (#lo) of Grzurr  CELLAR INK, but let me
quickly fill in those who may have missed that article.

CEBus is actually a complete home network descrip-
tion based on the OSI/ISO  seven-layer network model.
Devices-which can include TVs, dishwashers, lamps,
door locks, draperies, hot water heaters, and so on-are
connected to the network via one of several available
media. Currently proposed media include power line
(PLBus),  twisted pair (TPBus),  coax (CXBus),  infrared
(SRBus),  radio (RFBus),  and fiber optic (FOBus).

As you go up through the layers of the network model,
you slowly work from the specifics of how a message gets
from one device to another to more general terms concem-
ing just what the message means. Each layer is responsible
for just one aspect of the network communication; it relies
on the other layers to fill in the gaps. For example, the data
link layer only cares about getting a packet from one node
to another without errors. It doesn’t care what the infor-
mation in the packet means (a higher layer takes care of
that) or how it physically gets from here to there (a lower
level takes care of that).

78 CIRCUIT CELLAR INK

At the top network layer is CAL, or Common Applica-
tion Language. CAL is based on tables maintained by EIA
and contains commands for stereos, TVs, lamps, clocks,
dishwashers, washing machines, telephones, and the list
goes on. Presumably, all lamp controllers will respond to
thesameon,off,dim, and bright commandsnomatter who
the manufacturer is, making universal control possible.
Similarly, all stereos will respond to the same volume or
tuning commands, all VCRs to the same tape control
commands, and so on. Of course, each device will have a
unique unit number, so individual control is possible, but
having universal commands available makes it easy to put
together a very powerful and flexible home control system
with separate components from a whole host of manufac-
turers.

By using a layered network model, it’s possible to
make the upper layers in all devices identical, with only
minor differences depending on which physical medium
is being used. For example, the TV and VCR may commu-
nicate over coax, but the lights are on the power line.
Bridges make it possible for devices on different media to
communicate without ever knowing that they are on dif-
ferent media. A very common example of a bridge EIA
expects to see isinside the television. A hand-held infrared

Speaking of official re-
leases, EIA is scheduled
to release the first work-
ing specifications as we
go to press (mid-Novem-
her).

remote will send CEBus commands to the TV. The TV will
then retransmit those commands over coax to VCRs and
other devices on the CXBus,  while it also retransmits them
onto the power line for any devices connected to the
PLBus.



CEBus also makes two-way communication between
devices possible. Instead of sending a command to the
door lock to secure the door and just hope that it gets there,
we can wait for a confirmation from the lock that it actually
was successful in getting the job done. If there is a problem
getting the door closed, or the network connection to the
lock has somehow been disrupted, we’ll get an error
message and can go investigate further.

Enough about how CEBus works. If you want all the
details, I’d suggest digging out issue #lO and curling up
next to the fireplace. Let’s get into CEBus’ current status.

First of all, “CEBus”  is really just a working name for
the standard. EIA expects to have a new name for it when
it is officially released, but nobody has a clue as to what
that name will be yet. After five years of calling it CEBus,
I would think members would have a difficult time refer-
ring to as something else, but we’ll have to see.

Speaking of official releases, EIA is scheduled to re-
lease the first working specifications as we go to press
(mid-November). While these won’t be the cast-in-stone
final specifications, they will be final enough for interested
parties to begin product development and are intended to
be the subject of debate among those in the industry who
might have differing opinions about how things “should”
be done. After an initial “comment period,” the final
specification will be released.

Expected to be released are the PLBus physical layer,
all the higher layers (data link, network, presentation, and
application layers), and CAL. The other physical layers
will be released in the future oneat a time as they are ready.
I plan to be at that meeting and will have a full report in the
next issue. In the meantime, there will likely be some
discussion on the Circuit Cellar BBS (203/871-1988)  about
what happened at the meeting, so give us a call and jump
right in.

I did make it to the August meeting of the CEBus
committee in Boston and was both pleased and disillu-
sioned by what I saw. After having worked on the CEBus
spec for almost five years now, and with the expectation of
releasing PLBus and CAL in November, I had expected
committee discussions to focus around last-minute minor
details and finishing touches related to those two areas of
the specification. Instead, I was greeted with presenta-
tions by committee members proposing entirely new
methods and concepts for both the high-level language
layer and the physical layer. Fortunately, common sense
prevailed and some useful work was done toward having
something ready for the November release based primar-
ily on past work, but somemajor issues still needed resolv-
ing, especially in the PLBus camp. Things should be
interesting in the next few months.

x-10

The folks at X-10 haven’t exactly been sitting around,
either. Veteran INK readers will remember the articles I’ve
done in past issues about computer interface modules and
an IRgateway fromX-10 (Issues #3, #5, and #9). The latest

Radio Shack and Heathkit catalogs yield some interesting
new products.

Radio Shack will be carrying the infamous momentary
contact module. Those who closely follow X-lo’s products
will remember hearing about the momentary contact
module quite a while ago. X-lo didn’t seem tobe able to get
their act together enough to get the thing made. Now it
may actually become reality. Judging from pictures and
descriptions (no, I haven’t been able to get one, either), the
unit will close a pair of dry contacts and/or sound a built-

The most interesting ad-
dition to both Heath and
Radio Shack’s product
lines is a complete home
security system based on
X-10 modules and RF
transmitters and receiv-
ers.

in speaker when addressed, depending on how a switch
on the module is set. Another switch controls whether the
closure is momentary or latched. We’ve heard from a
number of people on the BBS who have modified appli-
ance modules for similar operation, but we’ll finally have
a unit that does it for real. One real-world use for such a
module that many people have suggested is in triggering
a garage door opener, where a momentary push of a
button is what’s needed.

Along these same lines, Heath lists a “Sensor Chime”
module that does nothing but sound a “pleasant chime”
when activated. Might be nice to use in conjunction with
a home control system that also functions as an alarm
system. When the system has been armed, it could sound
a chime to signal that you have sixty seconds to vacate the
area. By the same token, upon returning home, the chime
could signal a warning that you only have thirty seconds
to get the alarm disabled before the big guns are brought
to bear.

Another unit that Radio Shack is selling for the first
time this year (which Heath started selling several months
ago) is a pair of flood lights with a built-in motion detector.
Before you say, “Big deal, those are all over the place,”
realize that this one also transmits X-10 commands over
the power line so lights inside the house can also be turned
on in response to outside motion. Used in conjunction
with the two-way computer interface module I discussed
in issue #5 (the TW523),  your home control computer can
also be made aware +ha+  there is motion outside and that it
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should be alert for possible trouble (or can trigger some
other response such as a voice from a speaker).

A unit similar to the IR gateway mini controller I
discussed in issue #9 is being sold by Heath that has a
photosensor in it. When it gets dark out, the controller
sends an “on” command onto the power line (presumably
to a lamp module). When it gets light out, the controller
sends an off command. Like above, this controller could be
used with the TW523 module and a home control com-
puter to tell the computer when it’s darkout  and when it’s
light again.

The most interesting addition to both Heathand Radio
Shack’s product lines is a complete home security system
based on X-10 modules and RF transmitters and receivers.
There is a master unit that has an X-10 transceiver, RF
receiver, speaker, and indicator lights on it. Attached to
doors and windows are sensors that send signals onto the
power line when they are tripped. Finally, there is a hand-
held RF transmitter used to enable and disable the alarm
system. With the system disabled, a soft chime sounds
when one of the sensors is tripped and the LEDs on the
master unit show the sensors’ status. When the alarm is
enabled and is tripped, a loud siren sounds and lights are
flashed for four minutes. Let’s just hope those power
glitches that like to occasionally wreak havoc with X-10
modules don’t wake your neighbors (and you) in the
middle of the night some time.

And the future...

That about does it for this issue. Future plans include
complete coverage of the November release of the CEBus
working specification, any new CEBus-based  products
that may be slated for release to coincide with the release
of the spec, a nifty hand-held infrared remote control that
should have a good deal of appeal to the home automation
experimenter, and anything else  you want to see. Drop me
a letter or send me a message on the Circuit Cellar BBS with
ideas, suggestions, or pointers to new products that have
caught your eye. Plus, if you’ve implemented some form
of automation in your home that you think others would
enjoy reading about, tell me about that too.+

Ken Daoidson  is the managing editor and a member of the Circuit Cellar INK
engineering stufi  He holds a B.S. in computer engineering and an M.S. in
computer science from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
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CONNEC-
TIME

Excerpts from fhe Circuif Cellar BBS

The Circuit Cellar BBS
300/ 1200/2400  bps

24 hours/7 days a week
(203) 871-1988

Four Incoming Lines
Vernon, Connecticut

Conducted by

Topics that we’ll be covering in this issue’s ConnecTime
include emergency cut-off switches, waveform conver-
sion, and switched-capacitorfilter design. In this first dis-
cussion, wefind that hardware isn’t always the basis for all
message threads on the Circuit Cellar BBS; software rears
its ugly (?) head at times, too.

Msg#:22701
From: MARVIN GOLDBERG To: ALL USERS

I have written a program to display a large graphic file (230K).
This program is written using Turbo C v 2.0 and is being used on
I’S/2  Model 50 with VGA. The following function receives a line
of data at time from the file and then displays the image on the
screen, one line at a time. It performs as expected except that it
is very slow. I have the feeling that this function will perform
faster if written in assembler language. Is it possible to replace
any or all of this function with in-line assembler code using the
Turbo Assembler? If so, I would be grateful to see what this code
looks like since I am not too handy with programming assembler
code.

void put_line(line_no,but)  int line-no;
char *buf;
1

register int i;
unsigned int offset; /” x coordinate of data in line */
i=512; /* size of buffer */
offset=O;
while(&)

(
putpixel(offset++,line_no,*buf++);

1

Msg#:22702
From: STEVE SAMPSON To: MARVIN GOLDBERG

You might try using the _read()  function, and also setvbuff) and Anyone who has ever worked with an alarm system knows
make the buffers larger, say 1024 for a start. Before you go off into that there is afine line between a system that is so sensitive
assembler. The problem as I see it is that the disk access is going that false alarms become a problem and one that isn’t
to be the slowest item. It might be better to drink in a compressed sensitive enough to pick up trouble. The same applies for
file completely and then uncompress and display the result. I
don’t think assembler will help with disk access speed.

remote emergency cut-off switches, as the next message
thread shows.

Msg#:227l7
From: NATHAN ENGLE To: STEVE SAMPSON

Another thing to do is to use the “++” construct as a prefix rather
than as a postfix (i.e., ++i rather than i++). It wouldn’t necessarily
save that much in CPU time, but it does evaluate faster since the
evaluated value of ++i is the same as the value of i AFTER
incrementing (which is already in the primary evaluation regis-
ter). When you use i++ you make the compiler backtrack and put
the old value in that register (just because of the way expressions
evaluate in C).

A good optimizer can spot places where you compute something
and never use it, so a lot of crud like that disappears when you
turn the optimization switches on maximum.

Msgt:22754
From: ED NISLEY To: MARVIN GOLDBERG

One thing you can do is combine the loop counter and pixel offset
into a singlevariable. Right now you’re doing two arithmetic op-
erations per iteration; cut one out!

Next, you can use a block move (of the memcpy flavor) to flash
a whole line into the buffer given the starting address. That gets
rid of the C-level iteration and is really going to be the biggest
win.

Next, snag a 32K buffer (using malloc)  and suck in huge gulps of
the file. If the pels are all contiguous in video memory (which
they will be if you’re in VGA native mode and not doing win-
dows or some such), use memcpy (or some such) to block move
the whole buffer.

I suspect that’11 give you a 100x speedup.  ..time it and report
back!
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Msg#:24119
From: ROBERT MEUSHAW To: ALL USERS MsgX:24142

From: JEFF BACHIOCHI To: ROBERT MEUSHAW
I am need of a wireless remote control transmitter and receiver
which can be used in a factory environment to send an emer-
gency cutoff signal to a machine. The control action must be very
reliable (since it is for emergency use) and it should have a range
of at least 100-150 feet. I have considered the use of RF, infrared,
and ultrasonic. Obviously, they must work in a noisy (electrical
and sound) environment.

Ken’s suggestion of a constantly transmitted OK is a good one. It
is much easier to shut a transmission off than rely on one getting
through! Although it prevents more than one user from stopping
a life-threatening situation.

Msg#:24220
For simplicity, it seems that infrared has an advantage, but it may
be too directional and short range for this application. I am con-
sidering using a Motorola encoder (MC145026) to provide data to
the transmitter, and using a Motorola decoder (MC145027)  to
process the received data. The transmitter must be small enough
to keep in a pocket. The receiver size is not critical, and it can be
mounted almost anywhere, including high above the machine.
For RFcontrols I would prefer preassembled modules which can
be integrated with other machine controls, since RF devices
generally seem tricky to build and use reliably. However, I
would consider construction articles if they are relatively fool-
proof. I am mainly interested in simplicity of design and in con-
struction. Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated.

From: ROBERT MEUSHAW To: JEFF BACHIOCHI

The machine that I’m interested in stopping has several normal
controls for that purpose. Generally what happens is that the
machine gets jammed and must be cleared. The remote shutoff
is just a convenience that the operators might use if they are not
next to the machine when it jams. For this reason, I’m not sure I’d
want a loss of carrier to stop the machine. The nuisance factor
might keep operators from wanting the system at all.

Msgk24219
From: ROBERT MEUSHAW To: DALE NASSAR

Msg#:24132
From: DALE NASSAR To: ROBERT MEUSHAW

Thanks for the reply. I tried one of those cheapo  transmitters
from Radio Shack, and the range was insufficient. Do you know
of any others that might work?

I would feel a little shaky using IR for an emergency cut-off at 150
feet. You may want to consider using a DTMF signal sent over
one of those 49-MHz EM transceivers. The transmitter could be
hard wired so that the push of a momentary button sent the signal
as well as turned on the transmitter. The things are about the size
of a cigarette pack and are about $50 each at Radio Shack.

MS@24233
From: DALE NASSAR To: ROBERT MEUSHAW

Msgk24136

You may have tried the “toy” versions. The better ones that I have
used have easily given me a range of >500  feet. When you said
“emergency cutoff,” I may have wrongly assumed that the
situation was not life threatening. Because you were considering
IR, I assumed that you just wanted a secondary cutoff.

From: BOB PADDOCK To: ROBERT MEUSHAW

For a fail-safe system, you should look for the loss of a signal,
instead of trying to detect a signal. It is far better to have a few
erroneous shut downs for whatever reason (receiver died, trans-
mitter battery when dead, the service center took the antenna off
because it was in the way of servicing the receiver, etc.) than to hit
the *PANIC* button and have nothing at all happen, while
watching the machine grind one of your coworkers to bits.
(Paranoid, perhaps, but it just might be me standing between the
wall and the machine.)

Eventhemostesoten'crequest  willoftengeta  responseor
a pointer to where an answer can be found. Here, a user is
looking for a waveform output.

Msgk23187
From: MICHAEL CAVANAUGH To: ALL USERS

Msgk24140
From: KEN DAVIDSON To: ROBERT MEUSHAW

I don’t think you’re paranoid, Bob. As I was reading the original
message and the first reply, I was thinking exactly what you
were. I would try setting up a low-power RF transmitter that
transmitted continuously, with the press of a button cutting off
the transmission. After having worked with a number of IR-
based devices, I wouldn’t trust my life to IR, and certainly not at
150 feet. I think the biggest problem to solve at that point is the
power source. You’d likely have to put the unit on a charger each
night.

I am in need of a chip to convert a DC voltage (either 6 or 18 VDC)
to two sinusoidal waveforms as an output. The two outputs must
be90 degrees out of phase (sin and cos) and 16 volts peak-to-peak
(&8 volts). They must also be at 250 Hz. A 6-VDC square wave
at 250 Hz is available as an input to clock the output. Any ideas
will be greatly appreciated.

Msg#:23290
From: DALE NASSAR To: MICHAEL CAVANAUGH

The square wave you have along with the fixed frequency can
make things simple for you. If you filter the square wave with a
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low-pass filter you can obtain the fundamental component which
is a sine wave of the same frequency. If you pass this through a
simple op-amp integrator (inverting), the output will be a cosine
wave (same frequency). If this output is then passed through
another inverting integrator, the output is the negative sine (you
can pass this through an op-amp inverter to get sine). Use a quad
op-amp such as the TL084. 1 did a one-page article in Radio-
Electronics describing how to filter out the fundamental sine from
a square wave (April 1988, page 77). It also described how to
make the frequency and amplitude controlled independently,
each with a single pot-a feature I found to be hard to obtain in a
simple circuit, which is why I wrote the article.

Msg#:23483
From: MICHAEL CAVANAUGH To: DALE NASSAR

Sounds like a good idea. If I run the square wave through a low-
pass filter, what should be the cut-off frequencies? I will use the
final waveform outputs to provide excitation to several resolvers,
so I may need to use some type of power op-amp to drive this type
of load. I will play with your idea on the breadboard and see what
shakes out.

Msg#:23670
From: DALE NASSAR To: MICHAEL CAVANAUGH

The fundamental sinusoidal that you want to filter from the
square wave (it is SQUARE??) is of the same frequency as the
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square wave. Op-amp filters will work, but I have found
switched-capacitor filters less troublesome. For high-input-
impedance buffers you can try an op-amp configured as a direct-
input voltage follower.

Speaking of switched-capun’torfilters,  the next discussion
actually covers two topics.The first deals with switched-
capacitor  filter design, while the second addresses a prob-
lem most electronics experimenters face at one time or
another: where to find hard-to-find parts.

Msg#:23175
From: MATTHEW TAYLOR To: ALL USERS

I am considering using a switched-capacitor filter (like the MFIO)
as the low-pass filter for a 12-bit  A/D converter. Has anyone
worked with these filters? Is clock noise a problem? Does
anyone know of any higher-order switched-capacitor filters?

Also, as a student, I have never dealt with any parts distributors
such as Arrow, Hamilton/Avnet, Pioneer, etc. Do they frown on
doing business with individuals? I realize they have minimum
orders, but could anyone please elaborate on what I should
expect? I am trying to get some parts that Jameco, JDR, and Digi-
Key don‘t carry.

R&D ELECTRONIC SURPLUS, INC.
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Fans Speakers
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Heat-Shrinkable tubing Telephones and components
Heatsinks Transformers
Integrated Circuits Ultrasonic Transducer Board
Lamps & Lights Zeners
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Msgk23192 Msg#:23313
From: PAUL SHUBEL To: MATTHEW TAYLOR From: MATTHEW TAYLOR To: JAMES D STEWART

Arrow puts out a catalog for mail-order electronic parts. The
minimum order is $25.00; they take credit cards. I have ordered
from them with no problem. The nice thing about buying chips
from them is that you know that they will be factory fresh. Their
order hot line is l-800-932-7769.

Their catalog contains chips and all different electronic parts and
components. They will probably send you a catalog if you call
and ask. A while ago they promoted this catalog through the
bingo cards. To anyone else interested, they actually carry the
80% family and most TI chips including the elusive TMWOxx.
Ditto for Allied Electronics, phone l-800-433-5700.

Msgk23289
From: JAMES D STEWART To: MATTHEW TAYLOR

The MFlO will work great as a low-pass filter on an A/D or D/
A. I’m using them on two of my designs in this way. Just make
sure that the sample frequency and the filter clock frequency are
derived from the same oscillator. If you use two different oscil-
lators, you will get horrible beat frequencies in the audio. In
terms of dealing with the big parts guys, tell them you are a little
start-up company and that you will pay COD. They will treat you
OK. Also, don’t be afraid to ask them for samples and data sheets.

I was hoping the MFlO would work. I don’t really like wiring up
high-order filters: boring and tedious. Not that carrying 16
address lines throughout a wire-wrapped project is any joy. :-)

Are your designs digitizing audio? I’ve built several audio
pmcessorsusing 8-bit data converters and asignetics  cornpander
(to help with the dynamic range). The results were less than
thrilling, but the designs worked. I’ve since learned a lot about
real world designs that NONE of my EE books (or professors)
have ever mentioned. This next design will *NOT’  have the
analog and digital portions of the circuit living on the same wire-
wrap board!

If you have time, I would love any advice you could offer on
keeping things quiet in an analog/digital system. How do you
test your designs? I am planning on doing the analog section on
a breadboard with a ground plane and probably wire-wrapping
the digital section. Sound OK?

Msg#:23333
From: JAMES D STEWART To: MATTHEW TAYLOR

My designs digitize audio to 10 bits, run the digital data through
an OK1 ADPCM processor chip, and store the resulting four bits
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of data in RAM or EPROM. I digitize at 8 kHz  and filter at about
3.5 kHz  on both the A/D and D/A. I have been told by my
customers that my speech quality is the best they have ever heard
for the applications they are doing (security and process control).
As far as keeping things quiet on a wire-wrap board, it is possible,
but not easy. Physically separate the digital and analog and put
the A/D in the middle. Part of your problem may be the limited
range of an 8-bit conversion. I have found that for the quality that
I and my customers will live with, I need at least 10 bits and 8-kHz
samples. One of my cards lives in an IBM PC and has a low-
impedance microphone input, and no noise problems. I ran the
analog stuff off of f5 volts that was regulated on the board with
LM78L05/LM79L05s  from the PC’s f12 volts. The cleanest
possible design would have the A/D converter separated by
optoisolators from the digital side. Hope this is of some use to
you. Good luck.

fuzzy. A scope on the A/D convertor showed a LOT of noise that
wasn’t present when all the digital stuff was unplugged.

This next project, I’m using 12-bit  converters and skipping the
compander circuitry. I was using a Signetics NE-570.  Its internal
op-amp was similar to a 741.

If you are ever wondering what someone CAN do with 8-bit
audio, go to a professional music store and listen to an (audio)
digital delay made by DigiTech.  Many of their older products
were 8-bit and sounded fantastic! I was a little disappointed to
open one of their units and see the pre- and postdigital section.
Very similar to mine (including the ‘570).

MsgX:23354
From: MATTHEW TAYLOR To: JAMES D STEWART

Thanks for the reply. My analog design skills are a little weak at
this point (as far as guarding against noise).

One of my projects was a real-time pitch shifter that sampled at
100 kHz and stored the sample in RAM. A separate circuit would
read the data out of RAM at a different clock speed (50-200 kHz)
and a send it straight to the D/A converter. Sticking a sine wave
into the device yielded a sine wave on the output, but it was really
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installments. Each installment comes on three 38OK,  5.25” IBM PC-format disks
and costs  just $15. The installment for this issue of INK (December/January 19891
90) includes all public messages posted during September and October, 1989.

To order either Software on Disk or Circuit Cellar BBS on Disk, send check or
money order to:

Circuit Cellar INK - Software (or BBS) on Disk
P.O. Box 772, Vernon, CT 06066

or use your MasterCard  or Visa and call (203) 875-2199. Be sure to specify the
issue number of each disk you order.



. ..And Everything in its Place

ertainly I should be the last guy in the world that
would have any complaints about current technology and
involvement of computers in our lives. I mean, after all,
aren’t I Mr. Embedded Controller?

I didn’t get upset when I found myself “negotiating”
proper cooking times with a 4-bit computer-controlled
microwave oven. My blood pressure doesn’t even go up a
notch when the new FM stereo WON’T let me listen to my
favorite station because ITS computer-controlled program-
ming has decided that the low signal strength of my station
isn’t worth locking onto! ( “Having a mind of its own”
takes on a new meaning with today’s technology).

For what it’s worth, however, I am coming to a slow
burn over the computer control systems in cars. Have you
looked under the hood of a car recently? Surely it is no
longer the province of a grease-covered mechanic but, are
we to substitute a plumber, electrical engineer, physicist,
or a computer programmer whenmaintenanceisrequired?

My latest hot rod is high-tech German steel. The car is
a wonderful evolution in performance and control but,
like most new cars, it can be a nightmare of pushbuttons
and computers. When you get in it the first time you spend
about 2 hours programming the “central computer” with
the time, mileage alert thresholds, seat positions, radio
stations, wiper speeds, mirror positions, and assorted
other electrical stuff. The oneitem I dared not program was
a multi-digit alarm code which enabled the ignition sys-
tem when you entered the car. Entering the wrong code
put the car out of commission for a half hour. (I had already
lost the argument with my home stereo so I was gun shy).

Coexistence with this marvel of technology was fine
until I decide to take the car for a spin and the battery was
dead.Thecarhadbeensittingin thegaragefor3 weeksand
the battery was dead! I charged the battery, reprogram-
med everything, and then shut the car off. Just for curiosity
I lifted a battery lead and there was a spark! But the car was
off! A check with an ammeter showed that the computer
was drawing 3OOmA with the car off. Give me a break!

To add insult to injury, the “central computer” de-
cided to hiccup. While I was on my way to the dealer to
“discuss” this constant current drain discovery, I was
passing through a construction area. To this day I will
argue that the guy frantically waving the flag meant that I
should get through as fast as I could, but by then it was too
late. You remember those movies where the car sail through
the air? I did that over a pile of wooden concrete forms!
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The landing was hard but my German steel survived I
with flying colors (quite exhilarating actually). Unfortu-
nately, the engine started missing and I started loosing
power. Thinking the worst, I limped into the dealership
and pulled into one of the service bays. Three technicians,
responding to the emergency,dragged sophisticated diag-
nostic equipment and electronic probes to the car. My car
soon looked like an octopus of electronic cabling.

I related the travel incident to the technician monitor-
ing the central diagnostic console. He shook his head and
pointed at the display, “Ze computa  is ded! Four cylinda is
verking! Four cylinda is capute!”  The parts manager piped
in, “I can get you a new ignition control computer in about
a week.. . Cost about $3000!  Are you gonna need a rental?”

As I was about to fall on the floor in grief, the service
manager showed up. He silently walked around the sput-
tering car, looked at the diagnostic displays, and looked
under the hood at the badly vibrating engine. Next he
picked up a piece of scrap wood and walked back to the
car. To our amazement he took the wood and hit under the
passenger-side dashboard. The engine jumped RPM for an
instant and then sputtered. The service manager bent
down under the dash, took the piece of wood and jammed
it up behind the glovebox. Instantly the engine roared to
life and the red flashing lights on the diagnostic panels
went to green. He just smiled and said, “Loose connector.”
I just felt like hugging the car.

Even though I made it home safely, I was left with a
dilemma. Does living with a high-tech car mean having an
extension cord hanging out of the engine block and a 2x4
braced against the computer? Is all this computer stuff
now so complicated that service personnel think only to
replace the whole system rather than understand and fix a
problem?

The success of microprocessors in toasters and appli-
ances is that they demand very little understanding from
users as to what they are rather than how they perform.
The most successfully implemented embedded control
computer is one that functions flawlessly and is totally
ignored. At one time they were made with springs and
levers. Today they use microprocessors. Perhaps the next
evolutionary stage will have something suitable for cars.
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